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Introduction
This index provides subject access to the South Dakota State University Collegian. Included areallarticles written by the
newspaper staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are briefannouncements and notices.
This index cumulates two publishing years, covering September 1998 through May 2000. Indexes are published at theend
of every other academic year. ,
Although this isa computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key words in headlines.
Whenever the headline words dp not accurately reflect the content of the article, appropriate subject headings are assigned.
Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in subject headings. Excluded are.
names Ofthose writing letters to the editor and other reporters.
Subject entries arelimited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete headings are
sometimes necessary. Forex^ple. Student Association elections are listed as SA-ELECTIONS. A cross reference is
made whenever necessary (e.g.: STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION see SA). Place names in subject entries are alsoabbreviated
to savespace (cities and states in two letters, countries in three letters) but are spelled out in the notation.
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
An asterisk (*) at the beginningof a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) at the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
^ (ED) at the end of a notation signifies an editorial.
Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is includedin parenthesisat the end of a notation.
Entries are arranged chronologically under each subject heading. The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.: CULTURAL DIVERSITY
2. A twelve-digit code containing the date (month, day, and year) and pagination (section, page, and column)—e.g.:
11 November
04 Day
1998 = Year 11/04/98
A Section
04 Page.
2 Column A042
* , — Illustration
3. The headline notation—e.g.: "INTERNATIONAL NTTE EDUCATES STUDENTS"
Thus, an entry composed of the aboveunits wouldread:
CULTURAL DIVERSnr 11/04/98 A042 INTERNATIONAL NTTE EDUCATES STUDENTS
20copies ofIbis Index wee pfinted byH,M.Bri2gsLitivy at a costofS8.13 each. LBOIS 6/00
SDSU COLLEGIAN
SUBJECT
ABORTION
ACADEMIC ADVISING
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
ACCIDENT AUTO
INDEX
1998-2000
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/20/1999 A042
ACCREDITATION
10/14/1998
1/27/1999
3/22/2000
5/03/2000
3/03/1999
2/23/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
A013
AOll
AOll
A016
A041
A042
AOll
AO 42
ACTING
ACTIVITY FEES
ACTORS
ACTRESSES
ADDICTION
ADMISSIONS
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
ADVERTISING
ADVEO LAURA
AFFELDT RICHARD
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AFRICAN-AMERICANS
AG 8 BIOLOGICAL
AG EXTENSION WORK
AG HERITAGE
AG MUSEUM
AG-SD
AGED
AGRICULTURE
AHLBORN NATHAN
AIDS
AIRPLANE ACCIDENT
ALCOHOL
4/12/2000
4/05/2000
2/17/1999
9/09/1998
11/18/1998
1/13/1999
4/28/1999
3/24/1999
1/13/1999
11/03/1999
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
2/03/1999
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
10/06/1999
11/24/1999
10/06/1999
12/15/1999
A106
A102
A034
A051
A021
A052
A052
A052
A051
A015
A023
A046
A023
AlOl
A062
A023
A023
A014
AO 42
A045
A084
A042
A045
A031
A031
A023
A031
A023
A031
A023
A031
A031
A031
A033
A031
A033
A071
A023
10/13/1999
3/01/2000
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/24/1999
12/15/1999
2/02/2000
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
10/14/1998
1/13/1999
9/23/1998
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
3/03/1999
9/15/1999
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
12/15/1999
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
3/22/2000
A041
AOll
A023
A044
A061
AOll
A023
AOll
A031
A042
A031
A031
A021
A015
CANDLE-LIGHT VIGIL PARADES ACROSS CAMPUS (NELSON)
SEE ADVISING .
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PROGRAMS, CLASSES
STUDENT HIT BY CAR ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURY
WAGNER HOSPITALIZED AFTER AUTO ACCIDENT
STUDENTS INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT (FAGAN)
ACCIDENT UPDATE (FAGAN)
PETERSON CHOSEN AS CONSULTANT-EVALUATOR
JOURNALISM DEPT RECOMMENDED FOR NATIONAL REACCREDITA
NCA TO REVIEW SDSU'S COURSES (HARRELSON)
TEAM INSPECTS ISSUES ON CAMPUS (BROOKS)
SEE DRAMA, THEATER
SEE ALSO UAFBC, STUDENT FEES
ALUMNUS ACTOR TO TEACH, PERFORM
"FACES OF AMERICA" MODELS DIVERSITY (NELSON)
KADDICTIONS RUN RAMPANT (KOCER)
SDSU NAMES THREE NEW ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS
SDSU GAINS MOST STATE HIGH SCHOOL AP CREDITS
*AD CLUB STUDENTS FIND JOURNEY TO NY AN ADVENTURE
STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
*IN THE AIR
CROPS TEAM WINS COMPETITION
SDSU SEARCHES FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICERS
^FEBRUARY, A MONTH OF MANY COLORS (TORRENCE)
BLACK HISTORY MONTH ACTIVITIES PLANNED (DALY)
KRACE UP HILL IN MOLASSES (TORRENCE)
*A ONE-BROTHER SHOW (CHOLIK)
XNEED A JOB
HERO LIVED AND DIED WELL (L)
LIVING AND DYING WELL (L)
ARNOLD'S LASTING EFFECTS, MEMORIES REMAIN (DOBBS)
AG-BIO DEPARTMENT RECEIVES LARGE GRANT (TALSMA)
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES, FARMERS QUESTION
*A CENTURY OF DIFFERENCE (GRIFFITH)
SEE AG HERITAGE
SEE ALSO FARMS S FARMING
LAND-GRANT INSTITUTIONS JOIN FOR AGRICULTURE (EIDEM)
CARE OF ELDERLY CONCERN FOR ALL (NELSON, GRIFFITH)
SEE AG, FARMS S FARMING
PRIORITIES HARD TO DEFINE SOMETIMES--BUT NOT THIS
REDNECKS S RODEOS 8 PUMPKINS, OH MY (AHLBORN)
WHAT'S THE EXPRESSION? (AHLBORN)
ACTIONS DON'T ALWAYS SPEAK--SOMETIMES THEY SHOUT!
PARK YOUR BUTT 8 LISTEN UP (AHLBORN)
RIGHT IDEA, WRONG EXECUTION (AHLBORN)
WHAT DID YOU CALL ME? (AHLBORN)
Y2K, B4U WORRY, THINK ABOUT THIS (AHLBORN)
WHERE'S HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT? (AHLBORN)
WHY ARE NARCOTICS ILLEGAL WHEN ALCOHOL IS NOT?
DRUG INDUCED THOUGHTS (AHLBORN)
THE MOST DANGEROUS TOOL IS ONE OFTEN MISUSED (AHLBOR
FREEDOM TO SPEAK, OUR MINDS (AHLBORN)
SEE ALSO HIV
HIV TRAINING SESSION COMES TO SDSU
AIDS MAY NOT STEM FROM HIV (L)
SEE ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
KCOLUMNIST DEEMS DRY CAMPUS LABEL IRONICAL
RES LIFE INTRODUCES NEW POLICY (REZAC)
"STATEMENT OF CONCERN" MARKS GOOD MOVE FOR SDSU (L)
*IS ALCOHOL AN EVERYDAY NECESSITY (STAVING).
BE A RESPONSIBLE DRINKER--NEW ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROG
MIC PUNISHMENTS INCONSISTENT IN SD (MARSH)
ALUMNUS DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL (L)
STUDENTS QUESTION DRINKING POLICY (SCHAEFER)
RIGHT IDEA, WRONG EXECUTION (AHLBORN)
XHAS UNDERAGE DRINKING INCREASED? (NELSON)
WHY ARE NARCOTICS ILLEGAL WHEN ALCOHOL IS NOT?
STUDENTS CONFESS (L)
BROOKINGS, NO ALTERNATIVES (ED)
CONFERENCE TACKLES BINGE DRINKING (DOBBS)
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SUBJECT
ALCOHOL
ALDERN ROBERT
ALICK JOE
ALLBEE ELAINE
ALLEN EDWARD
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
ALUMNI
AMERICAN CIVIL LIB
ANDERA PAT
ANDERSON DANA
ANDERSON KELLE
ANDERSON NICHOLETT
ANDREWS JESSICA
ANGELOU MAYA
ANIMAL SCIENCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/29/2000 AG21 BE RESPONSIBLE (ED)
3/29/2GdO AG91 DRINK MORE KOOL-AID (SANKEY)
4/12/2GGG.AGll .*DRINKING--H0W SERIOUS IS IT? (MARSH)
4/12/2GGG AG23 ALUMNUS TACKLES DRINKING ISSUES (L)
11/17/1999 AG93 SD LANDSCAPE INSPIRES ARTIST'S EXHIBITION (GRIFFITH)
2/24/1999 AGll *ALICK & PARADIS VIE FOR SA PRESIDENT (HARRELSON)
3/G3/1999 AGll ^CANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (HARRELSON)
2/17/1999 AG42 *AN ARTIST
3/22/2GGG AG94 CONFERENCE AUTHORS SHARE WISDOM 8 EXPERIENCE
12/G9/1998 AG51 ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA ELECTS NATIONAL MEMBER
10/28/1998 AG72 xALUMNI DOMINATE JACKS
11/03/1999 AG71 *ALUMNI PROVE WORTHY CHALLENGE AT 7TH-ANNUAL MEET
SEE ACLU
10/28/1998 A042 STUDENTS HAVE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE (UMIKER)
4/19/2000 AlOI KKSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
9/16/1998 A141 KWABBIT OF THE WEEKt-KELLE ANDERSON
4/21/1999 A052 *STUDENT NAMED SD SOLDIER OF THE YEAR (REISCH)
4/05/2000 Alll *KSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
4/21/1999 A082 xANGELOU TO EMPOWER SDSU (WOODARD)
.4/28/1999 A015 ANGELOU CANCELS SPEECH
9/15/1999 A012 ANGELOU TO SPEAK ABOUT DIVERSITY (MARSH)
9/29/1999 AOll ^AUTHOR SHINES UPON AUDIENCE--ANGELOU SHARES (MARSH)
9/29/1999 A021 THANKS FOR BRINGING ANGELOU TO SDSU! (ED)
11/18/1998 A052 DEAN POSITION AVAILABLE IN ANIMAL 8 RANGE SCIENCE
12/02/1998 A054 ANIMAL 8 RANGE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT HEAD NA (PERRYMAN)
3/29/2000 A051 ^STUDENTS PROMOTE FUTURE AT LITTLE INTERNATIONAL
SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK
ANOREXIA, NEVER A JOKING MATTER (ED)
SEE ALSO FEARS
9/16/1998 AOll ARABIC CLASS OFFERED FOR 1ST TIME AT SDSU ,
12/02/1998 A031 EXTEND FOOD SERVICE HOURSE (ED)
5/03/2000 A031 XARAMARK VS MARRIOTT (CURRIE-OLSON);
10/13/1999 Alll ARCTIC PROVIDES INSPIRATION FOR SLIDE SHOW
11/04/1998 A042 MILITARY HELPS PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES (OLSON)
10/13/1999 A084 leKICKIN' THE BALL AROUND
9/15/1999 A023 HERO LIVED AND DIED WELL (L)
9/22/1999 A023 LIVING AND DYING WELL (L)
9/22/1999 A026 STUDENT LAMENTS ARNOLD'S DEATH (L)
10/06/1999 A014 ARNOLD'S LASTING EFFECTS, MEMORIES REMAIN (DOBBS)
10/07/1998 A051 SDSU FACULTY PRESENTS VISUAL ARTS SHOW
10/14/1998 A131 *ART DEPT. FACULTY EXHIBITION ON DISPLAY
11/04/1998 A122 CULTURAL CENTER FEATURES 2 NEW EXHIBITIONS
11/18/1998 A122 UPC ARTS PRESENTS BROOKS-KORN EXHIBIT
12/02/1998 Alll *ART PROFESSOR KIM DISPLAYS SILK-SCRREN PRINTS
12/09/1998 A131 SENIOR ART EXHIBIT ENDS MARK'S ART ED AT SDSU
2/17/1999 A042 *AN ARTIST
3/24/1999 A072 *TITANIC MISSES ICEBERG; HITS BROOKINGS (NIEDERMYER)
3/24/1999 A083 COLOR YOURSELF SILLY RESULTS
4/14/1999 A072 ART DEPARTMENT MOVE INITIATES CHALLENGES (REZAC)
9/2971999 A075 ART 8 PAST CONNECT IN FREEMAN EXHIBIT (EIDEM)
10/13/1999 A023 WHAT'S THE EXPRESSION? (AHLBORN)
10/13/1999 A092 xPREMIERE OF ARTWORK DELAYED BY SHIPPING DAMAGES
10/13/1999 A115 kDUCKING THE ISSUES ON ART (HARRELSON)
11/03/1999 A102 *ART IN MOTION (CHOLIK)
11/17/1999 A103 *CHANGING FACES
SEE ALSO ART CENTER
9/23/1998 A052 KIN THE WORKS
3/03/1999 A074 MUSEUM RENOVATIONS CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
10/13/1999 A093 A WORK OF ART--CONSTRUCTION ON SD ART MUSEUM
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS
9/15/1999 Alll ARTISTS NEEDED FOR 2-YEAR PROGRAM IN SOUTH DAKOTA
10/20/1999 A063 ALUMNA WILL INFORM STUDENTS ON CAREER POSSIBILITIES
11/03/1999 A112 COMMUNITY STRONGLY SUPPORTS ARTS (ENYART)
2/02/2000 A012 $10.4 MILLION PERFORMING ARTS CENTER TO BENEFIT COMM
5/03/2000 AOll JORGENSEN CHOSEN AS NEW A 8 S DEAN (WOODARD)
9/22/1999 A102 ARTS COUNCIL REACHES COMMUNITY (CHOLIK)
SEE ALSO FOLK ARTS FESTIVAL
3/29/2000 A042 ASBESTOS REMOVAL LAST STEP IN PROJECT--NFA (DALY)
11/04/1998 A122 CULTURAL CENTER FEATURES 2 NEW EXHIBITIONS
11/04/1998 AOll POLICE INVESTIGATE ALLEGED ASSAULT (OLSON) '
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
9/09/1998 A104 FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS -- 1ST EVER IN SDSU HISTORY
9/16/1998 A102 kFESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS AT SDSU (CONRAD)
10/07/1998 A103 GLUTAMlNE STUDIED AT SDSU (TUPPER)
1/20/1999 A093 kTHE BEST OF SPORTS IN '98 (CONRAD)
10/06/1999 A081 FESTIVAL HONORS TOP ATHLETES (MILLER)
10/06/1999 A081 KCONGRATULATIONS...
12/08/1999 A061 kRULES ARE RULES (UNTIL OUR HEROES BREAK THEM)
ANIMALS
ANOREXIA
ANXIETY
ARABIC
ARAMARK
ARCTIC
ARMY RESERVE
ARNIO NICK
ARNOLD EUGENE
11/24/1999 A021
ART
ART MUSEUM
ARTISTS
ARTS
ARTS & SCIENCES
ARTS COUNCIL
ARTS FESTIVAL
ASBESTOS
ASKREN MARY
ASSAULT
ATHLETES
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SUBJECT
ATHLETES
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS-COACHES
AUSTRALIA
AUTHORS
AUTO
AUTO ACCIDENT
AUTO PARKING
AUTO-SD
AVIATION
AUALD JOHN
AWARE. ROZHYER
BACKHUUS ERICA
BAIN tRAVIS
BAND
BAND MARCHING
BAREISS WARREN
BARS
BASEBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/09/2000 A061
9/09/1998
10/07/1998
10/28/1998
3/03/1999
12/15/1999
5/03/2000
5/03/2000
2/10/1999
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
9/30/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
2/03/1999
10/14/1998
10/14/1998
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
10/27/1999
11/24/1999
5/03/2000
10/28/1998
4/05/2000
10/28/1998
3/01/2000
10/07/1998
10/14/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
3/22/2000
9/30/1998
10/28/1998
12/09/1998
3/29/2000
9/23/1998
10/07/1998
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
4/28/1999
9/29/1999
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
3/29/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
5/03/2000
A014
A091
A071
A113
A052
A071
A072
A091
,A061
A074
A081
A135
A061
A061
A063
A031
AOll
A031
AOll
A041
AOll
AOll
A021
A031
A014
AOll
A023
A035
A051
AO 42
A051
A012
AOll
.*NFL MAKES ROCKER LOOK LIKE A SAINT (HOFFMAN)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS
COACH ACCUSES ATHLETIC DIRECTOR OF WRONG (NIEDERMYER
*JACKRABBIT SPORTS--A WEEK IN REVIEW
*WEEK IN REVIEW (CONRAD)
^STUDENT TRAINERS KEEP ATHLETES IN TOP CONDITION
J6BIRD'S EYE VIEW--PRESS BOX (TUPPER)
kFIRST annual huffy awards (HOFFMAN)
kYEAR of the JACKRABBIT--SDSU SPORTS TEAMS DOMINATE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
FORMER SDSU WRESTLING COACH DIES IN ACCIDENT
kFATHER-SON DUO LEADS JACKS (WERKMEISTER)
KONE OF THE BEST
SDSU ANNOUNCES HEAD SOCCER COACH
kLIFE "DOWN UNDER" BOASTS DIFFERENCES
SEE WRITERS
PROS, CONS EVIDENT IN AUTO OWNERSHIPS (UMIKER)
kALL-AMERICAN columnist ponders AUTOS
96CARS SHOW PERSONAS, STYLE. (OLSON)
*KOCER -LAMENTS HER VEHICLE
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
JfSOLUTION SOUGHT FOR TOUGH PARKING SITUATION
LEADERS MUST ADDRESS CAMPUS PARKING PROBLEM (ED)
SA ADDRESSES PARKING PROBLEM (HARRELSON)
CHANGES IN CAMPUS PARKING REGULATIONS
XSDSU PARKING TICKET APPEAL COSTS RISE TO $10
PARKING COMMITTEE SEEKS SA ASSISTANCE (HARRELSON)
APPEAL CHARGE HURTS STUDENTS (ED)
96BIKE.IN TREE FIXES PARKING WOES (OVERLAND)
COMMITTEE ELIMINATES SC RESERVE SPACES
KSA PASSES .1999-2000'PARKING RESOLUTIONS
PARK YOUR BUTT & LISTEN UP (AHLBORN)
kUPD FIASCOS COST MONEY (CURRIE-OLSON)
SEE ALSO SEAT BELTS
AVIATION CLUB HELPS GET NEEDED FLYING TIME (LINGBECK
kengland museums provide several aspects of art
*SDSU'S OWN BECOMES A CITIZEN
*SOME-BUNNY LIKES ME
*MEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
SEE MUSIC BAND, BAND MARCHING
AOll DIFFERENT BEAT
A134 KTAPPIN' TOES
A044 *PUT IT THERE
A112 SHAKING DOWN THE ROOF--PRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS
AOll FOOD POISONING ATTACKS PRIDE (NIEDERMYER)
A101 PACKERS PRIDE
A052 kHAPPY BIRTHDAY
A131 *LITTLE TRUMPET BOY
A072 KBAND MARCHES WITH PRIDE (ROBINSON)
A124 XSEND IN THE CLOWNS
A092 JfCELEBRATING THE FOURTH WITH PRIDE (CHOLIK)
A044 kJACKRABBIT PRIDE
A015 IN BRIEF
A045 KNEW INSTRUCTOR JOINS CST FACULTY
AlOl KFRIENDS' ENCOUNTERS ENTERTAIN COLUMNIST
A122 IS IT JOEHOUSE OR JACKALOPE LOUNGE?
A016 SPORTS BAR TO OPEN (MARSH)
A115 KBASEBALL.'S YOUNG GUNS ^
A044 kNUMBERS PLAY CRITICAL ROLE IN SPORTS, SCHOOL
A121 BASEBALL TRAVELS TO METRODOME FOR SPRING BREAK
A121 kJACKRABBITS STEP TO PLATE (CODY)
A091 KBASEBALL TEAM DEFEATS SSU IN DOUBLEHEADER
Alll KBASEBALL TEAM ON A TEAR (CODY)
AlOl kJACKRABBIT BASEBALL TEAM SPLITS GAMES (CODY)
Alll ROAD TRIP THROUGH FOR THE JACK'S BASEBALL TEAM
A091 JACKS KEEP PLAYOFF HOPES ALIVE (CODY)
A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL & FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
AOsi kTImPfOR bud TO HIT THE ROAD (HOFFMAN)
A091 kJACKS prepare FOR SPRING BREAK TRIP (SWEETER)
.A086 JACKS END BREAK WITH 3-6 RECORD
A062 KLANGER CARRIES ON FAMILY TRADITION (SWEETER)
A071 kJACKS split BOTH DOUBLEHEADERS
A085 SDSU BASEBALL TEAM ONE GAME UNDER .500
A066 SLUGGERS GO 2-2 ON THE ROAD (SWEETER)
A012 kWIND UP! '
A065 DRAMATIC HOMER LIFTS JACKS OVER ST CLOUD
A072 kJACK split WEEKEND GAMES (SWEETER)
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SUBJECT
BASEBALL-PROF
BASKETBALL
DATE
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
2/10/1999
A/19/20GO
9/23/1998
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/13/1999
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/10/1999
2/10/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
4/14/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/17/1999
11/24/1999
11/24/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
1726/2000
1/26/2000
1/26/2000
1/2672000
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/02/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
2/O9/20OO
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/16/20OO
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
PAPER NOTATION
A041 XRECORDS MARRED.BY MEDIA
A041 XMOTHER FAILS TO UNDERSTAND BASEBALL'S MAGIC
A013 *KIRBV MANIA
A061 *ONE TWINS FAN'S SAD RAMBLIN6S (TUPPER)
A024 *NETTERS FOR THE SETTERS
A094 MIDNIGHT MADNESS--GRAB YOUR SEATS IN RABBIT'S DEN
A134 XMIDNIGHT MADNESS BRINGS IN THE FANS (CONRAD)
A071 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM PREPARES FOR NEW SEASON
A081 MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM BUILDS FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL
A091 *MEN'S TEAM WINS TWO AT HOME (LINDHOLM)
A104 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL BOUNCES BEMIDJI STATE
AOll *BREAKING THE RULES--COACH BENCHES TWO STARTERS
A071 *MEN'S BASKETBALL PLAYERS RIDE THE PINE (LINDHOLM)
A071 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL THANKFUL ON THANKSGIVING
A065 XJACKRABBIT FUTURE
A091 *MEN'S basketball TEAMWORK IS LACKING (LINDHOLM)
A103 WOMEN PREPARE FOR CONFERENCE (CONRAD)
A071 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL UNDEFEATED IN NCC (CONRAD)
A074 MEN'S BASKETBALL STRUGGLES IN NCC (CONRAD)
A085 9CKLUIS SCORES HER 1,000 POINT--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
A023 *FOUBERG PREACHES PRIDE IN UNIVERSITY
A081 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL--REBOUNDING BRINGS 1ST LOSS IN NC
A081 MEN'S BASKETBALL BREAKS LOSING STREAK (TUPPER)
A081 *MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM WINS TWO (TUPPER)
A083 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FALLS HARD AGAINST UND
A091 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MOVES TO 8-3 IN NCC
A093 MEN'S BASKETBALL UP--THEN DOWN (CODY)
A113 XFISCHER TAKES ON LEADERSHIP ROLE (CONRAD)
AOll KJACKRABBIT men THUMP AUGIE (CODY)
A091 *AIR TIME
A093 XAU6USTANA OUTPLAYS JACKS IN SECOND HALF (CONRAD)
A121 XESTLING LEADS JACKS TO VICTORY OVER AUGUSTANA
AO14 XCHECK AND MATE
A081 XWOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM CRUSHES TWO NCC (CONRAD)
A082 KMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM SPLITS WITH CLOSE LOSS (CODY)
AlOl 6REINER DAZZLES FOR THE JACKS (CODY)
A091 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM LOSES CLOSE GAMES IN ND
A093 XWATSON SINKS 16-FOOT BUZZER BEATER. INSURES WIN
A105 KWATSON SINKS ONE. JACKRABBITS WIN (CODY)
A113 SENIORS SHARE MEMORIES (CODY)
AOll XJACKS UPEND COYOTES (CONRAD S CODY)
A021 THANK YOU MEN. GOOD LUCK WOMEN (ED)
A064 XROTC TAKE TEAMS TO NOTRE DAME (REISCH)
A085 KGO JACKS!
Alll XWEISBROD MANAGES SOFTBALL AND BASKETBALL (MEYER)
A071 XWOMEN CRUISE. MEN STUMBLE IN EXHIBITIONS
A091 KJUMP SHOT
A095 *OUTTA MY WAV!
A064 «UP AND AWAY --
A071 XBASKETBALL PREVIEWS (POLLARD)
AO14 XWATCH OUT!
A063 KMEN WIN OPENING GAMES AT HOME (VANDERWERFF)
A065 AFTER SLOW START. WOMEN STEAMROLL MOORHEAD STATE
A051 *FRESH OFF WIN AT SSU. MEN PUMMEL NORTHERN (POLLARD)
A055 NSU SPOILS HOME OPENER FOR SDSU WOMEN'S TEAM (POLLAR
A051 XBORED? COME BACK THE JACKS (TUPPER)
A052 KWOMEN'S TEAM DOMINATES (POLLARD)
A055 XMEN OVERCOME SLOW STARTS TO WIN 2 GAMES
A064 *DEE-FENSE!
A064 XJACKRABBIT FANATIC
A062 TWO ND WINS COULD BUMP WOMEN INTO FIRST (POLLARD)
A062 KMEN'S TEAM NOT OUT OF HUNT YET (HOFFMAN)
A074 *LADY JACKS SPLIT GAMES
A071 OT GAME PREVENTS JACKS FROM SWEEP
A064 JACKS NEED WINS TO STAY IN THE HUNT
A071 MEN ESCAPE NORTH DAKOTA WITH ONE WIN
A075 WOMEN DOMINATED UP NORTH
AOll ^BASKETBALL PLAYERS ESTLING 8 BRENDE BREAK 1.000
A065 fresh face LEADS JACKS (MCINNES)
A071 RIVALS TO MEET AT FROST; FANS NEEDED (HOFFMAN. POLLA
A071 WOMEN SLIP TO 5TH IN NCC; SPLIT, WEEKEND
A074 *ONE OF THE BEST
A084 JACKS SPLIT GAMES. AGAIN
AOll XJACKRABBIT FAN?
A061 ^SOMEBODY GET OPEN
A063 JACKRABBIT HOOP TEAMS DOMINATE AUGUSTANA
A065 ESTLING A CUT ABOVE THE REST
A091 BASKETBALL TEAMS CLOSE OUT HOME SEASON SATURDAY
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SUBJECT
BASKETBALL
BASS JENNIFER
BAUER BRYCE
BEAUTY
BEAUTY CONTESTS
BEER
BEHAVIOR
BELL RODNEY
BELL STEVE
BELLSTEIN BLAKE
BENSON EMILY
BENTLY GARY
BERG CHRIS
BERGMAN CINDY
BERRY MATT
BIA
BIBLE
BICYCLING
BIELFELDT DENNIS
BINKLEY MARK
BIRD JACKIE
BIRTH CONTROL
BISON
BLALARK FRANK
BLIMPIE
BLOM BRYAN
BLOOD
BOEKELHEIDE RYAN
BOGGS DON
BOLIVIA
BOOKS
BOOKSTORE
BORTNEM NICK
BOSANKO RYAN
BOTTUM DANETTE
BOUCHE NOEL
BOWLING
BOYCOTT
BRANDNER JOAN
BRANICK KEVIN
BRAUN SCOTT
BRENDE SHERRI
BRIDGES
BRIGGS LIBRARY
BROADCASTING
DATE PAPER NOTATION.
2/23/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/22/2O00.
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
4/19/2000
4/14/1999
11/10/1999
9/22/1999
10/28/1998
11/18/1998
12/09/1998
10/20/1999
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
2/16/2000
4/19/2000
9/16/1998
9/15/1999
11/17/1999
5/03/2000
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
5/03/2000
5/03/2000
9/23/1998
10/20/1999
10/28/1998
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
2/16/2000
4/05/2000
2/10/1999
11/03/1999
3/24/1999
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
10/07/1998
12/08/1999
1/13/1999
10/20/1999
2/03/1999
11/18/1998
11/04/1998
4/07/1999
^ 9/30/1998
2/17/1999
9/29/1999
11/17/1999
9/29/1999
12/09/1998
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
2/09/2000
10/21/1998
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
1.0/14/1998
10/21/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
12/09/1998
1/27/1999
A091 MEN GET FIRST NCC SWEEP
A094 WOMEN WIN ONE, LOSE ONE
A093 *MEN GET SWEEP
A095 XWOMEN DEFEAT NO.2 BISON, UND ROLLS ON
A055 ESTLING NAMED TO ALL-AMERICAN TEAM FOR SECOND YEAR
A061 *MEN EXIT NCAA TOURNAMENT EARLY (HOFFMAN)
A065 XWOMEN CLOSE OUT SEASON ON UP NOTE (POLLARD)
A061 *ARE YOU TIRED OF MILLER TIME YET? (HOFFMAN)
A075 BASKETBALL TEAMS SIGN HIGH SCHOOL STANDOUTS
AlOl *PREPARING TO FLY
A095 KOUTTA MY WAY!
A031 KBEAUTY IS IN EVERYTHING, EVEN YOU (TORRENCE)
SEE ALSO PAGEANTS
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL
A131 *THE CURE FOR WHAT ALES YOU--BREW REVIEW
A143 *A STOUT MAN DRINKS A STOUT BEER (AMIOTTE)
A131 XTIS THE SEASON^-TO DRINK JOLLY SEASONAL BREWS
A031 ACTIONS DON'T ALWAYS SPEAK--SOMETIMES THEY SHOUT!
A045 ARTS & SCIENCE DEAN,.DEPT HEADS RETIRE IN JUNE
A014 XWHEE!
AOll KAIRBORN
A065 THREE JACKS WIN TITLES AT SIOUX CITY RELAYS
A102 KFESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS AT SDSU (CONRAD)
All5 KUP AGAINST THE WALL
A013 XON GUARD!
A071 KFIRST ANNUAL HUFFY AWARDS (HOFFMAN)
SEE US BIA
A025 PROFESSOR SAYS DON'T MANIPULATE BIBLE SCRIPTURES (L)
A023 SEEK THE TRUTH IN THE BIBLE (L)
A034 GILBERT CITES REFERENCES (L)
SEE CYCLING
A102 *THE BEST OF THE YEAR
A081 EXPERT GIVES ADVICE FOR SUCCESSFUL STUDY HABITS
A092 KDANCER UNITES PAST WITH PRESENT--JACKIE BIRD
AlOl KNURSE OFFERS SAFE SEX ADVICE TO STUDENTS
A042 KEEP BISON ALIVE
A091 JACKS POST 3 TITLE WINNERS AT NCC MEET
A042 XBLIMPIE BECOMES POPULAR OPTION (NELSEN)
A051 COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS COMPETE (GRIFFITH)
A064 XOUCH!
AOll XGOT BLOOD?
A052 *IN THE AIR
A052 DEAN POSITION AVAILABLE IN ANIMAL S RANGE SCIENCE
A054 ANIMAL S RANGE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT HEAD NA (PERRYMAN)
A052 KTEACHERS HELP WITH NUTRITION IN BOLIVIA (NELSON)
A042 PROFESSOR RECEIVES HONOR FOR LAURA INGALLS WILDER BO
A061 KTHREE DOLLARS!
Alll kTEAMWORK
AlOl kBOSANKO, fisher, FRIES LEAD TRACK TEAM TO SECOND
ADll XSNOW BUNNIES
AlOl KBOUCHE TAKES FIELD AFTER INJURY--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
Alll SDSU BOWLING LEAGUE HITS A STRIKE (CODY)
SEE'Strike
A135 *LIFE"DOWN UNDER" BOASTS DIFFERENCES
A031 XCAMPUS CATHOLICS TO TRAVEL
A023 KLABELS IN LIFE SPEAK LOUD
A023 THANKSGIVING IS -- (BRANDNER)
AOll *LET'S GO FLY A KITE!
A093 KWRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
A121 KUND DROPS WRESTLING PROGRAM, SDSU GAINS A TOP
A091 XWRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
AlOl K4 WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (TUPPER)
A061 KELUSIVE TITLE WITHIN REACH--BRAUN CLOSES IN (POLLAR
A081 *JACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
AOll XBASKETBALL PLAYERS ESTLING & BRENDE BREAK 1,000
A071 REBUILDING ENGLAND BRIDGE BECOMES LIFELONG CHALLENGE
SEE LIBRARY
A165 kKSDJ is back ON THE AIR (PRASEK 8 CONNERS)
A181 KSDJ DJ UNCOVERED--SEEFELDT (LUND)
A132 KKSDJ BOASTS 2 UNIQUE EXPERIENCED DISC JOCKEYS
A053 XBULLOCK ENJOYS HER POSITION AS MUSIC DIRECTOR, DJ
A141 XKADING EXPOSES LISTENERS TO CHRISTIAN SKA, PUNK
A122 KQUAMEN SIBLINGS SHARE FRIENDSHIP ON AIR
A152 K2 SDSU STUDENTS GIVE DJING A WHIRL (CONNERS)
A121 KHANSEN EDUCATES KSDJ LISTENERS (HOLZKAMP)
A122 KTOBIN ENJOYS BROADCASTING COUNTRY DISCS
A153 KDJS BROADCAST "CRAZINESS" OVER AIRWAVES
A062 KLEHR BRINGS "REAL ALTERNATIVE" TO RADIO LISTENERS
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SUBJECT
BROADCASTING
BROOKINGS SD
BROOKS-KORN LYNNE
BROVELEIT JOEL
BROWN LEWIS
BRYANT PHILIP
BRYANT TOBY
BRYANT TYLER
BUCHHOLTZ JOSH
BUDGET-SA
BUDGET-SD
BUDGET-SDSU
BUFFOLO JOHN
BUILDINGS
BULLOCK ANNE
BURDICK GRETA
BURGERS MIKE
BURNS ROBERT
BURROW NICK
BUSICK JERRY
BUSINESS
BUTERBAU6H TIM
BUTLER DOROTHY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/28/1999 AG72 *S&M RADIO SHOW WHIPS SDSU LISTENERS INTO SUBMISSION
9/15/1999 A106 KSDJ SEEKS NEW STATION MANAGER (CHOLICK)
9/29/1999 A072 *KSDJ FILLS COLLEGE AIRWAVES (GRIFFITH)
11/2A/1999 AG96 KQ1G2 CHANGES FREQUENCY (RADEMACHER)
2/02/2GGG AG82 *0N THE AIR (CHOLIK)
2/G9/2GGG Alll *KSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
3/G1/2GGG A1G5 ON THE AIR
3/29/2GGG AlGl *KSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
A/G5/2GGG Alll KKSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
A/12/2GGG Alll KKSDJ ON THE AIR--INTRODUCING JAY ZASTROW
A/19/2GGG AlGl kKSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
1G/G7/1998 AG15 FALL FORUM TALKS BRING CITY, SA TOGETHER
ll/GA/1998 AG23 CITY ISSUES RAISE READER CONCERN (L)
1/27/1999 AG21 PAY ATTENTION TO BROOKINGS ISSUES (ED)
3/31/1999 AGll CITY OFFICIALS SPEAK TO SA ON COMMUNITY ISSUES
3/31/1999 AG81 BROOKINGS SEEKING STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
A/G7/1999 AGll ASSOCIATION SUPPORTS MANAGER GOVERNMENT (HARRELSON)
A/lA/1999 AGIA COMMISSION CANDIDATES AIR VIEWPOINTS IN UNION
4/21/1999 AG14 WICKS--STUDENTS ARE CITY'S BIGGEST RESOURCE
9/29/1999 AG31 *YOUR CHOICES ARE AS IMPORTANT AS WHERE YOU GROW UP
2/23/2GGG AG23 CITY NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR SDSU MISTAKES (L)
11/18/1998 A122 UPC ARTS PRESENTS BROOKS-KORN EXHIBIT
1G/28/I998 AG44 *PUT IT THERE
2/G9/2GGG AG45 SDSU PROFESSOR WILL SPEAK DURING CONVENTION (GRIFFIT
3/G3/1999 AG72 WRITERS' CONFERENCE AWAKENS AFRICAN CULTURE
2/G3/1999 A1G4 ROOMMATES VIE FOR WRESTLING SPOT (TUPPER)
3/G1/2GGG AG81 KJACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
9/22/1999 AG14 XCHARGE!
SEE SA-BUDGET
JANKLOW PRESENTS BUDGET FOR 2GGG
SEE ALSO SA-BUDGET
1G/G6/1999 AG41 NEW ASSOCIATE DEAN OF RESEARCH
9/G9/1998 AGS! ANIMAL SCIENCE GROUNDBREAKING ON SEPT 18
9/16/1998 AGll *MPLEX PLANS UNDERGO CHANGES (NIEDERMYER)
9/16/1998 AG52 VET SCIENCE ANIMAL LAB TO START GROUNDBREAKING
9/23/1998 AG52 KIN THE WORKS
11/18/1998 AGll KSAFETY PROMPTS SOLBERG'S CLOSURE
11/18/1998 AG33 BUILDINGS SHOULD REMAIN OPEN (L)
1/13/1999 AGll MULTIPLEX TO FUEL GROWTH FOR CITY (HARRELSON)
2/G3/1999 AGll kOPPOSITION BUILDS AGAINST MULTIPLEX
2/1G/1999 AG21 MAKE FEES WORK FOR STUDENTS (ED)
4/G7/1999 AGll kFATE OF MULTIPLEX HINGES ON VOTE (NIEDERMYER)
4/G7/1999 AG21 VOTE"YES" FOR MPLEX (ED)
4/14/1999 AG72 ART DEPARTMENT MOVE INITIATES CHALLENGES (REZAC)
4/21/1999 AGll PRINTING-JOURNALISM EXPANSION BECOMES REALITY
'9/15/1999 AG42 NEW DEVELOPMENTS COME TO CAMPUS--JOURNALISM BUILDING
lG/13/1999 AGll NEW PJ BUILDING RENAMED (MARSH)
2/G2/2GGG AG12 $1G.4 MILLION PERFORMING ARTS CENTER TO BENEFIT COMM
3/29/2GGG AG42 ASBESTOS REMOVAL LAST STEP IN PROJECT--NFA (DALY)
9/3G/1998 AG53 kBULLOCK ENJOYS HER POSITION AS MUSIC DIRECTOR, DJ
9/G9/1998 A121 KWRITER EXPERIENCES TEST OF STRENGTH S ENDURANCE
9/16/1998 AG93 KWITHOUT ROVER OR FLUFFY
9/23/1998 AG81 KCOLUMNIST FACES MANY MATH CLASS FRUSTRATIONS
9/3G/1998 AGBl KCOLUMNIST STEWS OVER LACK OF COOKING SKILLS
1G/G7/1998 AGBl kONE WORD--MARRIAGE. ONE QUESTION--WHY?
1G/14/199B AGBl kA REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE--I'M NOT AFRAID
1G/21/199B AlGl kFAMILY VACATION TREATS COLUMNIST TO WILD WILD WEST
1G/2B/199B AIGI KFRIENDS' ENCOUNTERS ENTERTAIN COLUMNIST
11/G4/199B AG61 kALL-AMERICAN COLUMNIST PONDERS AUTOS
11/1B/199B AGBl K A (PERSONAL) VIEW TO A KILL (BURDICK)
12/G2/199B AG94 KA LOOK AT HOW TIME CHANGES
12/G9/199B AGBl KCOLUMNIST SAYS HER GOODBYES (BURDICK)
11/1B/199B AG71 KMORTUARY SCIENCE STUDENTS A MINORITY ON CAMPUS
9/29/1999 AG42 NEW COLLEGE TO BE OFFERED ON CAMPUS (ROBINSON)
11/1B/199B A1G4 3 RUNNERS ADVANCE TO NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET
3/G3/1999 AG93 KFISCHER SHATTERS SHOT PUT RECORD, TRACK TEAM TO NAT
3/24/1999 AlGl KINDOOR SEASON ENDS WITH TOP PERFORMANCES (MEYER)
3/24/1999 A125 BURROW WINS THE MILE (TUPPER)
4/12/2GGG AG71 BURROW, WOOLLEY WIN TITLES AT HUSKER OPEN
1/26/2GGG AG64 KJACKRABBIT FANATIC
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
9/G9/199B AG52 KLOCAL BUSINESSES FEELING IMPACT OF RETURNING STUDEN
9/3G/199B A131 KJANKLOW'S REMARKS IMPLY GREAT DEAL
1/13/1999 AG52 FULL-TIME STUDENT BALANCES A FULL-TIME (NIEDERMYER)
2/17/1999 AG23 K"YOU GOT NAILED" (GLASS)
9/29/1999 AlGl kFASTBALL
4/19/2GGG AG12 kWIND UP!
4/12/2GGG AG21 SPEAKING OUT IS CRUCIAL (ED)
2/03/1999 AG13
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SUBJECT
BUTLER KIRSTAN
BUTLER KRISTEN
BUTTERFLIES
CABLE TELEVISION
CAFFEINE
CAMPANILE
CAMPANILE CARD
CAMPANILE SCHOLAR
CAMPUS
CAMPUS COMMENTS
CAMPUS MINISTRY
CAMPUS PLANNING
CAMPUS POLICE
CANCER
CANKU CLIFFORD
CAP
CAPERS
CARE
CAREER S ACADEMIC
CAREER PLANNING
CAREERS
CARLISLE TOM
CARLSON BRUCE
CARLSON DOUG
CARMEAN CRAIG
CARR EMILY
CARS
CARSON ISAAC
CARTER ZACH
CASANOVA TONY
CASPER'S
CATHOLIC
CATRON JEN
CAVES
CAVORTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/26/2000
4/14/1999
9/30/1998
1/27/1999
12/08/1999
12/08/1999
9/15/1999
A075 SDSU TRACKSTER EARNS SECOND AT IOWA STATE
AlOl ^PREPARING TO FLY
A024 *FADING INTO FALL
SEE TELEVISION CABLE -
A052 *A CAFFEINE ADDICTION (HOLZKAMP) . j
A072 *I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE ALL SCREAM FOR CAFFEINE
A084 *JUST SAY "NO" TO JOE? (HARRELSON)
AOn *A CAMPANILE PORTRAIT
SEE DEBIT CARDS,
SEE SCHOLAR PROGRAM
FACE OF CAMPUS MAY CHANGE (SANKEY)
SEE ALSO SUBJECT OF COMMENTS
SEE ALSO RELIGION, CHRISTIANITY
A042 XSDSU BEGINS LONG RANGE PLANS--CAMPUS. SPACES
A042 MASTER PLANNERS TAKE NEXT STEP, INCORPORATE DREAMS
A012 PHYSICAL PLANT ANALYZES TRAFFIC PATTERNS (DOBBS)
A042 CAMPUS CENTER WILL MOVE TO UNION IN NEW MASTER PLAN
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
AOll KGRANDGEORGE BEATS CANCER, CHERISHES LIFE .
A042 MONITORING DIET COULD REDUCE CANCER RISK (NELSEN)
A062 STUDENTS CAN 'CONSIDER THE CENTURY' (MARSH)
A042 ^SPEAKERS ADDRESS HERITAGE OF NATIVE AMERICANS
SEE CAREER 8 ACADEMIC
AO14 *STOMP
AG62 XCAPERS 1999 (BLUME)
AG71 *CAPERS ANTICS & ACTORS KEPT REVIEWER ENTERTAINED
AG25 INTIMATE TIMES DON'T BELONG TO AUDIENCES (L)
AG92 *CAPERS 2GGG--G0ING FOR THE GOLD (ROBISON)
AG91 CAPERS 5GTH ANNIV CAST GIVES GOLDEN PERFORMANCE
SEE COUNCIL AFFIRMING
AG52 CAP CENTER OFFERS TIPS TO IMPROVE INTERVIEWS
AG82 XFINDING JOB NOT SO HARD WITH CAP (UMIKER)
SEE CAREER S ACADEMIC
SEE OCCUPATIONS
AG65 «A COLD FALL DAY
AG51 COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS COMPETE (GRIFFITH)
AG34 XFAMILIAR FACE GONE FROM HALLS (CURRIE-OLSON)
AG51 XBARREL OF LAUGHS
AG61 *LET ME TELL YOU
SEE AUTO
AG64 kTAKIN' IT EASY
A1G5 FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
AG14 *WHEE!
AG61 CASPER'S CATERS TO ITS AUDIENCE (NELSON)
SEE CHURCH CATHOLIC
A052 STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
A046 KEEPING CAVES ALIVE VITAL TO NATURE'S SURVIVAL
A171 *PERFORMERS OFFER VARIETY OF TALENTS AT CAVORTS
AlGl KSTEP UP TO THE MICROPHONE
A122 ^PROPOSAL HIGHLIGHTS CAVORTS (CHOLIK S HARRELSON)
SEE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
CONSIDER CENSORSHIP REPULSIVE (1)
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS
SEE.CITE
*WATCH OUT!
SEE MUSIC CHAMBER
AG12 CITY COUNCIL REFERS HOBO DAY COMMITTEE TO CHAMBER
AG23 XSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE--THE END
AGll DESPITE SMALLER PAYCHECKS, SD AMONG MOST GENEROUS
AG21 SOUTH DAKOTA A GENEROUS STATE (ED)
A092 xCHEER LOUD
AG52 XGO JACKS
AG45 ARTS & SCIENCE DEAN, DEFT HEADS RETIRE IN. JUNE
AG41 KFAITH PLAYS CRUCIAL ROLE IN LIFE
AG33 READER CALLS COLUMNIST'S CLAIMS FALSE (L)
AG33 *'TIS THE SEASON TO CELEBRATE GOD
AG34 3CC0LUMNIST DISCUSSES WORST MONTHS OF HIS LIFE
AG23 KSTAY TRUE TO YOURSELF
AG36 *SOMETIMES RAIN AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
AG32 ^SOMETIMES RAIN AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
AG23 REFLECTIONS ON THE 1ST SNOWFALL OF THE SEASON
AG23 ENJOY HOLIDAYS, REGARDLESS OF STRESS (CHELL)
AG31 JUST WONDERING (CHELL)
AG23 GOD'S WAYS SEEM LUDICROUS AT TIMES (CHELL)
AG35 PLANT GENE MAY HELP REDUCE SOME GROWTH
AG54 HONORABLE CHEMISTS SPEAK ON CAMPUS (DALY)
A021 SEND ELIAN HOME (ED) ;
AG54 KFUTURE OF THE NATION'S KIDS BECOMES A QUESTION
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10/20/1999 A046
1/26/2000
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
5/03/2000
4/21/1999
5/03/2000
10/27/1999
,11/03/199?
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
10/06/1999
4/05/2000
3/29/2000
2/09/2000
10/14/1998
10/07/1998
12/09/1998
4/12/2000
4/14/1999
4/28/1999
3/22/2000
10/21/1998
10/13/1999
10/27/1999
CCR
CENSORSHIP
CENTENNIALS
CENTER FOR INNOVAT
CERVENY JOSH
CHAMBER MUSIC
CHAMBER OF COMMERC
CHANGE
CHARITY
CHEERLEADERS
CHEEVER HERBERT
CHELL ROBERT
11/04/1998 A024
11/24/1999 A014
3/01/2000
11/17/1999
11/17/1999
11/17/1999
10/14/1998
12/02/1998
4/05/2000
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
12/09/1998
1/20/1999
2/24/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
10/06/1999
11/24/1999
3/29/2000
4/19/2000
9/30/1998
11/10/1999
2/02/2000
10/07/1998
CHEMISTRY
CHILD CUSTODY
CHILDREN
SUBJECT
CHILDREN
CHILE
CHINA
CHINESE NEW YEAR
CHIU THOMAS
CHOIR
CHORUS
CHOU WELLY
CHRISTIANITY
CHRISTMAS
CHURCH CATHOLIC
CHURCH LUTHERAN
CISSELL AMY
CITIES S TOWNS
CITIZENSHIP
CITY COMMISSION
CITY COUNCIL
CITY GOVERNMENT
CITY ORDINANCES
CIVIC SYMPHONY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CIVIL RIGHTS
CIVILITY
ClZEk STACIE
CLASSES
CLAYTON SARA
CLINTON BILL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/13/1999
11/24/1999
.12/15/1999
10/28/1998
9/16/1998
9/30/1998
11/04/1998
2/09/2000
2/03/1999
5/03/2G0G
AO 31
A031
A023
A042
A052
AO 41
AO51
A045
A042
A095
4/19/2000
10/14/1998
11/04/1998
2/24/1999
3/31/1999
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
10/13/1999
10/13/1999
12/15/1999
2/02/2000
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
.12/09/1998
11/24/1999
11/24/1999
11/24/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
2/17/1999
2/03/1999
4/14/1999
4/28/1999
4/05/2000
4/07/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
11/03/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
3/03/1999
10/28/1998
11/24/1999
10/13/1999
1/26/2000
3/22/2000
4/12/2000
,10/21/1998
4/19/2000
9/09/1998
121/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
5/03/2000
11/17/1999
9/09/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
AOll
A041
A031
A023
A031
A023
AO 31
A031
A031
A092
A042
A031
A023
A025
A045
AOll
AO 21
A023
A105
AO33
A143
A151
AO 12
A023
A023
A092
A023
A023
A035
A045
A043
A082
A084
A092
A031
A035
A051
A072
A051
A023
A042
AO 14
A014
AO 64
AO14
AOll
A014
A144
AO 31
A046
AOll
A021
A021
A041
A075
A052
AO 14
A021
A021
A021
A103
A031
A123
A033
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO CHILDREN (WADE)
TEACHING MORALS BADLY HAS CONSEQUENCES (TALLMON)
XCHILDREN ARE EXAMPLES OF INNOCENCE, EXCITEMENT
STUDENTS HAVE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE (UMIKER)
^PROFESSOR RECEIVES FULBRIGHT GRANT (UMIKER)
STUDENTS HELP CHINA WITH FLOOD RELIEF (STRASBURG)
CHINESE AGRICULTURE DEMONSTRATES CREATIVITY
SDSU PROFESSOR TAKES SABBATICAL (LINGBECK)
*THE "YEAR OF THE RABBIT"--CHINESE NEW,YEAR (NELSON)
*SMACK'
SEE MUSIC CHOIR'
SEE MUSIC CHORUS
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TASTE U.S. LIFESTYLE (CHOLIK)
KFAITH PLAYS CRUCIAL ROLE IN LIFE
kLOOK outward WITH COMPASSION
*STAY TRUE TO YOURSELF
PART-TIME CHRISTIANITY RESULTS IN LIFE OF HYPOCRISY
KONE AMAZING WORD -- "WHATEVER"
*SELF-GIVING, NOT GETTING, KEY TO COMPLETENESS
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO CHILDREN (WADE)
HOMOSEXUALITY & CHRISTIANITY--COMPATIBLE? (L)
kTHIS one is for FREE'(HARRELSON)
INTERVARSITY MAKES POINT TO BRING STUDENTS CLOSER
SEEK THE REAL TRUTH THIS EASTER SEASON (PRIDEY)
ASH WEDNESDAY LESSON (HUNTER)
GOD IS BIGGER THAN STRESS (WADE)
RELIGIOUS GROUPS PLAN JESUS WEEK
KJESUS WEEK--STUDENTS REACT WITH MIXED EMOTIONS
UNDERSTAND THERE ARE MANY BELIEFS (ED)
GOD'S WAYS SEEM LUDICROUS AT TIMES (CHELL)
HOLIDAY CONCERT TO KICK OFF THE FESTIVE SEASON
K'TIS THE SEASON TO CELEBRATE GOD
K12TH ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF TREES PULLS A CROWD
SDSU PERCUSSIONISTS POUND IN THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
HOLIDAYS--NOT ALWAYS EASY FOR EVERYONE (MARSH)
X'TIS THE SEASON, NOT THE YEAR (WOODARD)
ENJOY HOLIDAYS, REGARDLESS OF STRESS (CHELL)
MADRIGALS PRESENT AN ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS FEASTE
CHRISTMAS, A TIME TO CREATE OWN TRADITIONS (WADE)
KHAVE A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS CCURRIE-OLSON)
PUT CHRIST BACK INTO CHRISTMAS (L)
HOLIDAYS BRING MANY TRADITIONS (TALSMA)
*MERRY CHRISTMAS!
XANNUAL FESTIVAL OF TREES SHOWS SPIRIT OF SEASON
*A CENTURY OF DIFFERENCE (GRIFFITH)
XTHIS ONE IS FOR FREE (HARRELSON)
JfCAMPUS CATHOLICS TO TRAVEL
DAYCARE AVAILABLE
xSTUDENTS USE MANY SKILLS IN DC (TALSMA)
XS&M RADIO SHOW WHIPS SDSU LISTENERS INTO SUBMISSION
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
kSDSU'S own BECOMES A CITIZEN
READER SUPPORTS WICKS (L)
STUDENTS AFFECTED BY CITY COMMISSION
COMMISSION CANDIDATES AIR VIEWPOINTS IN UNION
WICKS--STUDENTS ARE CITY'S BIGGEST RESOURCE
SA S BROOKINGS CITY COUNCIL DISCUSS FUTURE AGENDA
FISHBACK SPEAKS TO SA ABOUT CITY GOVT
COMMUNITY MEMBERS CONSIDER COUNCIL-MANAGER GOVT
KLAVETTER SCHOOLS SA ON PROPOSED CITY GOVERNMENT
SEE ORDINANCES
SDSU CIVIC SYMPHONY, BROOKINGS ART COUNCIL PRESENT
XROMANCING THE ORCHESTRA
SA QUESTIONS PRECEDENTS (SANKEY)
XCITIZENS MARCH TO SUSTAIN KING'S EQUALITY DREAM
A TURNING POINT OR THE SAME OLD STORY? (ED)
SPEAKING OUT IS CRUCIAL (ED)
xFIRE ALARM MIMICS MODERN ANTI-CIVILITY TREND
BASKETBALL TEAMS SIGN HIGH SCHOOL STANDOUTS
COURSES NOW OFFERED THROUGH THE INTERNET (STRASBURG)
SPRING TO FEATURE INTERNET CLASSES
CLASS SIZE POLICY HURTS UNIVERSITY (ED)
ONLINE COURSES MARK POOR MOVE (ED)
TECHNOLOGY "ADVANCEMENTS" (ED)
^CHANGING FACES .
XREMOVE CLINTON FROM OFFICE
READER FINDS COLUMNS "EXTREME" (L)
PRESIDENCY PROVES PUZZLING
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SUBJECT
CLINTON BILL
CLOTHING
CLOWNS
CLUBS
COACHES
COFFEE SHOPS
COKE ALLISON
COLE RICK
COLLEGE STUDENTS
COLLEGES/UNIV
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COMEDIANS
COMEDY
COMMUNICATIONS ~
COMPASSION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTERS
CONCERTS
CONGRESS
CONNERS)JEN
CONRAD AMY
CONSTRUCTION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/20/1999 A0A2
3/31/1999 AD42
10/06/199? A12A
2/2A/1999 A01A
11/18/1998
1/13/1999
1/27/1999
9/15/1999
12/08/1999
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
A/05/2000
9/16/1998
A12A
A102
AO 6 2
A102
AO 8 A
A011
AO21
A011
AO33
9/30/1998 A131
10/21/1998 AOAl
3/03/1999 A031
9/15/1999 A01A
11/2A/1999 Adll
2/10/1999
10/13/1999
2/16/2000
ll/OA/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
2/10/1999
2/2A/1999
.9/15/1999
10/06/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
, 5/03/2000
5/03/2000
5/03/2000
1/27/1999
2/17/1999
2/09/2000
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
1/13/1999
3/01/2000
A/05/2000
10/07/1998
1/27/1999
9/22/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/2A/1999
A/12/2000
5/03/2000
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
10/07/1998
10/28/1998
11/0A/1998
9/09/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
lO/lA/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
A/28/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
A011
A0A2
A023
A 021
AO 31
AOAl
A081
A025
A021
A021
AO 21
A03I
A033
AO 11
A021
A013
A021.
A033
A023
AO 23
A05A
AlOA
AOIA
A07A
AO 51
AO 71
A0A5
A031
AOll
A051
AOll
A031
AOll
AOIA
AO 31
A101
A091
A0A2
AlAl
A171
A15A
A133
A125
A081
A091
A091
A091
A091
Alll
AO 71
A052
A035
A023
*SHOULD CLINTON BE IMPEACHED? CTALSMA)
SEE ALSO COSTUMES
xSTUDENTS BRING NEW FASHIONS TO CAMPUS (NELSON)
*SEND IN THE CLOWNS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
SA FUNDS C)N-CAMPUS CLUBS (HARRELSON)
SEE ATHLETICS-COACHES
*NEW COFFEE HOUSE TO OPEN--THE LIGHTHOUSE
JCDEBUTING LIGHTHOUSE COFFEE SHOP
*NEW COFFEE SHOP SHEDS LIGHT ONTO BROOKINGS
XLIGHTHOUSE offers DIFFERENT TWIST (MARSH)
XJUST SAY "NO"; TO JOE? (HARRELSON)
^LIGHTHOUSE CLOSES, LEAVES VOID (MARSH)
BROOKINGS, NO ALTERNATIVES (ED)
^PUBLISHED WRITER TO SPEAK ON POWER OF LANGUAGE
*JARS OF ROCKS COMMUNICATE VALUABLE LIFE LESSONS
SEE STUDENTS COLLEGE
XJANKLOW'S REMARKS IMPLY GREAT DEAL,
COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS SHARES COMMON GOAL
KHiGHER EDUCATION CANNOT BE MEASURED (MILLER)
SDSU RANKS AMONG TOP UNIVERSITIES IN MIDWEST (DOBBS)
STUDENTS'-^EXPLORE AMERICA'S UNIVERSITIES (REZAC)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES/UNIV, TRIBAL COLLEGE
STUDENTS JOURNEY TO PIERRE FOR SHED (HARRELSON)
LAND-GRANT INSTITUTIONS JOIN FOR AGRICULTURE (EIDEM)
XSDSU OFFERS MORE THAN OTHER SD UNIVERSITIES
COLLEGIAN REGRETS PRINTING ENTIRE LETTER (ED)
COLLEGIAN STANDS BEHIND EDITORIAL (ED)
KOLSON SAYS GOODBYE
KCOLUMNIST SAYS HER GOODBYES (BURDICK)
PROOFREADING MUST IMPROVE (L)
COLLEGIAN TRANSCENDS INDUSTRY STANDARDS (ED)
CHANGE Invites IMPROVEMENT (ED)
STUDENTS, READ THE COLLEGIAN (ED)
XLETTERS TO EDITOR NOT FOR FIGHTING (CURRIE-OLSON)
STUDENT STATES HIS VIEWS (L)
COLLEGIAN DISCOVERS MISTAKE IN REPORTING (WOODARD)
COLLEGIAN ASPIRES TO ACCURACY (ED)
COLLEGIAN FACES DEBT (MARSH)
COLLEGIAN APPRECIATIVE (ED)
FREEDOM TO SPEAK OUR MINDS (AHLBORN)
SDSU SHOULD AID COLLEGIAN, FORMER STUDENT SAYS (L)
EDITORS SAY GOODBYE (WOODARD & FAGAN)
*THE STAFF
*LOOKING FOR A FEW HAPPY CAMPERS (HARRELSON)
KFUNNY MAN
kPUCKER UP!
KBARREL OF LAUGHS
*IS "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE" ENTERTAINING? (CONNERS)
*NEW INSTRUCTOR JOINS CST FACULTY
COLUMNIST ASKS, "ARE YOU GOD?"
SENATE APPROVES FUNDING REQUEST (WOODARD)
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS COMPETE (GRIFFITH)
*CAMPUS BRACES FOR Y2K BUG (REZAC)
*OVERLAND PROGNOSTICATES Y2K'S FUTURE
NEW TECHNOLOGY FORUMS OFFER FACULTY, STUDENTS CHANCE
NEW Scholarships PROPOSED TO alleviate staff shortag
Y2K, B9U WORRY, THINK ABOUT THIS (AHLBORN)
XNO FRIEND OF MINE (HARRELSON)
OF CHIPS & BYTES (MARSH)
KDISABLED GRASP TECHNOLOGY WITH NEW COMPUTERS
SEE ALSO MUSIC CONCERTS
SEE US CONGRESS
KBASH IN THE BEANS ,
KWHAT TO DO?--COLUMNIST QUESTIONS EXISTENCE OF ENTER
KCOLUMNIST DISCOVERS THAT NATURE IS ENTERTAINMENT
KUPC SHOWCASES SDSU JOURNALISM STUDENTS PHOTOGRAPHY
KEDITOR EXPERIENCES TROUBLED TRIP (CONNERS)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM PROVES TO BE UNSTOPPABLE (CONRAD)
GOLFING-
KMY SO-CALLED LIFE OUTDOORS
kJACKRABBIT SPORTS--A WEEK IN REVIEW
HOBO DAY PAST AND HOBO DAY PRESENT (CONRAD)
KHOBOS ESCAPE FROM THE 'BBS (CONRAD)
kWEEK IN REVIEW (CONRAD)
STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
kINCONVENIENCES EXIST ON CAMPUS (CURRIE-OLSON)
STUDENT CRITICIZES COLUMNIST (L)
I
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SUBJECT
CONTESTS
CONTRACEPTIVES
CONVERSE JENNIFER
COOK STACY
COOK'S KITCHEN
COOKING
CORPORATIONS
C0U6LE AMBER
COULL JAMES
CPR (FIRST AID)
CRAWLEV RICKY
CREATIONISM
CREDIT CARDS
CRESS TERRY
rPTPI^FT
CRIME S CRIMINALS
CROPS
CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CROSS DRESSING
CRUZ SALVADOR
CULTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/07/1999 AG41 FIRST MR SDSU CONTEST
4/14/1999 A042 *MEN SEEK GLORY, STRUT THEIR STUFF FOR CHAR (REISCH)
SEE ALSO CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING
9/23/1998 AD84 STUDENTS SHARE STUDY HABITS (WOODARD)
2/10/1999 A064 *OUCH!
2/17/1999 A042 xCOOK'S KITCHEN KEEPS ON "COOKING" (NELSON)
4/19/2000 A051 STUDENTS WANT LESS TIME IN KITCHEN, TASTY FOOD
2/17/1999 A023 *"YOU GOT NAILED" (GLASS)
10/21/1998 A161*IT'S KARAOKE TIME
5/03/2000 A121 *A DUO PERFORMANCE
4/07/1999 A053 STUDENT SAFETY IMPROVES -- CPR CERTIFICATION
10/21/1998 A152 *CRAWLEY HEADS FACULTY RECITAL AT LINCOLN MUSIC HALL
11/17/1999 A042 *I HAVE A DREAM
9/29/1999 A042 CREDIT CARDS CONQUER LARGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS
11/03/1999 A021 STAY INFORMED (ED)
2/09/2000 A065 FRESH FACE LEADS JACKS (MCINNES)
3/29/2000 AOll *CRICKET, ANYONE?
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CRIMES, CRIMINALS, POLICE CAMPUS
9/30/1998 A123 kCOLUMNIST QUESTIONS UNIVERSITY CRIME
11/18/1998 AOll CAMPUS RELATIVELY SAFE, SAYS BOR REPORT
11/17/1999 A035 *THE US PRISON SYSTEM--UP THE CREEK (CURRIE-OLSON)
2/09/2000 A061 xNFL MAKES ROCKER LOOK LIKE A SAINT (HOFFMAN)
,1/13/1999 A051 CROPS TEAM WINS COMPETITION
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
9/09/1998 A091 ACROSS COUNTRY FACES NEW COACHING STAFF (MEYER)
9/16/1998 Alll *SMITH FINISHES 2ND AS TOP SDSU RUNNER (MEYER)
9/30/1998 AlOl SMITH PLACES ELEVENTH AS TOP JACKS' RUNNER (MEYER)
iO/07/1998 AlOl kMCKEOWN PLACES SECOND (MEYER)
10/21/1998 A121 KMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY FINISHES FOURTH AT NCC
10/28/1998 A091 *CROSS COUNTRY RUNS WELL AT HOME (MEYER)
11/04/1998 A096 RUNNERS TAKE FIRST AT HOME (MEYER)
11/18/1998 A104 3 RUNNERS ADVANCE TO NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET
12/02/1998 A081 *MARK MCKEOWN--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
12/02/1998 A081 MCKEOWN EARNS SECOND ALL-AMERICAN (CONRAD)
12/02/1998 A081 *CROSS COUNTRY COMPLETES SEASON WITH 1 ALL-AMERICAN
9/15/1999 A075 XYOUNGEST RUNNERS SET PACE FOR JACKS (MCKEOWN)
9/29/1999 A103 kYOUNG RUNNERS SET PACE FOR CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
10/06/1999 A071 kSNOW STORM NO MATCH FOR CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM (MCKEOWN
10/13/1999 A072 *RUNNIN' RABBIT--KINDSCHI WINS 1ST 2 MEETS
10/20/1999 A071 MEN TAKE SECOND AT CONFERENCE MEET (MCKEOWN)
10/27/1999 A094 XKINDSCHI WINS 3RD RACE OF SEASON (MCKEOWN)
11/03/1999 A091 xRUNNERS GEAR UP FOR NCC REGIONAL (MCKEOWN)
11/10/1999 A075 *MEN'S TEAM RACES TOWARD NATIONALS (MCKEOWN)
11/17/1999 A083 *CROSS COUNTRY MEN PREPARE FOR FINAL SHOWDOWN
11/24/1999 A061 KJACKS TAKE 16TH AT NATIONALS (MCKEOWN)
SEE SKIING
5/03/2000 A013 XCROSSDRESSERS ASK FOR PUBLIC AWARENESS (DOBBS)
9/23/1998 A081 xDOES SOMEBODY NEED A NAP?
10/07/1998 A052 CULT COMES TO SDSU, ENTICES STUDENTS (UMIKER)
10/14/1998 A033 XNUNS KILL BABIES; CULT ROAMS CAMPUS
10/21/1998 A033 READER CALLS COLUMNIST'S CLAIMS FALSE; (L)
SEE ALSO DIVERSITY, MULTICULTURALISM
11/04/1998 A042 *INTERNATIONAL NITE EDUCATES STUDENTS
3/31/1999 A112 *MALAYSIA NITE OFFERS CULTURAL INTERACTION (WOODARD)
4/07/1999 A044 LARGEST MULTICULTURAL EVENT IN GREAT PLAINS
4/14/1999 A042 ^STUDENTS EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF CULTURE (FAGAN)
4/14/1999 A084 XMESMERIZING
10/27/1999 A066 INTERNATIONAL CLUBS CONFRONT DIVERSITY (SANKEY)
11/17/1999 A042 CULTURAL DIVERSITY PUT ON THE STAGE--SST COMMUNICATI
2/09/2000 A023 KFEBRUARY, A MONTH OF MANY COLORS (TORRENCE)
4/12/2000 A042 ^FESTIVAL OF CULTURES POSTPONED UNTIL FALL (DALY)
3/01/2000 A023 KAMERICA--A "MELTING POT" (CURRIE-OLSON) ,
9/16/1998 A021 REGENTS MAY CHANGE CORE STANDARDS
12/02/1998 AOll GENERAL ED REQUIREMENTS MAY CHANGE (HARRELSON)
9/22/1999 A031 YOUR STUDENT FEE DOLLARS AT WORK
10/06/1999 A023 SfCOLUMNIST DEFINES SOCIETY (CURRIE-OLSON)
10/13/1999 A035 XINCONVENIENCES EXIST ON CAMPUS (CURRIE-OLSON)
10/20/1999 A023 STUDENT CRITICIZES COLUMNIST (L)
10/20/1999 A023 KLOVE--THE CURE FOR AGGRESSION (CURRIE-OLSON)
10/27/1999 A023 kHUNTING IS NOT A SIN--IT IS A WAY OF LIFE
11/03/1999 A035 KPROUD TO BE A JACKRABBIT (CURRIE-OLSON)
11/1071999 A031 KLETTERS TO EDITOR NOT FOR FIGHTING (CURRIE-OLSON)
11/17/1999 A035 *THE US PRISON SYSTEM--UP THE CREEK (CURRIE-OLSON)
11/24/1999 A035 J6UPD FIASCOS COST MONEY (CURRIE-OLSON)
12/08/1999 A023 KHAVE A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS (CURRIE-OLSON)
12/15/1999 A023 NO NEED TO DISCRIMINATE (CURRIE-OLSON)
1/26/2000 A023 JfWHERE DOES OUR MONEY GO? (CURRIE-OLSON)
2/02/2000 A023 kLOSE THE APATHY, GET OUT AND VOTE (CURRIE-OLSON)
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
CULTURE
CURRICULUM
CURRIE-OLSON JASON
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
CURRIE-dLSON-JASON 2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/29/2000
A/05/2000
A/12/2000
A/19/2000
3/29/2000
11/17/1999
10/20/1999
11/17/1999
10/07/1998
10/28/1998
10/07/1998
3/31/1999
A/1A/1999
A/21/1999
9/22/1999
10/06/1999
10/20/1999
3/29/2000
A/19/200P
lO/lA/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
ll/OA/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
9/09/1998
2/03/1999
9/23/1998
12/08/1999
9/09/1998
A/28/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
A/19/2000
10/21/1998
1/20/1999
2/10/1999
3/31/1999
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
9/22/1999
10/06/1999
10/27/1999
1/26/2000
9/09/1998
10/06/1999
A/lA/1999
2/09/2000
9/09/1998
11/18/1998
A/21/1999
A/28/1999
A/28/1999
2/02/2000
10/28/1998
10/20/1999
10/07/1998
10/28/1998
AO 23
AO 23
A023
AO 23
A03A
AO 23
A023
AO 23
A03A
A103
AOll
A103
AO 51
A051
A025
A082
A0A2
A082
AHA
AH 3
A092
A091
A025
A033
A03A
AOll
A021
A023
AO 23
A03A
A015
A052
A091
A10A
A03A
A023
A051
A072
AOll
A021
A035
A075
A013
AOIA
A091
A085
AO 23
A023
A026
A01A
A023
•A0A2
A052
A031
A033
All!
A051
A05A
A036
A032
A052
A082
A101
A015
A013
A0H
CUSTODIANS
DAHLMEIER BRIAN
DAMN MARCUS
DAI LEY JOSH
DAIRY
DANCE
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
DANCE NUDE
DANGER PAUL
DANGERUD KAYLE
DASCHLE TOM
DATING
DAVIS JANELL
DAVIS STUART
DAY CARE
DE JONG JARED
DEATH
DEBIT CARDS
DECISION-MAKING '
DECISIONS
DEGROFF ELI
DELFINIS TERESA •
DEPARTMENTS
DEPERNO CHRISTOPHE
depression
DESNOYERS BEN '
dessert
DIETER CARLA
DINKINS LORI
DIPLOMAS
DIRECTORIES
DISABILITIES
DISCIPLINE
DISCRIMINATION
3/31/1999 A08I
10/27/1999 A081
1/26/2000 AOH
5/03/2000 A0A2
11/10/1999 A023
12/15/1999 A023
*THANK YOU RAS AND RHDS (CURRIE-GLSON)
XSDSU OFFERS MORE THAN OTHER SD UNIVERSITIES
XWHO'S GETTING MARRIED THIS WEEKEND? (CURRIE-OLSON)
*AMERICA--A "MELTING POT" (CURRIE-OLSON)
XFAMILIAR FACE GONE FROM-HALLS (CURRIE-OLSON)
*WHERE DOES ALL THE MONEY GO? (CURRIE-OLSON)
*QUESTION.EVERYTHING (CURRIE-OLSON)
*SPRING FEVER STRIKES (CURRIE-OLSON)
96FAMILIAR FACE GONE FROM HALLS (CURRIE-OLSON)
*CHANGING FACES
3CDAHN PREPARES SDSU, BROOKINGS FOR DIVERSE FUTURE
^CHANGING FACES
DAIRY PRODUCTS TEAM PLACES SECOND
SfDAIRY PRODUCTS TEAM WINS AT NATIONAL LEVEL
SEE ALSO INDIAN DANCE
XGETTIN' JIGGY
XSWING DANCE
XSTUDENTS EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF CULTURE (FAGAN)
*FREAKY DANCERS!
*SWING IT, BABY
SWING COMES TO THE LIGHTHOUSE (ROZIER)
kDANCER unites PAST WITH PRESENT--JACKIE BIRD
*BE VERY AFRAID
SUCCESSFUL DANCES COULD LEAD TO BETTER ENTERTAINMENT
SEE ALSO DYSTROPHY DANCE
LET FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY RULE (L)
LET FREEDOM, TRUTH AND DEMOCRACY RULE (L)
*ANTI-NUDITY MEASURE ON BALLOT (NIEDERMYER)
NUDITY ORDINANCE WARRANTS THOUGHT .(ED)
READER QUESTIONS MORALITY OF PUBLIC NUDITY (L)
ALL LAWS LIMIT INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM (L)
NUDITY ORDINANCE STRIPS PUBLIC OF FREE CHOICE (YOUNG
PEELERS SUES CITY OVER NEW.ORDINANCE (NIEDERMYER)
xNEW CITY ORDINANCE REGULATES PEELERS (WOODARD)
ACROSS COUNTRY FACES NEW COACHING STAFF (MEYER)
ROOMMATES VIE FOR WRESTLING SPOT (TUPPER)
SENATORS PERFORMING POORLY (L)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
SDSU NAMES THREE NEW ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS
XSPRING KING—MINNESOTA ARTIST STUART DAVIS
LEADERS ADDRESS NEED FOR SDSU DAYCARE
UNIVERSITY NEEDS CAMPUS DAYCARE (ED)
DAYCARE AVAILABLE
BASKETBALL TEAMS SIGN HIGH SCHOOL STANDOUTS
STUDENT DIES FROM ILLNESS COMPLICATIONS (NIEDERMYER)
UNIVERSITY SHOWS CONCERN IN RECENT STUDENT DEATHS
FORMER SDSU WRESTLING COACH DIES IN ACCIDENT
YABE SUPPORT GROUP PLANS BIG WEEKEND (NELSON)
HERO LIVED AND DIED WELL (L)
LIVING AND DYING WELL (L)
STUDENT LAMENTS ARNOLD'S DEATH (L)
ARNOLD'S LASTING EFFECTS, MEMORIES REMAIN (DOBBS)
kDEATH reminds us to appreciate our efforts (WOODARD
JfTENNYSONi RETIRED FACULTY, DIES AT 63 (LINGBECK)
HOBO DOUGH EXPANDS TO MORE BUSINESSES (OLSON)
kEXPERIENCES, age influence life choices (WOODARD)
KOPPORTUNITY RESULTS IN MANY DECISIONS (KOCER)
kKSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY) "
SDSU NAMES THREE NEW ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS
SEE SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS
SEVERAL HONORED AT 50TH ANNUAL BUFFALO BANQUET
^SOMETIMES RAIN:AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
XSOMETIMES RAIN AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
KFOR THE LOVE OF THE SWEET (SANKEY)
*NURSE OFFERS SAFE SEX ADVICE TO STUDENTS
DINKINS TO TOUCH ON EQUALITY IN SOCIETY
SDSU REPLACES DIPLOMA LOST IN SPENCER TORNADO
CAMPUS DIRECTORY READY FOR DISTRIBUTION (OLSON)
SEE ALSO HANDICAPPED, ADVANCE
BROOKINGS SEEKING STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
ADA HELPS EDUCATE COMMUNITY ON DISABILITIES (NELSON)
XSDSU ACCOMMODATES DISABLED STUDENTS (DOBBS)
*DISABLED GRASP TECHNOLOGY WITH NEW COMPUTERS
SEE ALSO SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM
WHAT DID YOU CALL ME? (AHLBORN)
NO NEED TO DISCRIMINATE (CURRIE-OLSON)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
DISEASES
DIVERSITY
DIVORCE
DOCTORS
DOHRER KIM
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DONAHUE JASON
DONELAN BARB
DOOR PRESLEY
DORMITORIES
DORRIS DUSTIN
DOZARK KRIS
DRAKE KRISTINE
DRAMA
DRINKING
DRINKING AGE
DRIVING
DRUGS
DUNFEE JOEL
DYSTROPHY DANCE
EATING DISORDERS
EBNET. ROSE
ECLIPSE
EDUCATION
10/21/1998
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
3/03/1999
10/13/1999
,10/20/1999
10/20/1999
2/23/2000
A/05/2000
A/12/2000
A/19/2000
3/31/1999
9/30/1998
10/IA/1998
2/03/1999
9/29/1999
A/12/2000
10/28/1998
10/2071999
10/27/1999
10/28/1998
12/09/1998
1/20/1999
A/05/2000
9/09/1998
10/1A/1998
10/28/1998
11/0A/1998
11/0A/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
2/2A/1999
9/15/1999
10/06/1999
10/20/1999
11/03/1999
12/08/1999
12/08/1999
2/16/2000
A/12/2000
A/19/2000
A031
AO 23
AO 2 3
A023
AO 72
AO 31
A011
AO 15
A023
A023
A023
A023
A085
AO 11
A073
A0A2
A051
A01A
A12A
A063
A062
A072
A153
A083
A071
A161
A123
AlAl
AOIA
AlAl
AOll
A122
A062
A102
A102
A092
Alll
A081
A081
A093
A106
AO 91
,1/20/1999
A/21/1999
12/15/1999
2/02/2000
12/02/1998
A031
A031
A031
AO 33
All 3
EDUCATION HIGHER
EDUCATION PRESCHOO
EFFICIENCIES
EICHLER RYAN
ELDERLY .
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS-BR 99
1/27/1999
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
5/03/2000
2/17/1999
10/07/1998
12/02/1998
1/27/1999
2/17/1999
2/2A/1999
3703/1999
11/0371999
A/19/2000
9/23/1998
9/29/1999
3/01/2000
3/31/1999
A/07/1999
.A/07/1999
A055
Alll
A115
AO 71
A062
AOAl
AOll
A031
A031
A132
A031
AO 35
A031
A052
AOll
AOll
A023
AOll
A023
SEE ALSO ANIMAL DISEASE
EMBRACE DIVERSITY, INCREASE UNDERSTANDING (ED)
READER CRITICIZES ANTI-HOMOSEXUAL LETTERS (L)
CAMPUS SHOULD.EMBRACE DIVERSITY (L)
COMMUNITY NEEDS TO KNOW ADMINISTRATION'S STANCE (L)
J6DEAN ADDRESSES DIVERSITY--DR FRANKLIN ADVISES
*SUCK THE MARROW OUT OF LIFE (TORRENCE)
XDAHN PREPARES SDSU, BROOKINGS FOR DIVERSE FUTURE
DINKINS TO TOUCH ON EQUALITY IN SOCIETY
*BR00KINGS NOT TRULY DIVERSE (WOODARD)
KMULTICULTURALISM-^-DIVERSITY VS HIGHER ED (TORRENCE)
VINSON ANSWERS QUESTIONS
KQUESTIONS NOT YET ANSWERED IN FULL (TORRENCE)
YABE SUPPORT GROUP PLANS BIG WEEKEND (NELSON)
SEE PHYSICIANS
EDITOR SAYS COVERING SPENCER TORNADO A CHALLENGE
KDOMESTIC ABUSE AWARENESS PROGRAM (OLSON)
^DOMESTIC ABUSE SHELTER PROVIDES HELP (HOLZKAMP)
XBROOKINGS ABUSE SHELTER BRINGS AWARENESS
KWHEE! .
JfTOOTIN' THEIR OWN HORNS
ALUMNA WILL INFORM STUDENTS ON CAREER POSSIBILITIES
*FORMER STUDENT SPEAKS OF COMBINING WORK 8 FUN
*CHILD'S PLAY
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
KDJS BROADCAST "CRAZINESS" OVER AIRWAVES
TWO FRESHMAN WRESTLERS HELP LEAD JACKS TO A WIN
*LONE SENIOR LEADS FASTPITCH TEAM (POLLARD)
SEE ALSO THEATER
*"ANNIE"--PRAIRIE REP OPENS SEASON WITH MUSICAL
XLUDENS DIRECTS VWOOLGATHER" --EXPERIMENTAL THEATER
*"THE CRUCIBLE" HITS SDSU STAGE JUST IN TIME
RAM PUB'S ROBBERY REENACTMENT A SUCCESS
KTHEATRE DEPT GRASPS COMPLEXITY OF "CRUCIBLE"
KDROOD DREAMS
*MUSICAL MYSTERY EDWIN DROOD SURPRISINGLY DIFFERENT
*"ERNEST" captures essence of VICTORIAN TIME-PERIOD
XPLAYING FOR THE AUDIENCE--PRAIRIE REP THEATRE
^STUDENTS BRING PLAY HOME (CHOLIK)
THE CAST S CREW OF "INTO THE WOODS" (ROBlSON)
*INTO THE WOODS AND ONTO THE STAGE
PLAYING THE "DICKENS"' OUT OF AN OLDE FAVORITE
THEATRE FRATERNITY PROMOTES STUDENT INTEREST IN DRAM
"LAST NIGHT IN BALLYHOO" ADDRESSES RACIAL ISSUES
ALUMNUS ACTOR TO TEACH, PERFORM
KMUCH ADO ABOUT SHAKESPEARE (CHOLIK)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
KSNOW ERASES ROAD RULES (NIEDERMYER)
XOVERLAND OFFERS SOLUTIONS TOWARD SOLVING ROAD RAGE
WHY ARE NARCOTICS ILLEGAL WHEN ALCOHOL IS NOT?
DRUG INDUCED THOUGHTS (AHLBORN)
KLAYING IT DOWN
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
SEE ALSO FASTING, ANOREXIA
SUPPORT GROUP ENSURES HEALTH (STAVIG)
EBNET IS KEY PART OF THE JACKS' 12-3 WINS
*WABBIT OF THE WEEK
KFIRST ANNUAL HUFFY AWARDS (HOFFMAN)
K'BOS HITS TO MAKE COMEBACK AT PAVILION THIS WEEKEND
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL, STATE AID TO EDUC ;
KWRITER MULLS OVER EDUCATION
GENERAL ED REQUIREMENTS MAY CHANGE (HARRELSON)
WHAT ELSE CAN FACULTY DO FOR ME? (WOODARD)
KCULTURAL IDIOCY KILLS AMERICAN SOCIETY (NIEDERMYER)
EDUCATION PROBLEMS FACED VIA SATELLITE (TALSMA)
XHIGHER EDUCATION CANNOT.BE MEASURED (MILLER)
*PROUD TO BE A JACKRABBIT (CURRIE-OLSON)
STUDENT UPSET BY JANKLOW'S VIEWS ON EDUCATION,
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
KPRESCHOOL EXPERIENCES RENOVATIONS (UMIKER)
SDSU OFFERS EFFICIENT EDUCATION (REZAK)
KMEETTHIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
SEE AGED
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS . .
READER URGES STUDENTS TO VOTE FOR PROFESSOR (L)
*FATE OF MULTIPLEX HINGES ON VOTE (NIEDERMYER)
READER SUPPORTS WICKS (L)
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SUBJECT
ELECTIONS-BR 99
ELECTIONS-SD 98
ELECTIONS-US 2000
ELLERBRUCH VIRGIL
ELLIOTT PEGGY
ELLIS LEON
EMPLOYMENT
ENGAGEMENT
ENGELBRECHT SARA
ENGELS MIKE
ENGINEERING
ENGLAND
ENGLISH
ENROLLMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
ENVIRONMENT
ERICKSON BENJI
ERICKSON BRAD
ERREA BRIAN
ESTLING CASEY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/07/1999 A042 STUDENTS AFFECTED BY CITY COMMISSION
4/14/1999 A014 COMMISSION CANDIDATES AIR VIEWPOINTS IN UNION
10/21/1998 AOll LOCAL VOTERS WILL FACE BIG ISSUES (NIEDERMYER)
10/28/1998 A035.READER URGES STUDENTS TO VOTE (L)
10/28/1998 A061 AMENDMENTS ON BALLOT--WHAT YOUR VOTE WILL DO
2/02/2000 A066 ^PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES SHOULD BOX (HOFFMAN)
2/09/2000 A042 FORMER PROFESSOR TAKES LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ENGINEERIN
9/16/1998 AOll NEW PRESIDENT MUST ADJUST TO LIFE AT STATE
9/16/1998 A015 WEEKEND INCLUDES THREE-DAY CELEBRATION
9/16/1998 A031 STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND INAUGURAL EVENTS (ED)
9/16/1998 A081 INAUGURATION CELEBRATION FOR PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
9/23/1998 AOll kSDSU WELCOMES 18TH PRESIDENT--PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
9/23/1998 A041 ^WEEKEND SIGNIFIES SPECIAL OCCASION FOR UNIVERSITY
10/14/1998 A013 ELLIOTT SUES FORMER SCHOOL (NIEDERMYER)
10/21/1998 AOll *HOBO DAY SPIRIT
3/31/1999 AOll KTIME FOR ACTION--PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT (NIEDERMYER)
4/14/1999 A042 KPRESIDENT TAKES ON NEW ROLE (REISCH)
11/03/1999 A061 PRESIDENT ELLIOTT COMMENDS SDSU STUDENTS (SANKEY)
4/05/2000 A051 COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS COMPETE (GRIFFITH)
12/02/1998 A052 CAP CENTER OFFERS TIPS TO IMPROVE INTERVIEWS
12/09/1998 A082 *FINDING JOB NOT SO HARD WITH CAP (UMIKER)
12/09/1998 A085 XEDITOR GIVES ADVICE FROM EXPERIENCE (OLSON)
1/13/1999 A052 FULL-TIME STUDENT BALANCES A FULL-TIME (NIEDERMYER)
9/22/1999 A053 JOB FAIR PROVIDES FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
11/17/1999 A042 YOU THINK YOU'VE GOT A ROTTEN JOB (TALSMA & SCHAEFER
4/05/2000 A023 *GIRL DEVOTES TIME TO PAINT THINNER (HARRELSON)
5/03/2000 A051 INTERNSHIPS, SUMMER JOBS A HOT MARKET (GRIFFITH)
9/30/1998 A123 xAGING EQUALS GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES
2/02/2000 A023 HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
10/14/1998 A092 kCHEER LOUD
2/10/1999 A091 FORMER SDSU WRESTLING COACH DIES IN ACCIDENT '
11/04/1998 A041 TAU BETA PI LEADERS PREPARE FOR MILLENNIUM
11/18/1998 A051 KNABACH RECEIVES ENGINEERING AWARD
2/09/2000 A042 FORMER PROFESSOR TAKES LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ENGINEERIN
2/09/2000 A045 SDSU PROFESSOR WILL SPEAK DURING CONVENTION (GRIFFIT
4/12/2000 AOll ^ENGINEERING STUDENTS ADVANCE TO INTERNATIONAL CONTE
10/21/1998 A071 REBUILDING ENGLAND BRIDGE BECOMES LIFELONG CHALLENGE
10/28/1998 A042 ^ENGLAND MUSEUMS PROVIDE SEVERAL ASPECTS OF ART
9/16/1998 A052 XPROFESSOR RECEIVES FULBRIGHT GRANT (UMIKER)
10/14/1998 A023 ENROLLMENT UP AT SD UNIVERSITIES THIS FALL
1/13/1999 A021 CLASS SIZE POLICY HURTS UNIVERSITY (ED)
10/06/1999 A014 ENROLLMENT DROPPING, MONEY TIGHTENING (SANKEY)
10/20/1999 AOll ENROLLMENT DROPS HIT LOCAL MERCHANTS (REZAC)
11/03/1999 AOll ENROLLMENT DROP AFFECTS STUDENTS S COMMUNITY (REZAC)
11/24/1999 AOll LARGE FRESHMAN CLASSES, FEWER OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS
4/05/2000 AOll LOW ENROLLMENT AFFECTS DEPARTMENT (DOBBS)
9/16/1998 A171 KWHAT TO DO?--COLUMNIST QUESTIONS EXISTENCE OF ENTER
10/14/1998 A045 JCCHECK OUT CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
9/22/1999 A105 UPC PREPARED TO ENTERTAIN STUDENTS (KNIEP)
9/22/1999 Alll KCHEAP ENTERTAINMENT (HARRELSON)
2/16/2000 A051 UPC KEEPS CAMPUS ENTERTAINED, INFORMED (LINGBECK)
2/16/2000 AlOl ENTERTAINMENT TODAY--MINUS THE CREATIVITY? (SANKEY)
SEE ALSO ENVIRON PROT
2/02/2000 A061 kFATHER-SON DUO LEADS JACKS (WERKMEISTER)
2/02/2000. A061 XFATHER-SON DUO LEADS JACKS (WERKMEISTER)
2/17/1999 A042 *STUDENT BECOMES JUNIOR OLYMPIC HOPEFUL (STRASBURG)
2/10/1999 A121 NESTLING LEADS JACKS TO VICTORY OVER AUGUSTANA
2/09/2000 AOll XBASKETBALL PLAYERS ESTLING 8 BRENDE BREAK 1,000
2/16/2000 A065 ESTLING A CUT ABOVE THE REST
3/22/2000 A055 ESTLING NAMED TO ALL-AMERICAN TEAM FOR SECOND YEAR
3/29/2000 A013 VOLANTE LOSES EDITORS TO ETHICAL VIOLATIONS (TUPPER)
9/16/1998 A052 xPROFESSOR RECEIVES FULBRIGHT GRANT (UMIKER)
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE ACCIDENT EXPOSURE, INDECENT EXPOSURE
SEE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY, TEACHERS
9/09/1998 A055 FACULTY NOW RESIDES IN WECOTA HALL (STRASBURG)
9/30/1998 :A045 *NEW-INSTRUCTOR JOINS CST FACULTY
9/30/1998 A081 ^PROFESSORS PREPARE OWN LUNCH FOR SCHOOL (WOODARD)
10/07/1998 A051 SDSU FACULTY PRESENTS VISUAL ARTS SHOW
10/07/1998 A051 FACULTY MEMBERS USE NEW TOOLS
10/07/1998 A151 FACULTY RECITAL OFFERS CLASSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
10/14/1998 A131 KART DEPT. FACULTY EXHIBITION ON DISPLAY
12/09/1998 A025 MORE THAN 50 JANKLOW FACULTY GRANTS AWARDED
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ETHICS
EVANS DAVID
EXAMS
exchange program
EXERCISE
EXPERIMENT STATION
EXPOSURE
EXPULSION
EXTENSION SERVICE
FACULTY
HILTON M. 8RIGGS LIBRARY
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
FACULTY
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM
FACULTY UNION
FA6AN COLLEEN
FAGAN MICHELLE
FAGAN SHAWN
FAITH
FAMILY
1/13/1999
1/13/1999
1/13/1999
1/27/1999
10/20/1999
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
A/05/2000
5/03/2000
11/10/1999
2/16/2000
10/20/1999
5/03/2000
1/20/1999
3/29/2000
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
10/06/1999
11/24/1999
12/15/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
3/31/1999
3/29/2000
AOll
A015
A051
AO 25
AlOl
A042
A045
A045
A045
AOll
A051
A014
A105
A023
A062
A031
A091
A091
Ad94
A023
A023
A023
A052
A055
A051
A045
EDUCATION PROFESSOR FACES TRIAL (NIEDERMYER)
BOR APPROVES SALARY INCREASES
THREE PROFESSORS WERE RECOGNIZED
COHE PRESIDENT RESPONDS TO FOUBERG COLUMN (L)
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR TO RETIRE (ENYART)
FORMER PROFESSOR TAKES LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ENGINEERIN
SDSU PROFESSOR WILL SPEAK DURING CONVENTION (GRIFFIT
SDSU PROFESSOR TAKES SABBATICAL (LINGBECK)
ARTS 8 SCIENQE DEAN. DEPT HEADS RETIRE IN JUNE
JORGENSEN CHOSEN AS NEW ASS DEAN (WOODARD)
SEWREY COLLOQUIUM--OLD LECTURE SERIES CHANGES FACE
SEWREY LECTURES COVER SCIENCE. ARTS. AGRICULTURE
SEE COHE
KSUPER-STAR
EDITORS SAY GOODBYE CWOODARD 8 FAGAN)
*SHAWN FAGAN PLACES 2ND IN PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
JUST WONDERING (CHELL)
TRADITIONS CHANGE AS LIFE CHANGES (UMIKER)
FAMILY FEUDS HAVE EASY REMEDY DURING LONG HOLIDAYS
XA LOOK AT HOW TIME CHANGES
REFLECTIONS ON THE 1ST SNOWFALL OF THE SEASON
ENJOY HOLIDAYS. REGARDLESS OF STRESS (CHELL)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS. HEWITT)
XSTUDENT WINS CHANCE TO BE DEAN FOR A DAY (NELSON)
DEAN NICHOLS TRADES PLACES WITH STUDENT
PCS EXPO EXPLODES INTO FUTURE (TALSMA)
FCS COLLEGE HOLDS EXPO (GRIFFITH)
SEE FERPS
SEE ALSO ABORTION. CONDOMS. SEX EDUCATION
SEE ALSO AG. GRAIN STORAGE. ACCIDENT FARM
KOREA RECEIVES HELP FROM SDSU TEACHERS (NELSON)
GRAIN RECOMMENDATIONS NOW ON INTERNET
NEW RESEARCH PROJECT MAY HELP FARMERS (OLSON)
CHINESE AGRICULTURE DEMONSTRATES CREATIVITY
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES. FARMERS QUESTION
NEWSPAPER MAN WORKS TO HELP FARMERS (NELSON)
KSDSU ALUM PUBLISHES BOOK OF SD FARMERS
KCOLUMNIST REFLECTS ON YEARS OF FASHION (KOCER)
KSHOWING OFF FASHION
atSTUDENTS BRING NEW FASHIONS TO CAMPUS (NELSON)
SEE SOFTBALL
FAMILY & CONSUMER
FAMILY EDUC RIGHTS
FAMILY PLANNING
FARMS S FARMING
10/14/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
11/04/1998
10/06/1999
2/02/2000
3/01/2000
1/20/1999
2/24/1999
3/31/1999
AG61
A041
A042
A051
A045
A045
AG42
AG23
A134
AG42
FASHION
FASTPITCH
FDA
FELDMANN TOM
FEMINISM
FENCING
FESTIVALS
FFA
FIECHTNER JOHN
FIELD HOCKEY
FILMS
FINALS
FINANCE
FINANCIAL AID
FINCH ROBERT
FINN KEVIN
FIREARMS
FIRES
FIRST AMENDMENT
FISCHER BILL
FISCHER NANCY
FISHBACK VAN
FISHING
FJELSTAD MAX
FLAKE LESTER
FLASKEY JASON
FLEISCHFRESSER TER
FLOODS
FLYING
SEE US FDA
2/23/2000 AG54 BeACCOUSTICALLY BLUE
SEE ALSO WOMEN
KON.GUARD!
*I2TH ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF TREES PULLS A CROWD
11/17/1999
12/09/1998
4/12/2000
A013
A143
A042
11/18/1998 A071
2/24/1999 A035
9/23/1998
10/07/1998
10/14/1998
3/01/2000
5/03/2000
12/02/1998
10/07/1998
4/28/1999
2/16/2000
10/13/1999
2/10/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
4/21/1999
1/27/1999
9/30/1998
9/29/1999
10/07/1998
3/03/1999
10/14/1998
9/30/1998
AO 33
A033
AOll
AO51
AOll
AOll
A103
A021
A031
AOll
A023
A113
AlOl
A093
AlOl
Alll
A014
AO 91
AO 91
AO51
AOll
A013
A041
*FESTIVAL OF CULTURES POSTPONED UNTIL FALL (DALY)
SEE FUTURE FARMERS
KMORTUARY SCIENCE STUDENTS A MINORITY ON CAMPUS
SEE ALSO HOCKEY
SEE MOV PICT REV. MOVIES
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
XCOLLEGE MEANS PENNY-PINCHING (KOCER)
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
SD STUDENTS REAP TAX CREDIT BENEFITS (L)
READER THANKS STUDENTS FOR PATIENCE (L)
HIGHER ED BILL HELPS STUDENTS (OLSON)
DEADLINES APPROACH FOR FINANCIAL AID FORMS
STUDENTS OAN SAVE MONEY ON DEBT-FREE PLAN
*PROFESSOR. 62. RUNS IN MARATHON (REZAC)
GLUTAMINE STUDIED AT SDSU (TUPPER)
GUN CONTROL CAN PREVENT KILLINGS (ED)
THE MOST DANGEROUS TOOL IS ONE OFTEN MISUSED (AHLBOR
*911!
FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTS WRITERS (L)
*FISCHER TAKES ON LEADERSHIP ROLE (CONRAD)
*BOSANKO. FISCHER. FRIES LEAD TRACK TEAM TO SECOND
*FISCHER SHATTERS SHOT PUT RECORD. TRACK TEAM TO NAT
XINDOOR SEASON ENDS WITH TOP PERFORMANCES (MEYER)
XFISCHER. TUTTLE CAPTURE FIRST PLACE--SIOUX RELAYS
FISHBACK SPEAKS TO SA ABOUT CITY GOVT
KMY SO-CALLED LIFE OUTDOORS ,
XJACKALOPE LOUNGE DELIVERS (ROZIER)
PROFESSOR RECEIVES WILDLIFE SOCIETY AWARD
XCANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (HARRELSON)
STUDENT HIT BY CAR ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURY
STUDENTS HELP CHINA WITH FLOOD RELIEF (STRASBURG)
SEE AVIATION
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SUBJECT
FOOD
FOOD INDUSTRY ,
FOOD POISONING
FOOD SERVICE
FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL-PROF
FOREIGN POLICY
FOREIGN RELATIONS
FOREIGN STUDENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/16/1998 A052 ^STUDENTS UTILIZE NEW FOOD LABORATORIES (NELSON)
9/30/1998. AG81 DIVERSE EATING STYLES AFFECT STUDENT LIFESTYLES
9/30/1998 A081 ^PROFESSORS PREPARE OWN LUNCH FOR SCHOOL (WOODARD)
9/30/1998 A081 xCOLUMNIST STEWS OVER-LACK OF COOKING SKILLS
11/24/1999 A042 AG-BIO DEPARTMENT RECEIVES LARGE GRANT (TALSMA)
4/19/2000 A051 STUDENTS WANT LESS TIME IN KITCHEN, TASTY FOOD
11/03/1999 A042 KFOOD INDUSTRY FUTURE ADDRESSED (LINGBECK)
11/04/1998 AOll FOOD POISONING ATTACKS PRIDE (NIEDERMYER)
9/09/1998 AOll *THE MARKET GAINS NEW "TIMELESS" APPEAL (REZAC)
12/02/1998 A031 EXTEND FOOD SERVICE HOURS (ED)
4/19/2000 A042KJACKS PLACE TO, GET FACE LIFT (BROOKS)
5/03/2000 A031 *ARAMARK VS MARRIOTT (CURRIE-OLSON)
9/09/1998 A082 JCFOOTBALL TEAM DOMINATES WISCONSIN-STOUT (TUPPER)
. 9/09/1998 AlOl HEIDEN HELPS LEAD JACKS TO A WIN WITH 2 TDS
9/09/1998 A105*WABBIT OF THE WEEK --STEVE HEIDEN
9/09/1998 AlOl FOOTBALL PREVIEW--WHO WILL END UP ON TOP? (TUPPER)
9/16/1998 A102 *FOOTBALL TEAM FALLS TO CAL-DAVIS (TUPPER)
9/23/1998 A092,*FOOTBALL TEAM FUMBLES IN BEEF BOWL ONCE AGAIN
9/30/1998 A092 KTURNOVERS HAUNT FOOTBALL TEAM (TUPPER)
9/30/1998 Alll; XFOOTBALL TEAM IS ONE BIG FAMILY (TUPPER)
10/07/1998 A031 IN-STATE RIVALRY REPRESENTS CRUEL, GOOD (ED)
10/07/1998 A092 *JACKS DOMINATE COYOTES 24-10 (TUPPER)
10/07/1998 A121 kRANEK LEADS WAY IN NCC RUSHING--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
10/14/1998 AOll *ALL SMILES. /
10/14/1998 A092 JCFOOTBALL TEAM STOMPS HUSKIES (TUPPER)
10/21/1998 Alll kHOBOS ESCAPE FROM THE 'SOS (CONRAD)
.10/21/1998 A112 GORDEN^S FIELD GOAL WINS HOBO GAME (TUPPER)
-10/21/1998 A134 kGORDEN EARNS WABBIT OF THE WEEK HONORS (TUPPER)
10/28/1998 A072 GORDEN REWARDED FOR TOP EFFORTS (CONRAD)
10/28/1998 A074 BISON ATTACK JACKS (TUPPER)
11/04/1998 A071 KJACKS FINISH SWEEPING IN-STATE RIVALS (TUPPER)
11/04/1998 A071 JCTHROUGH THE UPRIGHTS
11/04/1998 AlOl XBOUCHE TAKES FIELD AFTER INJURY--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
11/18/1998 A094 FOOTBALL TEAM ENDS SEASON WITH 41-13 WIN
11/18/1998 Alll RANEK ENDS SEASON WITH, RECORDS (TUPPER)
12/02/1998 A041 kFOOTBALL ADDRESSES MAHY SOCIETAL ISSUES
12/09/1998 A105 FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
, 1/13/1999 A071 HEIDEN PLAYS IN SNOW BOWL (TUPPER)
1/27/1999 A083 5 FOOTBALL PLAYERS EARN 3RD TEAM ALL-AMERICAN
2/24/1999 A105 FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED
4/28/1999 A091 *FOOTBALL PLAYERS SCRIMMAGE FOR SEASON OPENER
4/28/1999 A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL & FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
9/15/1999 A045 BEEF BOWL SET TO KILL ANY CRAVING (GRIFFITH)
9/15/1999 A071 KFOOTBALL TEAM STARTS YEAR 2-0 (TUPPER)
9/22/1999 AO14 KCHARGE!
9/22/1999 A042 KtOUCHDOWN
9/22/1999 A072 KLAST SECOND INTERCEPTION LIFTS JACKS TO VICTORY
9/22/1999 A081 *HERE'S THE BEEF
9/29/1999, A104 TURNOVERS HAUNT JACKRABBITS IN 1ST LOSS (TUPPER)
9/29/1999 Alll RANEK LEADS JACKS' GROUND ASSAULT (MILLER)
10/06/1999 A074 LAST-SECOND PASS LIFTS JACKS TO VICTORY (TUPPER)
10/13/1999 A071*HUNTERS TAKE HEED (TUPPER)
10/13/1999 A072 KJACKS WIN NAIL-BITER AT MANKATO (TUPPER)
10/13/1999 A084 RANEK BREAKS MORE RECORDS
10/20/1999 A071 KJACKS TRAMPLED BY BISON STAMPEDE (TUPPER)
10/27/1999 A093 KSDSU SHOCKS #4 UND--RANEK BREAKS RECORD
10/27/1999 A101 kONE MORE YARD ...
10/27/1999 A113K0UTTA MY WAY!
11/03/1999 A071 *JACKS' PLAYOFF HOPES CRUSHED--NEBRASKA-OMAHA
11/10/1999 A071 JACKS WIN THRILLER OVER USD (VANDERWERFF)
11/17/1999 A061 kJACKS POST BEST RECORD SINCE *79 (VANDERWERFF)
2/02/2000 A061 ^SELLING THE PROGRAM (HOFFMAN)
2/09/2000 A062 RECRUITING SEASON A SUCCESS FOR JACKS (MCINNES)
4/12/2000 A062JfJACKS BEGIN SPRING DRILLS (HOFFMAN)
1/13/1999 A052 *PRO WRESTLING VERSUS MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (NELSON)
4/21/1999 A114 CHARGERS DRAFT HEIDEN IN 3RD ROUND OF NFL DRAFT
4/21/1999 AI14 NFL DREAM STILL ALIVE FOR O'BRIEN AND GORDEN
12/08/1999 A061 xRULES ARE RULES (UNTIL OUR HEROES BREAK THEM)
,1/26/2000 A061*WHO WANTS TO GO TO THE SUPER BOWL? (HOFFMAN)
2/09/2000 A061, 5fNFL MAKES ROCKER LOOK LIKE A SAINT (HOFFMAN)
4/12/2000 A061 JfBEING A VIKINGS FAN ISN'T CHEAP (HOFFMAN)
4/07/1999 A024 READER QUESTIONS US INVOLVEMENT IN BALKANS (L)
2/24/1999 A025 DON'T BLAME MILITARY FOR TARGET PICKS (L)
SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL DAY
3/31/1999 A013 ^STUDENTS OVERCOME LANGUAGE BARRIER (REZAC)
11/24/1999 AOll INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS--DO WE UNDERSTAND? (MARSH)
11/24/1999; A012 HOLIDAYS--NOT ALWAYS EASY FOR EVERYONE (MARSH)
4/19/2000 AOll INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS JASTE U.S. LIFESTYLE (CHOLIK)
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SUBJECT
FORENSICS
FOREST SERVICE
FORSTER JACOB
FOUBERG ANDI
FOUNDATION
FRANCIS DAVID
FRANKLIN BERNARD
FRATERNITIES
FREEDOM
/"
FREEMAN ROBERT
FRIENDSHIP
FRIES JASON
FRIESENBROCH JOHN
FULBRIGHT
FUND RAISING
FURNITURE
GALBRAITH PAUL
GAMBLING
GAMES
GARBAGE
GAS PRICES
GAYS
GEESE
GENETICS
GEOGRAPHY
GEORGES
GERMANY
GILBERT ROCKY
GILKERSON SKYE
GILPIN JOEL
GISSER KEITH
GLASS MATTHEW
GLOVER DANNY
GO-CART RACING
GOLDEN KEY SOCIETY
GOLDSMITH ANDREA .
GOLF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
• SEE ALSO SPEECH
SEE US FOREST SERVICE
11/10/1999 A091 KTWIST HIM INTO A PRETZEL! V.
9/09/1998 A023 SA PRESIDENT WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS
9/16/1998 A05A SA PRESIDENTS VISIT ISRAEL (OLSON)
9/23/1998 AOAl ^WEEKEND SIGNIFIES SPECIAL OCCASION FOR UNIVERSITY
9/30/1998 A015 FOUBERG QUESTIONS SA'S ROLE IN FEDERATION
10/07/1998 A022 SA PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
10/21/1998 A046 KHOBO DAY PASSES SUCCESSFULLY
11/04/1998 A031 KPRESIDENT CONGRATULATES CLUBS, TEAMS ON WEEKEND
12/09/1998 A033 «A PETITIONS TO SUPPORT BOR DECISION
1/20/1999 A023 kFOUBERG PREACHES PRIDE IN UNIVERSITY
T/27/1999 A025 COHE PRESIDENT RESPONDS TO FOUBERG COLUMN (L)
2/03/1999 A033 XREGENTS SHOULD DETERMINE TUITION (FOUBERG)
'2/10/1999 A013 SA OPPOSES PROPOSED TUITION BILL (REZAC)
2/17/1999 A023 KEDUCATE YOURSELF ON VOTING ISSUES (FOUBERG)
3/24/1999 A023 xFOUBERG OFFERS ADVICE
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION
1/13/1999 A051 THREE PROFESSORS WERE RECOGNIZED
3/03/1999 A072 *DEAN ADDRESSES DIVERSITY--DR FRANKLIN ADVISES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES
9/09/1998 A061 *FRATERNITIES SEARCH FOR NEW STUDENTS (STRASBURG)
11/18/1998 A051 FARMHOUSE INTERNATIONAL ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
11/18/1998 A061 GREEK CORNER
9/15/1999 A042 *WANT TO BUY A CAR?
12/08/1999 A081 THEATRE FRATERNITY PROMOTES STUDENT INTEREST IN DRAM
10/14/1998 A033 LET FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY RULE (L)
10/21/1998 A034 LET FREEDOM, TRUTH AND DEMOCRACY RULE (L)
10/28/1998 A021 NUDITY ORDINANCE WARRANTS THOUGHT (ED)
10/28/1998 A023 ALL LAWS LIMIT INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM (L)
11/04/1998 Ad34 NUDITY ORDINANCE STRIPS PUBLIC OF FREE CHOICE (YOUNG
2/10/1999 A023 FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTS WRITERS (L)
3/01/2000 A033 FREEDOM TO SPEAK OUR MINDS (AHLBORN)
9/29/1999 A075 ART 8 PAST CONNECT IN FREEMAN EXHIBIT (EIDEM)
11/03/1999 A023 *APPRECIATE THE FRIENDSHIPS YOU HAVE HAD (WOODARD)
2/02/2000 A023 XSLOW DOWN AND ENJOY LIFE (WOODARD)
2/03/1999 AlOl seBOSANKO, FISHER, FRIES LEAD TRACK TEAM TO SECOND
2/24/1999 AlOl JfFINISH LINE IN SIGHT FOR THE JACKS (MEYER)
5/03/2000 A102 kTHE BEST OF THE YEAR
9/16/1998 A052 XPROFESSOR RECEIVES FULBRIGHT GRANT (UMIKER)
4/19/2000 A016 WICKS RECEIVES FULBRIGHT (SWEETER)
SEE ALSO CAMPAIGN FUNDS
4/21/1999 Ad36 *CURB SHOPPING MEANS GREAT FUN (KOCER)
3/22/2000 A093 *WORLD-RAVED GUITARIST TO PERFORM AT SDSU (CHOLIK)
SEE ALSO LOTTERY
kCITY ORDINANCE LIMITS VIDEO LOTTERY MACHINES (MARSH
SEE ALSO VIDEO GAMES
2/24/1999 A132 KMAGE GAME DAY ATTRACTS MANY PEOPLE (STAVIG)
2/16/2000 A091 *GAMES TAKE STUDENTS' TIME, MONEY CAPTIVE
SEE REFUSE S REF DISP
STUDENTS KEEP EYE ON INCREASING GAS PRICES (REZAC)
SEE HOMOSEXUALITY
2/03/1999 A042 *LIGHT GOOSE SEASON EXTENDED (TALSMA)
2/10/1999 Ab31 KFUTURE WILL MEAN GENETIC ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGHS
11/17/1999 A045 SCIENTIST TO SPEAK ON ECOREGIONS (EIDEM)
3/03/1999 A042 *GEORGES TEMPTS TASTE BUDS, SATISFIES GENERATIONS
2/02/2000 A042 KPENPALS GIVE GLIMPSE INTO ANOTHER WORLD (DOBBS)
4/19/2000 A016 WICKS RECEIVES FULBRIGHT (SWEETER)
3/22/2000 A023 STUDENT PRAISES FACULTY MEMBER'S WORK (L)
4/19/2000 AlOl *KSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
1/27/1999 A052 *STUDENT WINS CHANCE TO BE DEAN FOR A DAY (NELSON)
1/27/1999 A055 DEAN NICHOLS TRADES PLACES WITH STUDENT
9/09/1998 AOll *WHAT A CROC
9/30/1998 A131 *JANKLOW'S REMARKS IMPLY GREAT DEAL .
10/14/1998 A033 XNUNS KILL BABIES; CULT ROAMS CAMPUS
10/21/1998 A033 READER CALLS COLUMNIST'S CLAIMS FALSE (L)
2/10/1999 A072 *GLASS ENLIGHTENS AUDIENCE WITH JAZZ (HOLZKAMP)
2/17/1999 A023 *"YOU GOT NAILED" (GLASS)
4/21/1999 A023 KWHY DO WE HAVE TO DO SOMETHING? (GLASS)
4/28/1999 A023 *POWER IN BLOOD--LITTLETON MIRRORS VIOLENT VALUES
2/09/2000 A113 GLOVER & JUSTICE DUO TO PORTRAY PROMINENT BLACK LEAD
2/23/2000 AOll KGLOVER, JUSTICE SPREAD MESSAGE (WOODARD)
4/05/2000 A102 GO-CART RACERS FEEL THE RUSH (CHOLIK)
3/29/2000 A042 SOCIETY INDUCTS MORE THAN 100 MEMBERS (LINGBECK)
9/23/1998 A084 STUDENTS SHARE STUDY HABITS (WOODARD)
9/09/1998 A094 GOLF SEASON IS UNDERWAY (SCHAAP)
9/16/1998 A141 xWABBIT OF THE WEEK--KELLE ANDERSON
9/16/1998 A141 SDSU GOLFERS PLAY AWAY
3/29/2000 AOll
4/05/2000 A042
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GOLF
GONZALEZ ELIAN
GORDEN BRETT
GOSSIP
GOVERNORS
GOVERNORS-MN
GRADES
GRADUATE STUDENTS
graduation
GRAIN
GRAND MARKETPLACE
GRANDGEORGE DIANA
GRANDPARENTS
GRANHOLM NELS
GRANTS
GRAPHIC DESIGN
GREINER GUEN
GRIFFIN MICHAEL
GROSS SHAWNA
GROVES SARAH
GRUBER GRETCHEN
GUADALAJARA
GUDAHL KEVIN
GUEST ANGIE
GUETTER TINA
GUNS
GYMNASTICS
HABITAT HUMANITY
HABITS
HACKER HEATHER
HAIGH MICHELLE
HALBERSTAM DAVID
HALLOWEEN
HALSTEAD COREY
HALSTENSON JOEY
HALVERSON ADAM
HAMLEBEN JULIE
HANDGUNS
handicapped
HANSEN JEREMY
HANSEN NE
HANSON CLARK
HANSON CORY
HAQUE MOHAMMAD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
1G/G7/I998
1G/14/I998
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
10/13/1999
10/27/1999
2/02/2000
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
ll/OA/1998
ll/OA/1998
12/09/1998
2/2A/1999
A/21/1999
10/13/1999
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
4/14/1999
11/18/1998
4/28/1999
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
12/15/1999
10/28/1998
4/21/1999
2/09/2000
10/21/1998
12/09/1998
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
2/17/1999.
9/09/1998
11/04/1998
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
11/03/1999
10/07/1998
10/21/1998
10/20/1999
2/09/2000
4/28/1999
4/12/2000
3/31/1999
4/28/1999
3/01/2000
12/09/1998
3/24/1999
2/17/1999
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
9/29/1999
10/13/1999
11/04/1998
11/03/1999
11/04/1998
10/21/1998
2/10/1999
2/03/1999
A09I GOLFING ,
AlII XMEN'S GOLF TEAM SCORES LOW 8 PLACES HIGH
A095 GOLFERS TIE FOR 8TH (LINDHOLM)
A113 MEN'S GOLF TEAM PLAYS AT GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS
A095 MEN GOLFERS FINISH SECOND IN TOUGH NCC ACTION
A081 XGOLFERS BRAVE THE COLD AND THE RAIN (VANDERWERFF)
A091 WOMEN GOLFERS IMPROVE, TAKE 3RD AT TOURNEY
A094 FIRST-YEAR COACH LEADS GOLFERS (VANDERWERFF)
A113 GOLFERS USE WEEKEND ACTION TO GEAR UP FOR TOURNEY
A081 GOLFERS DISAPPOINTED AT CONFERENCE MEET
A103 GOLFERS END SEASON ON HIGH NOTE (VANDERWERFF)
A021 SEND ELIAN HOME (ED)
A112 GORDEN'S FIELD GOAL WINS HOBO GAME (TUPPER)
A134 kGORDEN earns.WABBIT of THE WEEK HONORS (TUPPER)
A072 GORDEN REWARDED FOR TOP EFFORTS (CONRAD)
A071 ^THROUGH THE UPRIGHTS
A071 FOR THE RECORD
A105 FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
AI05 FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED
A114 NFL DREAM STILL ALIVE FOR O'BRIEN AND GORDEN
A023 XGOSSIP HARMFUL/ NEVER INNOCENT (WOODARD)
;A052 XHUNHOFF SUGGESTS CHANGES FOR SD IMPROVEMENT
A062 kJANKLOW responds TO HUNHOFF'S ALLEGATIONS
AOll XJANKLOW SPEAKS
A041 *"THE BODY?' WINS POLITICAL BELT (NIEDERMYER)
AOll STUDENTS TO ACCESS FINAL GRADES OVER TELEPHONE
SEE STUDENTS GRADUATE
Ad41 XOLSON SAYS GOODBYE /
ag;45 *wieman reflects on years at SDSU
A042 GRADUATION WITH NO DIPL0MA--663 SDSU STUDENTS WILL G
AOll KSWCC PRESIDENT EARNS DEGREE--2ND NATIVE AMERICAN TO
A013 jfWHEN 1 GROW UP . . .
A021 REMEMBER OUR SDSU DECEMBER GRADUATES (ED)
A042 KFINALLY!
A041 GRAIN RECOMMENDATIONS NOW ON INTERNET
SEE ALSO MARKET
AOll kGRANDGEORGE BEATS CANCER, CHERISHES LIFE
A023 XAPPRECIATE YOUR GRANDPARENTS (WOODARD)
AO41 COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS SHARES COMMON GOAL
A025 MORE THAN 50 JANKLOW FACULTY GRANTS AWARDED
A063 ALUMNA WILL INFORM STUDENTS ON CAREER POSSIBILITIES
A062 KFORMER STUDENT SPEAKS OF COMBINING WORK S FUN
AlOl GREINER dazzles:FOR THE JACKS (CODY)
A023 XLIFE RESEMBLES RAILROAD TRACKS
A031 XLOOK OUTWARD WITH COMPASSION
A023 KONE AMAZING WORD — "WHATEVER"
A031 *SELF-G1VING, NOT GETTING, KEY TO COMPLETENESS
A023 KARE YOU BLESSED OR CURSED? (GRIFFIN)
A051 SDSU STUDENT COMPETES IN MISS SD USA
A021 KSDSU STUDENT WINS MISS SD USA PAGEANT
Alll SARAH GROVES TO PERFORM
A062 VOLLEYBALL TEAM SIGNS 3 STANDOUTS (MCINNES)
A061 KGUADALAJARA WELCOMES CUSTOMERS LIKE FRIENDS
A106 ALUMNUS ACTOR TO TEACH, PERFORM
A125 ^PERFECTION
A054 XHOLD ON
SEE FIREARMS
A014 *A1RB0RNE
A052 STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ON CAMPUS FADING OUT
A042 STUDENTS BUILD FOR A BETTER SOCIETY (TALSMA)
A034 XADDICTIONS RUN RAMPANT (KOCER)
A061 KTHREE DOLLARS!
A063 kWELL
A015 HALBERSTAM TO SPEAK ON EVENTS OF CENTURY (MARSH)
AOll *PUL1TZER PRIZE-WINNING JOURNALIST DAVID HALBERSTAM
A042 KPAINTED FACES ,
A131 residence HALLS TREAT AREA CHILDREN TO FUN
A041 TAU BETA PI LEADERS PREPARE FOR MILLENNIUM
A152 «2 SDSU STUDENTS GIVE DJING A WHIRL (CONNERS)
A084 XKEEPING THE BEAT
A091 KGLIDES THROUGH THE, WATER
SEE FIREARMS ,
SEE ALSO DISABILITIES
A161 KIT'S KARAOKE TIME
A052 LECTURE SERIES REMEMBERS HANSEN
A051 FARMHOUSE INTERNATIONAL ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
A121 KHANSEN EDUCATES KSDJ LISTENERS (HOLZKAMP)
A013 KSTUDENTS ABLE TO QUESTION GOV BILL JANKLOW (MARSH)
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HARDY JAMISON
HAROLDSON TRISHA
HARRELSON DANIE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
HARRIS HANK
HARTENHOFF GARY
HARTENHOFF SUSAN
HATE CRIMES
3/3I/I999
12/09/1998
9/29/1999
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/2A/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
3/22/2000
4/05/2000
5/03/2000
10/13/1999
10/13/1999
10/13/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
3/03/1999
A031
A122
AO 42
A095
A121
A115
A114
A131
A131
All 4
AlOl
A084
AO 9 2
AlOl
A023
A104
A104
A092
A092
A015
A042
A044
AO 72HAYNES DAVID
HEALTH
HEALTH CARE
HEALTH PHYSICAL ED
HEALTH SERVICE
HEATING
HEATON TIM
HEEREN TED
HEGG JOEL
HEIDEN SCOTT
HEIDEN STEVE
3/24/1999 A042
PART-TIME CHRISTIANITY RESULTS IN LIFE OF HYPOCRISY
*MUSICAL MYSTERY EDWIN DROOD SURPRISINGLY DIFFERENT
*MISS SOUTH DAKOTA CURRENT STUDENT (DALY)
XWABBIT WOES (HARRELSON)
*0F DEADLINES AND FINISH LINES (HARRELSON)
XDUCKING THE ISSUES ON ART (HARRELSON)
^ANYTHING BUT PARADISE (HARRELSON)
*THE MEASURE OF A MAN (HARRELSON)
JelT'S ABOUT TIME (HARRELSON)
KPLAY IT AGAIN, BOYS (HARRELSON)
KNO FRIEND OF MINE (HARRELSON)
36JUST SAY "NO" TO JOE? (HARRELSON)
*THIS ONE IS FOR FREE (HARRELSON)
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST (HARRELSON)
KGIRL DEVOTES TIME TO PAINT THINNER (HARRELSON)
kLOOKING for a few HAPPY CAMPERS (HARRELSON)
HARRIS IS "HERE" TO STAY (ROZIER)
*PREMIERE OF ARTWORK DELAYED BY SHIPPING DAMAGES
*PREMIERE OF ARTWORK DELAYED BY SHIPPING DAMAGES
HATE CRIMES--A DISCUSSION (MARSH)
JERRY SWITZER CAPTIVATED AUDIENCES (TALSMA)
xPANEL MEMBERS VOICE OPINIONS & CONCERNS ON HATE CRI
WRITERS' CONFERENCE AWAKENS AFRICAN CULTURE
SEE ALSO WELLNESS FAIR
*PATIENT/DOCTOR RELATIONSHIPS TAKEN INTO PERSPECTIVE
SEE HPER
SA FUNDS CAMPUS GROUPS AT MEETING
$2 MILLION IN IMPROVEMENTS HEAT CAMPUS (BROOKS)
HEATON WARNS ABOUT WINTER SAFETY (L)
XFREAKY DANCERS!
KON THE AIR (CHOLIK)
FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
HEIDEN HELPS LEAD JACKS TO A WIN WITH 2 TDS
*WABBIT OF THE WEEK -- STEVE HEIDEN
HEIDEN PLAYS IN SNOW BOWL (TUPPER)
CHARGERS DRAFT HEIDEN IN 3RD ROUND OF NFL DRAFT
MUSICIANS PROVE THEMSELVES (CHOLIK)
XPICK AND CHOOSE
*PICK AND CHOOSE
KHERBAL REMEDY MAY HELP ENVIRONMENT (PERRYMAN)
KHEROES THRIVE IN IMAGINATION (KOCER)
KJUST A STRUMMIN'
UNIVERSITY SHOWS CONCERN IN RECENT STUDENT DEATHS
HEINRICY MELISSA
HELD AARON
HELD AUSTIN
HERBS
HEROISM
HERSH JAMES
HETTICH TOM
HEWITT EMILIE
12/09/1998
2/23/2000
1/27/1999
4/21/1999
2/02/2000
12/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
1/13/1999
4/21/1999
9/29/1999
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
9/16/1998
2/10/1999
9/23/1998
1/20/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
A015
A045
A036
A082
A082
A105
AlOl
A105
AO 71
A114
A072
AO 64
A064
A071
A036
A151
A014
AO 23
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
AO 23
AO 23
A023
A103
A023
A023
AO 23
HIGH SCHOOL STUDEN
HIGHER EDUCATION
HILLMAN CASEY
HILLNER KENNETH
HISTORICAL SITES
HISTORY
HISTORY-SD
HIV
HOBO DAY
9/22/1999 A072
4/05/2000 A045
3/24/1999
9/29/1999
2/09/2000
10/14/1998
1/13/1999
10/14/1998
10/14/1998
10/14/1998
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
,10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
A031
AO 15
A053
A071
A023
A021
A045
A064
A091
AOll
AOll
A013
A021
A033
A046
A062
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
KSDJ ON THE AIR--EMILIE HEWITT S MATT ROGERS
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
SEE STUDENTS HG SCH
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
KLAST SECOND INTERCEPTION LIFTS JACKS TO VICTORY
ARTS S SCIENCE DEAN, DEPT HEADS RETIRE IN JUNE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES
*OVERLAND POKES FUN AT AMERICAN HISTORY
HALBERSTAM TO SPEAK ON EVENTS OF CENTURY (MARSH)
KSD'S HISTORY TOLD BY PIONEER WOMEN (NELSON)
HIV TRAINING SESSION COMES TO SDSU
AIDS MAY NOT STEM FROM HIV (L)
KHAPPY HOBOS
kCHECK out campus ENTERTAINMENT
HOBO HISTORY
HOBO DAY PAST AND HOBO DAY PRESENT (CONRAD)
XHOBO DAY SPIRIT
CELEBRATING HOMECOMING FUN FOR STUDENTS (REZAC)
HOBO DAY *98 NOT A PROBLEM FOR POLICE (OLSON)
KGRANTS HELP TO MAKE HOBO FLOATS BETTER (OLSON)
CHAOS THEORY GRACES BROOKINGS, AGAIN (L)
*HOBO DAY PASSES SUCCESSFULLY
HOBOS "HAIRIEST" SHOW OFF THEIR LATEST GROWTH
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HOBO DAY
HOBO DOUGH
HOCKEY
HODGES ARLENE
HODGES HEATHER
HOEFER BENJAMIN
HOFFMAN ANDY
HOFFMAN JOE
HOFTEIZER HEATH
HOGAN ED
HOGS
HOHLER ERIN
HOLLANDER JEFF
HOLM JOHNNY
HOLOCAUST
HOLTIER MARK
HOME ECONOMICS
HOMOSEXUALITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
10/13/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
11/29/1999
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
11/09/1998
11/18/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/29/1999
3/03/1999
9/15/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/03/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/29/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
11/09/1998
3/03/1999
1/13/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/23/2000
3/29/2000
9/12/2000
5/03/2000
9/09/1998
9/05/2000
2/02/2000
1/20/1999
9/16/1998
9/19/1999
11/09/1998
11/09/1998
11/09/1998
11/09/1998
11/09/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
A069
A062
A071
A081
Alll
A015
A092
A095
A021
Alll
All 9
A011
A011
A091
A062
A071
A073
A023
A016
A011
A023
A012
A085
Alll
Alll
A081
A083
A099
A093
A105
A081
Alll
A091
A091
Alll
A099
A081
A085
A085
A081
A079
A059
A061
A081
A075
A075
A071
A122
A099
A012
A061
A066
A061
A081
A061
A061
A071
A123
A102
A051
A062
A061
A091
A013
A059
A112
A021
A029
A033
AO 33
A035
A031
A153
11/18/1998 A035
*"PIPPI LONGSTOCKING!'
XSTUDENTS SHOW THAT HOBOS "CAN" DO IT (UMIKER)
XCHECKERED FLAG WAVES EARLY OVER BED RACES (FERRYMAN
*HOBO DAYS •98--TRAPPED IN THE 80S
XHOBOS ESCAPE FROM THE 'OOS (CONRAD)
CITY SCOLDS HOBO DAY COMMITTEE FOR FLAGS' ABSENCE
3CH0B0 DAYS SEEKS EXCITING STUDENTS (NELSON)
xHOBO HISTORY
DRINKING NOT THE ONLY HOBO DAY ENTERTAINMENT (ED)
*TEAMWORK:
^ANYTHING BUT PARADISE (HARRELSON)
HOBO DAYS CRIME MILD COMPARED TO PAST YEARS
*OUCH!
XHOBOS FREEZIN' IN HAWAII
^ANOTHER YEAR.FOR HOBO HISTORY
*NOT A GOOD DAY TO BE A "BUM" (TALSMA)
KHAIRY STUDENTS CELEBRATE HOBO DAYS (NELSON)
HE SAID SHE SAlD -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
SENATE EXCEEDS BUDGET (REZAC)
COLLEGIAN DISCOVERS MISTAKE IN REPORTING (WOODARD)
CITY NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR SDSU MISTAKES (L)
CITY COUNCIL REFERS HOBO DAY COMMITTEE TO CHAMBER
SEE DEBIT CARDS
SEE ALSO FIELD HOCKEY
HOCKEY BACK ON THE ICE
KHOCKEY team crushes DORDT college (CONRAD)
HOCKEY TEAM SUFFERS LOSS AT DRAKE THIS WEEKEND
*HOCKEY TEAM SLIDES PAST CARLTON COLLEGE
HOCKEY TEAM, FALLS AS MINNESOTA SKATES TO A WIN
XHOCKEY TEAM WINS DESPITE UGLY PERIODS (MEYER)
HOCKEY TEAM SKATES CLOSER TO POST-SEASON PLAY (MEYER
HOCKEY TEAM CLOSE TO POST SEASON PLAY (MEYER)
HOCKEY TEAM MOVES TO POST-SEASON (MEYER)
*HOCKEY TEAM SKATES INTO POST-SEASON PLAY (MEYER)
HOCKEY TEAM SKATES SHORT OF GOAL (MEYER)
HOCKEY CLUB SAYS NEW FACILITY WOULD BENEFIT EVERYONE
K'FASTEST GAME IN TOWN* BEGINS PLAY (TUPPER)
*FIGHT!
*DEAD BIRDS, BARE BUTTS & PROFANITY (TUPPER)
HOCKEY CLUB DROPS FIRST 2 GAMES (VANDERWERFF)
SfHOCKEY CLUB GETS 1ST WIN OF YOUNG SEASON (TUPPER)
HOCKEY CLUB DROPS 2 GAMES OVER WEEKEND (TUPPER)
HOCKEY TEAM FIGHTS HARD BUT LOSES (KRAUSE)
XHOCKEY CLUB SPLITS WEEKEND GAMES (KRAUSE)
HOCKEY TEAM SHOWS IMPROVEMENT (TUPPER)
HOCKEY TEAM'S TOURNAMENT BID AT RISK (KRAUSE)
HOCKEY TEAM SWEEPS DORDT (KRAUSE)
HOCKEY TEAM RETURNS HOME (KRAUSE)
kStory book ending eludes jackrabbit hockey team
CULTURAL CENTER FEATURES 2 NEW EXHIBITIONS
ksnow much fun
KPASSING TIME
KWHO WANTS TO GO TO THE SUPER BOWL? (HOFFMAN)
^PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES SHOULD BOX (HOFFMAN)
XNFL MAKES ROCKER LOOK LIKE A SAINT (HOFFMAN)
*TIME FOR BUD TO HIT THE ROAD (HOFFMAN)
KARE YOU TIRED OF MILLER TIME YET? (HOFFMAN)
*BEING A VIKINGS FAN ISN'T CHEAP (HOFFMAN)
XFIRST ANNUAL HUFFY AWARDS (HOFFMAN)
JfMOViN' ON Up.
GO-CART RACERS FEEL THE RUSH (CHOLIK)
HOGAN NAMED CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (GRIFFITH)
SEE SWINE
SENIOR RECITAL REPRESENTS 9 YEARS OF DEDICATION
*AND THE winner IS--
ROCKER PROMISES MUSICAL WHIRLWIND (ROZIER)
XHURTS SO GOOD
*ALL SMILES .
KJOHNNY HOLM RETURNS ONCE AGAIN (HOLZKAMP)
COLLEGIAN REGRETS PRINTING ENTIRE LETTER (ED)
LETTER MAKES POOR COMPARISONS TO SDSU (L)
metaphors EXAGGERATED TOO MUCH (L)
READER ADDRESSES LETTER'S CONCERNS (L)
PERSONAL ATTACK WARRANTS REPLY (L)
COLLEGIAN STANDS BEHIND EDITORIAL (ED)
KDJS BROADCAST "CRAZINESS" OVER AIRWAVES
SEE ALSO FAMILY S CONSUMER
HOMOSEXUALS DESERVE EQUALITY (L)
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HOMOSEXUALITY
HONORS COLLEGE
HORSES
HOSPITALITY
HOSTAGES
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
HOUSING
HUGHES LANGSTON
HULICK DOUG
HUMANITIES
HUMANITIES COUNCIL
HUMOR
HUNGER
HUNHOFF BERNIE
HUNTER MARCIA
HUNTING
HUNTING ACCIDENT
HUPPERT GEORGE
HUSS ROBERT
HYVEE
ICE & SNOW REMVL
ICE FISHING
IDENTITY
IGOE JUDITH
IMC
IMMIGRATION
IMPEACHMENT
INAUGURATION
INDIA
INDIAN ART
INDIAN CULTURE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/09/1998. A033 HOMOSEXUALITY EQUALS IMMORALITY (L)
1/13/1999 AG23 READER CRITICIZES ANTI-HOMOSEXUAL LETTERS (L)
1/27/1999 AG23 READER TACKLES ACCUSATIONS OF SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS (L)
2/G3/1999 AG23 CAMPUS SHOULD EMBRACE DIVERSITY (L)
2/G3/1999 AG23 READER DEFENDS BIBLICAL VIEWPOINT (L)
9/22/1999 AG23 HOMOSEXUALITY AND CHRISTIANITY INCOMPATIBLE? (L)
lG/13/1999 AG31 HOMOSEXUALITY & CHRISTIANITY--COMPATIBLE? (L)
1G/2G/1999 AG15 DINKINS TO TOUCH ON EQUALITY IN SOCIETY
1G/2G/1999 AGAA kPANEL MEMBERS VOICE OPINIONS 8 CONCERNS ON HATE CRI
lG/27/1999 AG31 LOVES THE SINNER BUT HATES THE SIN (L)
lG/27/1999 AG33 DEANS SUPPORT ALL INDIVIDUALS AT SDSU
11/G3/1999 AG33 GILBERT DEFENDS HOMOSEXUALITY (L)
ll/lG/1999 A033 ONLY GOD HAS THE RIGHT TO JUDGE PEOPLE (L)
ll/lG/1999 A05A STUDENT ORGANIZATION FOCUSES ON HOMOSEXUALS
11/17/1999 AG32 WHAT DOES "OPEN-MINDED" REALLY MEAN? (L)
3/22/2GGG AG23 STUDENT PRAISES FACULTY MEMBER'S WORK (L)
3/22/2GGG AG25 PROFESSOR SAYS DON'T MANIPULATE BIBLE SCRIPTURES (L)
3/29/2GGG Ad23 SEEK THE TRUTH IN THE BIBLE (L)
5/G3/2GGG AG34 GILBERT CITES REFERENCES (L)
9/29/1999 AG42 NEW COLLEGE TO BE OFFERED ON CAMPUS (ROBINSON)
2/23/2GGG AG42 kSTUDENTS LEARN SKILLS--HORSE UNIT (GRIFFITH, NELSON
12/09/1998 AG52 *MANAGEMENT MAJOR EQUALS GREAT VERSATILITY (UMIKER)
9/22/1999 AGll kFORMER HOSTAGE CLARIFIES MUSLIM STEREOTYPES (MARSH)
12/09/1998 AG52 ^MANAGEMENT MAJOR EQUALS GREAT VERSATILITY (UMIKER)
SEE ALSO LEASE S RENT
4/28/1999 AGll kHOUSING CRUNCH HITS BROOKINGS, SDSU
2/16/20G0 A042 KEY TO OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING LIES IN PAPERS (BROOKS)
2/G9/20G0 A113 GLOVER S JUSTICE DUO TO PORTRAY PROMINENT BLACK LEAD
2/23/2000 AGll xGLOVER, JUSTICE SPREAD MESSAGE (WOODARD)
11/17/1999 A013 KON GUARD!
4/05/2000 A021 DEFEND HUMANITIES IN EDUCATION (ED)
10/13/1999 A094 HUMANITIES COUNCIL OFFERS FRESH PERSPECTIVE
1/13/1999 A041 VIKINGS FANS NEED TO TAKE IT EASY (OVERLAND)
1/27/1999 A031 *OVERLAND PROGNOSTICATES Y2K'S FUTURE
2/10/1999 A031 XFUTURE WILL MEAN GENETIC ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGHS
2/24/1999 A031 XBIKE IN TREE FIXES PARKING WOES (OVERLAND)
3/24/1999 A031 xOVERLAND POKES FUN AT AMERICAN HISTORY
4/07/1999 A031 xOVERLAND INDULGES IN BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY .
4/21/1999 A031 kOVERLAND OFFERS SOLUTIONS TOWARD SOLVING ROAD RAGE
9/22/1999 A036 ^OFFENSIVE JOKES, NOT SO FUNNY (WOODARD)
11/17/1999 A023 THANKSGIVING IS -- (BRANDNER)
10/14/1998 A052 XHUNHOFF SUGGESTS CHANGES FOR SD IMPROVEMENT
10/21/1998 A062 xJANKLOW RESPONDS TO HUNHOFF'S ALLEGATIONS
3/29/2000 A023 ASH WEDNESDAY LESSON (HUNTER)
9/23/1998 A054 SD KICKS OFF ANOTHER SEASON (OLSON)
lG/28/1998 A031 MISSING TREE STAND MAKES READER "SICK" (L)
11/18/1998 A081 XHUNTING TEACHES PRIDE, SKILLS (UMIKER)
11/18/1998 A081 « A (PERSONAL) VIEW TO A KILL (BURDICK)
11/18/1998 A084 3eHUNTING--THRILL OF THE KILL GETS STUDENTS
2/03/1999 A042 KLIGHT GOOSE SEASON EXTENDED (TALSMA)
10/27/1999 A023 *HUNTING IS NOT A SIN--IT IS A WAY OF LIFE
SEE ACCIDENT HUNTING
3/22/2000 A046 KEEPING CAVES ALIVE VITAL TO NATURE'S SURVIVAL
12/08/1999 A016 DEAN POSITION OPEN (REZAC)
9/09/1998 A052 XLOCAL BUSINESSES FEELING IMPACT OF RETURNING STUDEN
11/18/1998 A031 AREA SNOW REMOVAL PRESENTS DRIVERS WITH RISKS (ED)
11/18/1998 A033 PREFERENTIAL SNOW REMOVAL ANNOYS READER (L)
SEE FISHING
9/29/1999 A023 *LABELS IN LIFE SPEAK LOUD
3/24/1999 A042 *PATIENT/DOCTOR RELATIONSHIPS TAKEN INTO PERSPECTIVE
SEE ITC
3/29/2000 A023 NATIVE AMERICANS NOT IMMIGRANTS (L)
1/20/1999 A042 XSHOULD CLINTON BE IMPEACHED? (TALSMA)
9/16/1998 A015 WEEKEND INCLUDES THREE-DAY CELEBRATION
9/16/1998 A031 STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND INAUGURAL EVENTS (ED)
9/16/1998 A081 INAUGURATION CELEBRATION FOR PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
9/23/1998 AOll KSDSU WELCOMES 18TH PRESIDENT--PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
9/23/1998 A033 DINNER PROVES DISAPPOINTING (L)
9/23/1998 A041 *WEEKEND SIGNIFIES SPECIAL OCCASION FOR UNIVERSITY
9/23/1998 A043 *STUDENT APATHY PREVAILS DURING CELEBRATION
3/01/2000 A046 INDIA CLUB TO FEATURE FOOD, CULTURE (NELSEN)
3/22/2000 AG42 *MIXING CULTURES--INDIANS TO SHARE CUISINE, MUSIC
SEE ALSO TRIBAL ARTS
;9/30/1998 A032 ^AMERICAN INDIAN ARTISTS SEARCH FOR IDENTITIES
9/29/1999 A075 ART 8 PAST CONNECT IN FREEMAN EXHIBIT (EIDEM)
2/10/1999 A042 ^AMERICAN INDIAN HISTORY AND CULTURE CONFERENCE
2/24/1999 A132 MANY SEEK TO DEFINE NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
2/24/1999 A134 JeSHOWING OFF FASHION
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
INDIANS-US
INSTRUCTIONAL TECH
INTERNATIONAL NIGH
INTERNATIONAL STUD
INTERNET
11/04/1998 AG42
2/24/1999 A163 ELDERS PANEL DISCUSSES ROLES OF NATIVE AM WOMEN
10/13/1999 A021,ONE DAY NOT ENOUGH TO HONOR NATIVE AMERICANS (ED)
10/27/1999 A062 STUDENTS CAN 'CONSIDER THE CENTURY' (MARSH)
11/03/1999 A042 ^SPEAKERS ADDRESS HERITAGE.OF NATIVE AMERICANS
11/24/1999 A042 ^STORYTELLING PART OF SIOUX TRADITION (NELSON, DOBBS
2/16/2000 A051 *ANNUAL WACIPI CONNECTS PAST, PRESENT (REZAC)
3/01/2000 A042 KEEP BISON ALIVE
2/17/1999 A044 ANNUAL WACIPI PRESENTS DANCING FROM SIOUX CULTURE
2/24/1999 AOll WACIPI INUNDATES SDSU (REISCH)
2/24/1999 A041 JfSDSU CELEBRATES NINTH ANNUAL WACIPI
10/20/1999 A092,kDANCER UNITES PAST WITH PRESENT--JACKIE BIRD
2/23/2000 A045 WAClPI JOINS CULTURES, 2 HONORED AT EVENT (SANKEY)
2/23/2000 A061 kWACIPI 2000
SEE ALSO TRIBAL COLLEGES
10/13/1999 A042 LAND-GRANT INSTITUTIONS JOIN FOR AGRICULTURE (EIDEM)
9/22/1999 A042 COLLEGE OF NURSING RECEIVES HONORABLE GRANT
3/29/2000 A023 NATIVE AMERICANS NOT IMMIGRANTS (L)
10/14/1998 A052 ALUMNUS SEEKS BETTER LIFE FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
3/22/2000 A021 A TURNING POINT OR THE SAME OLD STORY? (ED)
4/12/2000 A021 SPEAKING OUT IS CRUCIAL (ED)
4/07/1999 A074 CONFERENCE TO DISCOURAGE TEAM MASCOT STEREOTYPES
4/21/1999 A084 CONFERENCE ILLUSTRATES HARM CAUSED BY MASCOT NAMES
SEE ITC
XINTERNATIONAL NITE EDUCATES STUDENTS
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
9/09/1998 A021 SDSU CHANGES--SOME FOR THE BETTER, SOME WORSE (ED)
9/09/1998 A051 INTERNET BECOMES MORE AVAILABLE IN^CAMPUS BUILDINGS
9/09/1998 A052 COURSES NOW OFFERED THROUGH THE INTERNET (STRASBURG)
12/09/1998 AOll SDSU TO OFFER FASTER INTERNET
12/09/1998 A014 SPRING JO FEATURE INTERNET CLASSES
1/20/1999 A021 ONLINE COURSES MARK POOR MOVE (ED)
9/15/1999 A061 SAVE MONEY--BUY,TEXTS ON THE WEB (DALY)
4/05/2000 A102 XBURNIN' THE TUNES (MARSH)
4/07/1999 A031 ^INTERNSHIP SEARCHING FRIES BRAINS
5/03/2000 A051 INTERNSHIPS, SUMMER JOBS A HOT MARKET (GRIFFITH)
SEE IVCF
12/02/1998 A052 CAP CENTER.OFFERS TIPS TO IMPROVE INTERVIEWS
1/13/1999 A025 CONFLICT SERVES DIFFERENT PURPOSES (L)
1/27/1999 A023 US MILITARY ACTIONS ARE WARRANTED (L)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
11/03/1999 A044 *FIGHT!
9/16/1998 A054 SA PRESIDENTS VISIT ISRAEL (OLSON)
2/02/2000 A042 INTERVARSITY MAKES POINT TO BRING STUDENTS CLOSER
3/22/2000 A104 ^STUDENTS RAISE THE HOUSE IN MEXICO (SCHALLER)
12/09/1998 A122 IS IT JOEHOUSE OR JACKALOPE LOUNGE? .
3/31/1999 A121 «BAND EMBARKS ON ALIEN-LIKE JACKALOPE LOUNGE CONCERT
3/31/1999 A144 JeENTERTAINMENT
9/29/1999 A091 *JACKALOPE LOUNGE DELIVERS (ROZIER)
11/17/1999 A121 JACKALOPE TO ROCK WITH E350 (SCHAEFER)
2/10/1999 A114 *YOU AND THE JACKRABBIT (CODY)
10/20/1999 A014 *NEED A HUG?
2/09/2000 A042 *SNUGGLE TIME.
9/09/1998 AOll YEARBOOK IN DANGER WITHOUT EDITOR (HARRELSON)
9/23/1998 A024 JACKRABBIT EDITOR HIRED
11/10/1999 A021 YEARBOOKS ARE COMING--OFFER YOUR TIME (ED)
2/09/2000 AOll EDITOR, STUDENTS AWAIT ARRIVAL OF ANNUAL (DOBBS)
4/19/2000 A042 *JACKS PLACE TO GET FACE LIFT (BROOKS)
9/30/1998 A131XJANKL0W'S REMARKS IMPLY.GREAT DEAL
10/21/1998 A062 KJANKLOW RESPONDS TO HUNHOFF'S ALLEGATIONS
2/03/1999 A013 JANKLOW PRESENTS BUDGET FOR 2000
4/14/1999 AOll XJANKLOW SPEAKS
4/19/2000 A031 STUDENT UPSET BY JANKLOW'S VIEWS ON EDUCATION
5/03/2000 A013 ^STUDENTS ABLE TO QUESTION GOV BILL JANKLOW (MARSH)
SEE MUSIC JAZZ ,
ksnow much fun ,
SEE OCCUPATIONS, EMPLOYMENT
10/14/1998 A124 JOE HOUSE RISES FROM THE ASHES (CONNERS)
9/15/1999 A012 *A CAMPANILE PORTRAIT
10/07/1998 A151 FACULTY RECITAL OFFERS CLASSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
10/28/1998 A042 STUDENTS HAVE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE (UMIKER)
4/19/2000 A065 THREE JACKS WIN TITLES AT SIOUX CITY RELAYS
3/31/1999 A042 MANAGER CREDITS SMOOTH, LITTLE I TO "GREAT STAFF"
1/13/1999 AOll EDUCATION PROFESSOR FACES TRIAL (NIEDERMYER)
2/10/1999 A091 *AIR TIME
11/17/1999 A064 kUP AND AWAY --
9/23/1998 A034 SENATORS PERFORMING POORLY (L)
2/17/1999 A014 kCHECK AND MATE
12/09/1998 A093 *WRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
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INTERVARSITY CHRIS
INTERVIEW
IRAQ
IRC
ISAACSON HEATH
ISRAEL
IVCF
JACKALQPE LOUNGE
JACKRABBIT
JACKRABBIT YEARBK
JACKS PLACE
JANKLOW WILLIAM
JAZZ
JENSEN KIM
JOB HUNTING
JOE HOUSE
JOHNSON CLINT
JOHNSON CORLISS
JOHNSON COURTNEY
JOHNSON JANEL
JOHNSON MARK
JOHNSON MICHAEL
JOHNSON RYAN
JOHNSON SHARI
JOHNSON TIM
JOHNSTON AARON
JONES BJ
3/03/1999 A044
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JONES BJ
JONES ERIC
JONES MIKE
JONES TYLER
JORGENSEN JERRY
JOURNALISM
JUMPING BULL CALVI
JUSTICE FELIX
KADING DAVE
KAHLER JON
KAZAKHSTAN
KEGS
KELLY JOEL
KELSEY KYLE
KEPHART KEVIN
KERSTIN JOHN
KICK BOXING
KIM JEEN
KINDSCHI JESSIE
KING MARTIN LUTHER
KIRKHAM KOLYN
KLAVETTER EMIL
KLEMME ALEXIS
KLOCK FRANK
KLOEFKORN WILLIAM
KLUIS LORA
KNABACH WAYNE
KOCER LORI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/09/1998 Alll BJ JONES--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
12/09/1998 AHA JONES UNDEFEATED AT DUALS (TUPPER)
1/20/1999 A042 STUDENTS WINS BIG MONEY--HIGH STACKS BINGO
10/28/1998 AOAA *PUT IT THERE
1/20/1999 A083 TWO FRESHMAN WRESTLERS HELP LEAD JACKS TO A WIN
1/27/1999 A091 *JONES MAKES HIS PRESENCE KNOWN (CODY)
3/03/1999 A091 ^WRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
3/2A/1999 AlOl *A WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (TUPPER)
11/2A/1999 A061 TOP-RATED JONES TAKES 1ST AT TOURNAMENT (TUPPER)
3/01/2000 A081 kJACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
3/01/2000 A081 kMITCHELL NATIVE PUMPED FOR FROST ARENA TITLE RUN
5/03/2000 AOll JORGENSEN CHOSEN AS NEW AS S DEAN (WOODARD)
9/30/1998 AOll EDITOR SAYS COVERING SPENCER TORNADO A CHALLENGE
10/1A/1998 A033 *NUNS KILL BABIESj CULT ROAMS CAMPUS
ll/OA/1998 A021 COLLEGIAN REGRETS PRINTING ENTIRE LETTER (ED)
12/09/1998 A031 COLLEGIAN STANDS BEHIND EDITORIAL (ED)
2/2A/1999 A021 COLLEGIAN TRANSCENDS INDUSTRY STANDARDS (ED)
4/21/1999 AOll PRINTING-JOURNALISM EXPANSION BECOMES REALITY
4/21/1999 A054 ^NATIONAL PRESS CONTRIBUTES TO DOWNWARD SPIRAL OF NE
4/28/1999 A031 kONE PERSON CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
: 9/15/1999 A042 NEW DEVELOPMENTS COME TO CAMPUS--JOURNALISM BUILDING
10/13/1999 AOll KPULITZER PRIZE-WINNING JOURNALIST DAVID HALBERSTAM
10/13/1999 AOll NEW PJ BUILDING RENAMED (MARSH)
11/03/1999 AOll SENIOR CORRESPONDENT HELEN THOMAS TO VISIT CAMPUS
11/10/1999 AOll S6HELEN THOMAS TELLS OF HER RINGSIDE SEAT (WOODARD)
12/15/1999 A052 *BIRD'S EYE VIEW—PRESS BOX (TUPPER)
2/02/2000 A045 NEWSPAPER MAN WORKS TO HELP FARMERS (NELSON)
2/16/2000 AOll COLLEGIAN DISCOVERS MISTAKE IN REPORTING (WOODARD)
2/23/2000 A042 JOURNALISM DEPT RECOMMENDED FOR NATIONAL REACCREDITA
3/01/2000 A033 FREEDOM TO SPEAK OUR MINDS (AHLBORN)
3/22/2000 A051 LUSK LECTURE BRINGS POLITICAL JOURNALIST TO SDSU
3/29/2000 A013 VOLANTE LOSES EDITORS TO ETHICAL VIOLATIONS (TUPPER)
3/29/2000 A045 PROJECT STUDIES MEDIA, STUDENTS LEARN POLITICS
4/05/2000 A045 PAGE--INSIGHT, COOPERATION NECESSARY (BROOKS)
11/24/1999 A042 kSTORYTELLING PART OF SIOUX TRADITION (NELSON, DOBBS
2/09/2000 A113 GLOVER 8 JUSTICE DUO TO PORTRAY PROMINENT BLACK LEAD
- 2/23/2000 AOll KGLOVER, JUSTICE SPREAD MESSAGE (WOODARD)
10/07/1998 AT41 *KADING EXPOSES LISTENERS TO CHRISTIAN SKA, PUNK
9/29/1999 A121 kKICKER
11/10/1999 A014 JfPOP, POPCORN AND JAZZ
10/14/1998 A051 PROFESSOR AND ALUMNUS VOLUNTEER IN KAZAKHSTAN
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
11/18/1998 A131 JfLITTLE TRUMPET BOY
11/18/1998 A054 SEVERAL HONORED AT 50TH ANNUAL BUFFALO BANQUET
9/23/1998 A052 LECTURE SERIES REMEMBERS HANSEN
3/31/1999 A082 kSWING DANCE
2/10/1999 A042 *CLASS PROJECT RESULTS IN HUGE SUCCESS (STAVIG)
12/02/1998 Alll *ART PROFESSOR KIM DISPLAYS SILK-SCREEN PRINTS
9/29/1999 A103 *YOUNG RUNNERS SET PACE FOR CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
10/13/1999 A072 kRUNNIN" RABBIT--KINDSCHI WINS 1ST 2 MEETS
10/27/1999 AO94 XKINDSCHI WINS 3RD RACE OF SEASON (MCKEOWN)
12/15/1999 A052 KINDSCHI QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (VANDERWERFF)
3/01/2000 A091 JACKS POST 3 TITLE WINNERS AT NCC MEET
1/20/1999 A042 *"I HAVE A DREAM"--STUDENTS & FACULTY GATHER (NELSON
1/26/2000 AOll kCITIZENS MARCH TO SUSTAIN KING'S EQUALITY DREAM
2/09/2000 A113 GLOVER 8 JUSTICE DUO TO PORTRAY PROMINENT BLACK LEAD
2/23/2000 AOll XGLOVER, JUSTICE SPREAD MESSAGE (WOODARD)
12/02/1998 A123 *KIRKHAM DISPLAYED SKILLS AT SENIOR RECITAL
3/03/1999 A014 KLAVETTER SCHOOLS SA ON PROPOSED CITY GOVERNMENT
9/09/1998 A074 XBUNNY LOVE
11/10/1999 A054 JfWHAT ONCE WAS
12/09/1998 A052 *WRITER SPEAKS TO STUDENTS ABOUT POETRY (NELSON)
1/13/1999 A085 *KLUIS SCORES HER 1,000 POINT--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
2/10/1999 AG93 *AUGUSTANA OUTPLAYS JACKS IN SECOND HALF (CONRAD)
11/18/1998 AG51 KNABACH RECEIVES ENGINEERING AWARD
9/G9/1998 AG31 *COLUMNIST FINDS FUN IN MEXICO SUN
9/16/1998 AG41 XMOTHER FAILS TO UNDERSTAND BASEBALL'S MAGIC
9/23/1998 AG41 KCOLUMNIST DEEMS DRY CAMPUS LABEL IRONICAL
9/3G/1998 A123 XAGING EQUALS GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES
1G/G7/1998 AG33 *POLITICAL CORRECTNESS SOMETIMES GOES TOO FAR
lG/14/1998 AG45 *CHECK OUT CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
lG/21/1998 AG41 kCOLUMNIST REMINISCES OF TIME IN RESIDENCE HALLS
lG/28/1998 AG36 *"FITTING IN" PLAYS CRUCIAL ROLE IN LIFE
11/G4/1998 AG35 kKOCER REFUSES TO WRITE ABOUT EXAMS
11/18/1998 AG45 kWINTER RETURNS TO SDSU, PROVIDES INTERESTING TIME
12/G2/1998 AG41 *F00TBALL ADDRESSES MANY SOCIETAL ISSUES
1/13/1999 AG35 KHOLIDAY BREAK MEANS LITTLE RELIEF (KOCER)
1/2G/1999 AG23 kCOLUMNIST REFLECTS ON YEARS OF FASHION (KOCER)
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KOREA SOUTH
KOSOVO
KOUPAL MANDY
KRAHN ANDY
KRENZ GEORiSE
KRIER PAUL
KRIER TODD
KRULISH JASON
KSDJ
KURTENBACH AL
KUSHI LAWRENCE
KWAN JENNIE
LANGER CRAIG
LANGER JIM
LANGER RUSS
LANGER TRACY
LANGUAGE
LARSON HEIDI
LARSON THAD
LATTIN DANNY
LATZA GREG
LAVOY LINDSAY
LAWRENCE ELDEN
LAWRENCE JESSICA
LEADERSHIP
LEE RICHARD ^
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/27/1999 A034 *KOCER DEFENDS STUDENTS
2/03/1999 A031 KKOCER LAMENTS HER VEHICLE
2/10/1999 A036 kHEROES THRIVE IN IMAGINATION (KOCER)
2/17/1999 A034 ^ADDICTIONS RUN.RAMPANT (KOCER)
2/24/1999 AG35 ^COLLEGE MEANS PENNY-PINCHING (KOCER)
3/03/1999 A036 xSPRING FEVER HOLDS US HOSTAGE (KOCER)
3/24/1999 A023 *WHY DO MEN CRAVE NAKED FEMALE BODIES?
3/31/1999 A023 *K0CER REDISCOVERS LOVE FOR SDSU IN MINNESOTA
4/07/1999 A031 ^INTERNSHIP SEARCHING FRIES BRAINS
4/14/1999 A033 ^OPPORTUNITY RESULTS IN MANY DECISIONS (KOCER)
4/21/1999 A036 xCURB SHOPPING MEANS GREAT FUN (KOCER)
4/28/1999 A013 *ROCK CLIMBING
4/28/1999 A023 *KOCER WELCOMES END OF SCHOOL
3/31/1999 A042 MANAGER CREDITS SMOOTH LITTLE I TO "GREAT STAFF"
12/09/1998 A093 xWRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
1/20/1999 AlOl kKONECHNE WRESTLES HIS WAY TO THE TOP (TUPPER)
3/03/1999 A091 kWRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
3/24/1999 AlOl *4 WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (TUPPER)
11/10/1999 A071 *TWO WRESTLERS WIN INDIVIDUAL TITLES (POLLARD)
11/17/1999 A064 KONECHNE LEADS WRESTLERS WITH 2ND TOURNAMENT WIN
12/08/1999 A065 SDSU'S KONECHNE SURPRISES DIVISION I WRESTLERS IN VE
2/09/2000 A065 kKONECHNE AIMS HIGH (POLLARD)
3/01/2000 A081 KJACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
10/14/1998 A061 KOREA RECEIVES HELP FROM SDSU TEACHERS (NELSON)
12/02/1998 Alll KART PROFESSOR KIM DISPLAYS SILK-SCREEN PRINTS
4/07/1999 A024 READER QUESTIONS US INVOLVEMENT IN BALKANS (L)
4/21/1999 A023 xWHY DO WE HAVE TO DO SOMETHING? (GLASS)
2/16/2000 A061 ^SOMEBODY GET OPEN
4/21/1999 A121 *DRIBBLE IT
3/03/1999 AOll ^CANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (HARRELSON)
3/03/1999 A023 VOTE FOR PARADIS/KRENZ (L)
3/24/1999 A013 *PARADIS, KRENZ SETTLE IN
3/29/2000 A093 XBROTHER DUO OFFERS DIRECTION (HARRELSON)
9/30/1998 A061 KWE HAVE A WINNER
3/29/2000 A093 ^BROTHER DUO OFFERS DIRECTION (HARRELSON)
3/01/2000 A105 ON THE AIR
9/09/1998 A165 xKSDJ IS BACK ON THE AIR (PRASEK S CONNERS)
9/16/1998 A181 KSDJ DJ UNCOVERED--SEEFELDT (LUND)
9/23/1998 A132 XKSDJ BOASTS 2 UNIQUE EXPERIENCED DISC JOCKEYS
9/30/1998 A053 kBULLOCK ENJOYS HER POSITION AS MUSIC DIRECTOR, DJ
10/07/1998 A141 *KADING EXPOSES LISTENERS TO CHRISTIAN SKA, PUNK
10/14/1998 A122 XQUAMEN SIBLINGS SHARE FRIENDSHIP ON AIR
10/21/1998 A152 k2 SDSU STUDENTS GIVE DJING A WHIRL (CONNERS)
11/04/1998 A121 KHANSEN EDUCATES KSDJ LISTENERS (HOLZKAMP)
11/18/1998 A122 XTOBIN ENJOYS BROADCASTING COUNTRY DISCS
12/09/1998 A015 SA FUNDS CAMPUS GROUPS AT MEETING
12/09/1998 A153 kDJS BROADCAST "CRAZINESS" OVER AIRWAVES
1/27/1999 A062 *LEHR BRINGS "REAL ALTERNATIVE" TO RADIO LISTENERS
2/10/1999 A072 KGLASS ENLIGHTENS AUDIENCE WITH JAZZ (HOLZKAMP)
4/28/1999 A072 xS&M RADIO SHOW WHIPS SDSU LISTENERS INTO SUBMISSION
9/15/1999 A106 KSDJ SEEKS NEW STATION MANAGER (CHOLICK)
9/29/1999 A072 KKSDJ FILLS COLLEGE AIRWAVES (GRIFFITH)
; 2/02/2000 A082 KON THE AIR (CHOLIK)
2/09/2000 Alll kKSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
2/16/2000 A103 KSDJ ON THE AIR--EMILIE HEWITT S MATT ROGERS
3/01/2000 AIDS ON THE AIR
3/29/2000 AlOl xKSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
4/05/2000 Alll kKSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY)
4/12/2000 Alll XKSDJ ON THE AIR--INTRODUCING JAY ZASTROW
4/19/2000 AlOl XKSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
2/09/2000 A042 FORMER PROFESSOR TAKES LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ENGINEERIN
5/03/2000 A042 MONITORING DIET COULD REDUCE CANCER RISK (NELSEN)
4/05/2000 A102 "SPACES OF- AMERICA" MODELS DIVERSITY (NELSON)
4/28/1999 A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL 8 FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
4/28/1999 A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL & FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
4/28/1999 A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL & FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
3/29/2000 A062 XLANGER CARRIES ON FAMILY TRADITION (SWEETER)
4/28/1999 A091 LANGERS LEAVE BASEBALL & FOOTBALL LEGACY AT STATE
11/10/1999 A023 WHAT DID'YOU CALL ME? (AHLBORN)
1/13/1999 A051 CROPS TEAM WINS COMPETITION
3/01/2000 AOll *MEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
10/06/1999 AOll KLOCAL DEAN HELPS SOLVE SALMANELLA PUZZLE
3/01/2000 A042 xSDSU ALUM PUBLISHES BOOK OF SD FARMERS
4/05/2000 A102 GO-CART RACERS FEEL THE RUSH (CHOLIK)
12/15/1999 AOll *SWCC PRESIDENT EARNS DEGREE--2ND NATIVE AMERICAN TO
3/01/2000 AlOl *A CROWNING EVENT (SANKEY)
3/03/1999 A042 SUMMIT PROVIDES KNOWLEDGE FROM SDSU LEADERS
4/28/1999 A031 xONE PERSON CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
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LEGISLATURE-SD 99
LEHESKA MICHAEL
LEHR KATRINA
LENT
LEPKOWSKI JESSICA
LIBERAL ARTS
LIBRARY
LIFESTYLES
LIGHTHOUSE
LINCOLN LIBRARY
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LITTER
LITTLE I
LOBBYISTS
LOTTERY
LOVE
LUDENS BRYAN
LUNCH
LUSK LECTURE
LUTHERAN
MAC'S DINER
MACKAY JOHN
MADRIGALS
MADSEN JON
MADSEN KEN
MAJKA JEREMY
MALAYSIA
MALINCHAK JAMES
MALO DOUGLAS
MANUFACTURING
MARCHING BAND
MARGHAB VERA
MARK JASON
MARKET
MARQUARDT DAVID
MARRIAGE
MARSH TAMMY
MARSKE ERICA
MARTIN MARCY
MASCOT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
(
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/10/1999
3/01/2000
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/24/1999
3/29/2000
10/21/1998
12/09/1998
2/17/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
11/24/1999
11/18/1998
1/13/1999
1/27/1999
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
10/06/1999
10/20/1999
2/09/2000
A033
A011
A013
AOll
A062
A062
A023
A023
A013
AO 21
AO 11
A021
A023
A031
A124
A1G2
A062
A102
A114
A113
A096
AOll
11/10/1999 A042
2/03/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
3/29/2000
A045
AOll
A042
AO 51
A061
AG81
AG51
I/2G/1999
3/29/2GGG
2/G9/2GGG
2/G9/2GGG
2/G9/2GGG
2/16/2GGG
lG/14/1998
9/3G/1998
3/24/1999
11/17/1999
11/24/1999
ll/lG/1999
3/G1/2GGG
3/G1/2GGG
1G/I3/1999
1/2G/1999
3/31/1999
3/22/2GGG
3/29/2GGG
3/29/2GGG
9/G9/1998
lG/14/1998
9/29/1999
,12/G9/1998
9/G9/1998
9/G9/1998
9/23/1998
10/G7/1998
1G/G7/1998
1G/G7/1998
9/22/1999
2/23/2GGG
4/28/1999
11/18/1998
4/28/1999
2/1G/1999
4/G7/1999
AG42
AGll
AG91
AG93
A1G5
AG23
A123
AG81
AG42
AG 42
AG92
AG71
AG81
AG84
Alll
AG 14
A112
AG91
AG42
AG 91
AG71
AG61
AG51
A131
AGll
AG 21
AG51
AG81
AG84
AG81
AG31
AG23
AG 54
AGll
AG72
A114
AG74
*REGENtS SHOULD DETERMINE TUITION (FOUBERG)
STUDENTS JOURNEY TO PIERRE FOR SHED (HARRELSON)
SA OPPOSES PROPOSED TUITION BILL (REZAC)
*MEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
SENIOR RECITAL REPRESENTS 4 YEARS OF DEDICATION
*LEHR BRINGS "REAL ALTERNATIVE" TO RADIO LISTENERS
KSTAY TRUE TO YOURSELF
ASH WEDNESDAY LESSON (HUNTER)
STUDENT DIES FROM ILLNESS COMPLICATIONS (NIEDERMYER)
LIBERAL ARTS PROVIDE GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (REZAC)
BRIGGS LIBRARY TO YANK FREE INTERNET PRINTING
SDSU, EFFICIENT? (ED)
TO PREVENT FUTURE DELAYS DO NOT DELAY (L)
WHERE'S HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT? (AHLBORN)
SEE ALSO STUDENT LIFE, STUDENTS
*NEW COFFEE HOUSE TO OPENt-THE LIGHTHOUSE
*DEBUTING LIGHTHOUSE COFFEE SHOP
KNEW COFFEE SHOP SHEDS LIGHT ONTO BROOKINGS
KLIGHTHOUSE OFFERS DIFFERENT TWIST (MARSH)
xSWING IT BABY
SWING COMES TO THE LIGHTHOUSE (ROZIER)
STUDENTS OFFERED WEEKEND ALTERNATIVE (GRIFFITH)
kLIGHTHOUSE CLOSES, LEAVES VOID (MARSH)
SEE LIBRARY
SEE ALSO PARTIES, HOUSE PARTIES, ALCOHOL
KHAS UNDERAGE DRINKING INCREASED? (NELSON)
SEE REFUSE S REF DISP
"LITTLE I" PREPARATION BEGINS (STRASIURG)
FRESHMAN CAPTURES LITTLE I GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP
MANAGER CREDITS SMOOTH LITTLE I TO "GREAT STAFF"
LITTLE I TEACHES STUDENTS PATIENCE (REISCH)
K76TH LITTLE INTERNATIONAL--AND THE FUN CONTINUES
LITTLE I KICKS, OFF WITH SALES CONTEST (REISCH)
KSTUDENTS PROMOTE FUTURE AT LITTLE INTERNATIONAL
SEE NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
SEE ALSO GAMBLING
STUDENTS WINS BIG MONEY--HIGH STACKS BINGO
KCITY ORDINANCE LIMITS VIDEO LOTTERY MACHINES (MARSH
KPROFESSORS S STUDENTS SHARE THEIR STORIES OF LOVE
HOW DO I LOVE THEE? (ROBISON)
LOVE--A FEELING OR A CHOICE (SANKEY)
KLOVE VERSUS ATTRACTION (TORRENCE)
KLUDENS DIRECTS "WOOLGATHER" --EXPERIMENTAL THEATER
kPROFESSORS PREPARE OWN LUNCH FOR SCHOOL (WOODARD)
SEE JOURNALISM
SEE CHURCH LUTHERAN
KMAC'S DINER SERVES IN THE '5GS (NELSON)
Kl HAVE A DREAM
MADRIGALS PRESENT AN ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS FEASTE
KTWO WRESTLERS WIN INDIVIDUAL TITLES (POLLARD)
KJACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
KSDSU HEAVYWEIGHT WORKS UP THE RANKS (POLLARD)
ARCTIC PROVIDES INSPIRATION FOR SLIDE SHOW
UNIVERSITY SHOWS CONCERN IN RECENT STUDENT DEATHS
^MALAYSIA NITE OFFERS CULTURAL INTERACTION (WOODARD)
MULTIPLE CULTURES UNITE FOR MALAYSIA NIGHT (SANKEY)
K"GHOOMAR"
*BE VERY AFRAID
KHOW TO SURVIVE LIFE--JAMES MALINCHAK GIVES (NELSON)
KOREA RECEIVES HELP FROM SDSU TEACHERS (NELSON)
SEE INDUSTRIES
SEE BAND MARCHING
STUDENT WINS HONORABLE SCHOLARSHIP (NELSON)
SENIOR ART EXHIBIT ENDS MARK'S ART ED AT SDSU
KTHE MARKET GAINS NEW "TIMELESS" APPEAL (REZAC)
SDSU CHANGES--SOME FOR THE BETTER, SOME WORSE (ED)
SDSU FOUNDATION APPOINTS NEW LEADERS
kHERE comes the bride (BURDICK)
MARRIAGES PROVE WORTHY (WOODARD)
kONE WORD--MARRIAGE. ONE QUESTION--WHY?
KSELF-GIVING, NOT GETTING, KEY TO COMPLETENESS
KWHO'S GETTING MARRIED THIS WEEKEND? (CURRIE-OLSON)
UNICYCLING S JUGGLING FIND THEIR WAY TO CAMPUS
KSNOW BUNNIES
KS8M RADIO SHOW WHIPS SDSU LISTENERS INTO SUBMISSION
SEE ALSO SPORTS TEAMS
KYOU AND THE JACKRABBIT (CODY)
CONFERENCE TO DISCOURAGE TEAM MASCOT STEREOTYPES
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SUBJECT
MASCOT
MASON TAYLOR
MATHEMATICS
MATTHEES CINDY
MAXWELL KEVIN
MCCUTCHEON TERRY
MCKEOWN MARK
MCKINNEY JAMES
MEATS
MEDIA
MEDIEVAL CLUB
MEEKS ELSIE
MEIER ERIN
MELAND GAIL
MEMORIAL ART CTR
MEN
MENINGITIS
MENTAL HEALTH
MENTELE BECKY
MENTELE GREGG
MEREDITH BO
MEXICO
MEYERS KENT
MILITARY SERVICES
MILLAR JON
MILLENNIUM
MILLER JOHN
MILLER KATHY
MILLER KLAYTON
MILLER MIKE
MILLS BILLY
MISSION TRIPS
MONONUCLEOSIS
MOODY TREVON
MORALITY
MORGAN STEVE
MORROW KEIGHLY
MORTAR BOARD
MORTUARY SCIENCE
MOSLEMS
MOTORCYCLES
MOV PICT REV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/lA/1999 A031 MASCOTS REFLECT RACIST CULTURE (ED)
4/19/1999 A072 *KEYNOTE ADDRESS
9/21/1999 A089 CONFERENCE ILLUSTRATES HARM CAUSED BY MASCOT NAMES
2/17/1999 A079 *PUCKER UP!
9/23/1998 A081 ^COLUMNIST FACES MANY- MATH CLASS FRUSTRATIONS
9/19/2000 AlOl *KSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
3/03/1999 A023 CANDIDATE URGES VOTERS TO "VOTE MAXWELL" (L)
9/23/1998 A021 NEW COACH TAKES OVER RODEO TEAM (NIEDERMYER)
1/27/1999 A099 NEW RODEO COACH JUMPS INTO SADDLE IN 1999
9/30/1998 AOll STUDENT'S MISSING SNAKE SEARCH CONTINUES (OLSON)
10/07/1998 AlOl 3CMCKE0WN PLACES SECOND (MEYER)
11/18/1998 A109 3 RUNNERS ADVANCE TO NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET
12/02/1998 A081 *MARK MCKEOWN--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
12/02/1998 A081 MCKEOWN EARNS SECOND ALL-AMERICAN (CONRAD)
12/02/1998 A081 kCROSS COUNTRY COMPLETES SEASON WITH 1 ALL-AMERICAN
2/17/1999 AlOl 96MCKEOWN, SMITH BRING HOME THE GOLD (MEYER)
3/24/1999 AlOl JflNDOOR SEASON ENDS WITH TOP PERFORMANCES (MEYER)
11/18/1998 A052 KHAPPY BIRTHDAY
1/13/1999 A051 MEATS TEAM PLACES FIFTH IN COMPETITION
9/16/1998 AOAl ^RECORDS MARRED BY MEDIA
12/02/1998 A052 kMEDIEVAL IMAGES PORTRAYED
10/27/1999 A062 STUDENTS CAN 'CONSIDER. THE CENTURY' (MARSH)
9/29/1999 A072 MUSICIANS PROVE THEMSELVES (CHOLIK)
10/27/1999 A122 *RECITAL HALL RINGS WITH TALENT (GRIFFITH)
2/17/1999 A0A2 kAN ARTIST
SEE ALSO ART MUSEUM, ART CENTER
9/15/1999 A031 seWHAT DEFINES MASCULINITY? (WOODARD)
11/03/1999 A023 HE SAID -- SHE SAID — (ROGERS, HEWITT)
11/10/1999 A042 HOW REAL IS THIS DEADLY DISEASE? (MARSH) .
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS
10/28/1998 A141 *"THE CRUCIBLE" HITS SDSU STAGE JUST IN TIME
4/21/1999 A082 *FREAKY DANCERS!
9/29/1999 A046 NEW SA MEMBERS COME ABOARD (SANKEY)
3/24/1999 A105 MEREDITH SWIMS AT NATIONALS (PASSICK)
9/09/1998 A031 XCOLUMNIST FINDS.FUN IN MEXICO SUN
3/22/2000 A104 XSTUDENTS RAISE THE HOUSE IN MEXICO (SCHALLER)
2/02/2000 AOll WRITER TO VISIT CAMPUS (MARSH)
SEE ALSO ROTC
11/04/1998 A042 MILITARY HELPS PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES (OLSON)
1/27/1999 A023 US MILITARY ACTIONS ARE WARRANTED (L)
2/10/1999 A023 MILITARY EMPLOYS DOUBLE STANDARD (L)
2/24/1999 A025 DON'T BLAME MILITARY FOR TARGET PICKS (L)
3/03/1999 A023 READER DEFENDS MILITARY ANTICS (L)
4/21/1999 A052 xSTUDENT NAMED SD SOLDIER OF THE YEAR (REISCH)
4/28/1999 A094 xHOLD ON TIGHT
10/21/1998 A033 READER DUBS PARAGRAPH ERRONEOUS (L)
10/07/1998 A044 XNUMBERS PLAY CRITICAL ROLE IN SPORTS, SCHOOL
3/03/1999 A031 KHIGHER EDUCATION CANNOT BE MEASURED (MILLER)
12/08/1999 A042 PROFESSOR RECEIVES HONOR FOR LAURA INGALLS WILDER BO
10/07/1998 A054 xFUTURE OF THE NATION'S KIDS BECOMES A QUESTION
9/09/1998 A123 kMOVIN' ON UP
3/29/2000 A061 *ARE YOU TIRED OF MILLER TIME YET? (HOFFMAN)
9/09/1998 A104 FESTIVAL OF.CHAMPIONS — 1ST EVER IN SDSU HISTORY
9/16/1998 A013 *PLAY HARD
2/17/1999 A031 *CAMPUS CATHOLICS TO TRAVEL
4/14/1999 A051 *STUDENTS USE MANY SKILLS IN DC (TALSMA)
10/21/1998 A013 STUDENT DIES FROM ILLNESS COMPLICATIONS (NIEDERMYER)
12/09/1998 A065 KJACKRABBIT FUTURE
10/28/1998 A023 READER QUESTIONS MORALITY OF PUBLIC NUDITY (L)
11/24/1999 A031 TEACHING MORALS BADLY HAS CONSEQUENCES (TALLMON)
9/30/1998 A043 JfSMOOTH FINGERS
10/13/1999 A061 KJUMP-ROPE ANYONE
10/27/1999 AOOl CLUB PROVIDES GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS
11/18/1998 A071 KMORTUARY SCIENCE STUDENTS A MINORITY ON CAMPUS
SEE. MUSLIMS
9/23/1998 A063 *FLYING HIGH
9/09/1998 A143 *"THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY" TRAGICALLY (BLUME)
9/16/1998 A164 REEL IMAGES SHOWS CRAZY POLITICAL FILM (CONNERS)
9/16/1998 A173 3fBLUME SUGGESTS STARTING OFF WITH "SENSELESS" (BLUME
9/23/1998 A143 xBLUME SUGGESTS ONSCREEN GAMBLING IS STRESSFUL
9/30/1998 A064 kCOLUMNIST FINDS "MERCURY RISING" DISAPPOINT (BLUME)
10/07/1998 A151 *BLUME BELIEVES "URBAN LEGENDS" GOOD ONLY ON
10/21/1998 A161 *"X-FILES" DOESN'T HAVE LURE THAT BLUME NEEDS (BLUME
10/28/1998 A121 kREEL IMAGES SHOWS "THE NASTY GIRL" (CONNERS)
10/28/1998 A124 K"WHAT DREAMS MAY COME" BRINGS UP LIFE QUESTIONS
11/04/1998 A141 KCOLUMNIST FINDS "GODZILLA" 1998 TOLERABLE (BLUME)
11/18/1998 A122 REEL IMAGES FILM 8 CAFE SOCIETY WILL PRESENT
11/18/1998 A134 kBLUME'S TOP 5 PICKS (BLUME)
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MOV PICT REV
MOVIE REVIEWS
MOVIES
MTV
MULTICULTURALISM
MULTIPLEX
MUNSON ANGIE
MUNSON BARBARA
MURPHY RYAN
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSEUMS
MUSEUMS-BR
MUSIC
MUSIC BAND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
10/06/1999
2/09/2000
3/22/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
4/14/1999
2/24/1999
4/07/1999
11/03/1999
4/05/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
9/16/1998
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
4/07/1999
4/07/1999
4/19/2000
4/14/1999
11/04/1998
A102
A123
A135
A102
AO 71
A074
A072
A081
A081
A081
A072
A083
A131
AO 91
A081
AlOl
A081
A105
A023
A091
AOll
A091
A074
A023
A044
A051
A023
A102
AO 23
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
A021
AlOl
A072
A141
10/28/1998 A042
9/09/1998
2/03/1999
4/14/1999
4/14/1999
4/28/1999
10/20/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
4/05/2000
5/03/2000
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
4/07/1999
A151
A081
A074
A084
A072
AlOl
A114
A092
A102
A121
A132
A132
A162
A162
A132
A141
AO 52
A132
A164
A112
A131
A133
AO 7 2
A072
A062
A062
AOll
A062
AO71
AO72
A093
A121
A144
A072
"THE Americanization of emily" slams its satire
*NEW VIDEO release "CAN'T HARDLY WAIT"
*"SUICIDE KINGS" KEEPS REVIEWER ON HIS TOES
"THE FACULTY" CONTAINS OVERUSED STEREOTYPES (ANDREW)
36"IN DREAMS" TEASES REVIEWER'S SENSES (ANDREWS)
XMOVIE REQUIRES MUCH SCRUTINY (ANDREWS)
aeMOVIE DRUDGES UP 1960'S & ITS DRUG CULTURE :
*"VARSITY BLUES" RECAPS HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
ieSHAKESPEARE CURES HIS. WRITER'S BLOCK IN MOVIE
*MOVIE BOTH PLEASES S DISGUSTS REVIEWER (ANDREWS)
96FAVORITE MOVIES REVEAL REVIEWER'S QUIRKS (ANDREWS)
GRAY GARB NOT CONSISTENT WITH OSCAR GLAMOUR
K"ED TV" REFLECTS SOCIETY'S IDEALS ON CONSUMERISM
k"MATR1X" evokes questions of reality (ANDREWS)
*REMAKE CAPTURES SHAKESPEAREAN WIT (ANDREWS)
*MOVIES DELVE INTO RACE RELATIONS, SOCIAL ISSUES
KREVIEWER ESCAPES TO MINDLESS FILMS (ANDREWS)
REEL IMAGES SHOWS HARD-TO-FIND FILMS (GRIFFITH)
SEE MOV PICT REV
SEE ALSO MOV PICT REV
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
WOMEN OF HISTORY CELEBRATED IN FILM ;
KSTAR WARS, THE PHANTOM MENACE
KA NIGHT WITH STAR WARS (HARRELSON)
MACDOUGAL COURTS TO EXPERIENCE MTV'S INFESTATION
SEE ALSO CULTURAL DIVERSITY
LACK OF FOREIGN INTEREST BREEDS IGNORANCE (L)
LARGEST MULTICULTURAL EVENT IN GREAT PLAINS
GREAT EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN MENTORING
XMULTICULTURALISM--DIVERSITY VS HIGHER ED (TORRENCE)
"FACES DF AMERICA" MODELS DIVERSITY (NELSON)
VINSON ANSWERS QUESTIONS
XMPLEX PLANS UNDERGO CHANGES (NIEDERMYER)
MULTIPLEX TO FUEL GROWTH FOR CITY (HARRELSON)
^OPPOSITION BUILDS AGAINST MULTIPLEX
kFATE of multiplex hinges on vote (NIEDERMYER)
VOTE "YES" FOR MPLEX (ED)
kKSDJ ON THE AIR (CHRISTIANSEN)
XKEYNOTE ADDRESS
*THEATRE DEPT grasps COMPLEXITY OF "CRUCIBLE"
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
XENGLAND MUSEUMS PROVIDE SEVERAL ASPECTS OF ART
SEE ALSO AG HERITAGE, ART MUSEUM
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS
XMUSICALLY SPEAKING
XMUSIC INDUSTRY LACKS MUSIC (AMIOTTE)
MACDOUGAL COURTS TO EXPERIENCE MTV'S INFESTATION
XMESMERIZING
XPOP LYRICS MADE POSSIBLE BY PRE-SCHOOLERS
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR TO RETIRE (ENYART)
XPLAY IT AGAIN, BOYS (HARRELSON)
KMUSIC THAT MOVES ONLY ME (CHOLIK)
XBURNIN^ THE TUNES (MARSH)
XA DUO PERFORMANCE
XBASH IN THE GRASS 1998 -- 8,0OO-i- FANS (OLSON)
XSOLSTICE BOWS OUT OF MUSIC BUSINESS AT 4TH ANNUAL B
XLATE NIGHT SKINNER'S CROWD ENTRANCED BY INDIGENOUS
XLOCAL BAND TREND 86 RELEASES NEW FULL LENGTH ALBUM
XBAND GIVES BROOKINGS A "RUDE AWAKENING" (MCKEOWN)
xYEE HAW
XZELLAR STIRS FANS, EMPLOYEES WITH "DADDIES" TUNES
XSWING IS KING--LOS ANGELES BAND ZOOT
XKORY S THE FIREFLIES TO ROCK SKINNER'S (PRASEK)
XKORY 8 THE FIREFLIES LIGHT UP SKINNERS PUB
TRENDSETTERS GET A TREAT--LOCAL BAND TREND 86
X3 MINUTE HERO STORMS VOLSTORFF (HOLZKAMP)
XGET DOWN!
XTWISTERS CATCHES REEL BIG FISH (ROZIER)
XGROUP TO OFFER FANS NEW MUSIC, NEW GUITAR (ROZIER)
REEL BIG FISH SHOW QUENCHES AUDIENCE'S THIRST
XECLIPSE
XBAND BESTOWS CONCERT, CD (ROZIER)
XECLIPSE TRAVELS WITH AUDIENCE TO THE 1980S
XROCK THE JACKALOPE!
BAND'S AMBITIONS LEADS IT TO JACKALOPE LOUNGE SHOW
XBAND EMBARKS ON ALIEN-LIKE JACKALOPE LOUNGE CONCERT
XENTERTAINMENT
XBLUES BAND TO AWAKEN FANS —INDIGENOUS
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SUBJECT
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC BLUES
MUSIC CHAMBER
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CHRISTIAN
MUSIC COMPOSITION
MUSIC CONCERTS
MUSIC COUNTRY
MUSIC ELECTRONIC
MUSIC FOLK
MUSIC GUITAR
MUSIC JAZZ
MUSIC OPERA
MUSIC PERCUSSION
MUSIC QUINTET
MUSIC RECITALS
MUSIC REVIEWS
MUSIC ROCK
,MUSIC SINGING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/07/1999 AG81 *ROCK THE HOUSE
A/IA/1999 A072 *BZZZ--FIREFLIES TO.LAND AT SKINNER'S PUB (ROZIER)
4/1A/1999 AD91 ROCKER PROMISES MUSICAL WHIRLWIND CROZIER)
9/29/1999 AG8A *JAM SESSION
lG/13/1999 AIGA HARRIS IS "HERE" TO STAY (ROZIER)
lG/27/1999 AlAA xSPOONCAT,
11/03/1999 A1G2 *6 SPEED AHEAD (GRIFFITH) , ,
11/10/1999 A102 *THE BARN TO HOST KORY & THE FIREFLIES (HEWITT)
11/17/1999 A121:*WE!RE NO FOOLS
11/17/1999;A121 JACKALOPE TO ROCK WITH E350 (SCHAEFER)
12/08/1999 A081 GET ON THE BUS (GRIFFITH)
12/15/1999 A095 *BUS 9
1/26/2000 A092 KFlGHT OF THE BANDS (CHOLIK)
A/19/2G00 A092 *TREMORPHLO (SANKEV)
9/16/1998 A162 kLATE NIGHT SKINNER'S CROWD ENTRANCED BY INDIGENOUS
A/07/1999 AG72KBLUES BAND TO AWAKEN FANS --INDIGENOUS
2/23/2000 A05A *ACCOUSTICALLY BLUE
.11/18/1998 A125 AHN TRIO PERFORMED AT SDSU,N0V.17
10/06/1999 A102 SOCIETY PROMISES EXCITING SEASON (ROBISON)
11/10/1999 Alll kTALENT TIMES;THREE—JACQUES THIBAUD STRING TRIO
11/17/1999 A092 XSTRING PLAYERS INSPIRE AUDIENCE (HEWITT)
1/26/2000 A092 kA CROSS-CULTURAL PERFORMANCE (SANKEY)
ll/OA/1998 A132:*SDSU FALL CHORAL CONCERT (PRASEK)
12/09/1998 A123 SDSU CHOIRS TO PERFORM CHRISTMAS CONCERT
9/22/1999 A102 KSTUDENTS LIFT THEIR VOICES IN SONG (ROBISON)
3/29/2000 A093 ^BROTHER DUO OFFERS DIRECTION (HARRELSON)
11/18/1998 A1A3 BMI COMPOSER AWARDS COMPETITION OPEN
9/09/1998 A132 *BASH IN THE GRASS 1998 -- 8,000+ FANS (OLSON)
9/09/1998 AlAl KBASH IN THE BEANS
10/07/1998 A132 kANI DIFRANCO TAKES FARGO, SDSU STUDENTS FOR TRIP
ll/OA/1998 A05AKALL SMILES
ll/OA/1998 A112 *JOHNNY HOLM RETURNS ONCE AGAIN (HOLZKAMP)
ll/OA/1998 A125 kEDITOR EXPERIENCES TROUBLED TRIP (CONNERS)
ll/OA/1998 A132 ^MINNEAPOLIS BAND MOTION POETS JAZZED CAMPUS
12/02/1998 Al02 *REVIEWERS SAY AEROSMITH CONCERT COMPLETELY AMAZING
3/2A/1999 AOll SUGAR RAY, ORGY TO PLAY SDSU--UPC BRINGS BANDS
3/2A/1999 A021 MAJOR CONCERT CURES FRUSTRATION (ED)
3/31/1999 ;A112 «TUDENTS WIRED ON SUGAR (FAGAN)
3/31/1999 Alls NEITHER LACK OF SLEEP OR LONG LINES DEFER FANS
A/07/1999 A023 KRENZ COMMENDS UPC ON CONCERT (L)
A/1A/1999 A033 CONCERT GOERS NEED TO RESPECT PROPERTY, PEOPLE (L)
A/21/1999 A012 kSUGAR RAY PERFORMS ,
A/21/1999 A023 PRESTIGE, NOT MUSIC, DRAWS CROWDS (L)
A/21/1999 A052 *ENJOYING THE MUSIC
A/21/1999 A091 KSUGAR RAY, ORGY IGNITE FROST ARENA (FAGAN)
2/17/1999 A062 kGROUP TO OFFER FANS NEW MUSIC, NEW GUITAR (ROZIER)
2/16/2000 A09r COMPOSER, CLARINETIST DUO PERFORM ELECTRONIC MUSIC
5/03/2000 A102 *A CELTIC CROSSING (SANKEY)
9/23/1998 A151 KJUST A STRUMMIN'
11/03/1999 AOIAKYOU GOTTA HAVE FAITH! ;
3/22/2000 A093*WORLD-RAVED GUITARIST TO PERFORM AT SDSU (CHOLIK)
9/30/1998 A0A3 KSMOOTH FINGERS
12/02/1998 A105 HOLIDAY CONCERT TO KICK OFF THE FESTIVE SEASON
2/03/1999 A072 *STANDARD TIME CAPTURES JAZZ (WOQDARD) \
2/10/1999 A072 *GLASS ENLIGHTENS AUDIENCE WITH JAZZ (HOLZKAMP)
11/10/1999 A01A*POP, POPCORN AND JAZZ
11/10/1999 AI02 KSDSU JAZZ BANDS PRESENT "POP, POPCORN AND JAZZ"
SEE ALSO OPERA
3/2A/I999 A081 *ITALIAN OPERA OFFERS MUSICAL ESCAPE (FAGAN)
3/31/1999 A125 KPERFECTION
12/09/1998 A151 SDSU PERCUSSIONISTS POUND IN THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
11/10/1999 AHA *BRASS, WITH CLASS
10/07/1998 A151 FACULTY RECITAL OFFERS CLASSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
10/21/1998 A152 xCRAWLEY HEADS FACULTY RECITAL AT LINCOLN MUSIC HALL
12/02/1998 A123 *KIRKHAM DISPLAYED SKILLS AT SENIOR RECITAL
1/20/1999 A062 SENIOR RECITAL REPRESENTS A YEARS OF DEDICATION
9/29/1999 A072 MUSICIANS PROVE THEMSELVES (CHOLIK)
10/27/1999 A122 XRECITAL HALL RINGS WITH TALENT (GRIFFITH)
A/12/2000 AlOr ^PETERSON AT PETERSON WITH PETERSON
A/19/2000 A092 KFEELING THE RHYTHM
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS, TYPES OF MUSIC
3/2A/1999 AOll SUGAR RAY, ORGY ;T0 PLAY SDSU--UPC BRINGS BANDS
A/28/1999 A08A ^DYNAMIC DUO .
11/17/1999 A121 JACKALOPE TO,ROCK WITH E350 (SCHAEFER)
SEE ALSO SONGS ^
9/30/1998 A061. 9(WE HAVE A. WINNER
- A/07/1999 A072 XSOUL
A/28/1999 A072KSPRINGKING--MINNESOTA ARTIST STUART DAVIS
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SUBJECT
MUSIC SINGING
MUSIC SWING
MUSLIMS
NAFZIGER WILLIAM
NAGY SCOTT
NATIONAL/GUARD
NATIVE AM CLUB
NATIVE AMERICANS
NATL PARK SERV
NATURE
NEIBER NANCY
NEUHARTH RYAN
NEW YEAR
NICHOLS LAURIE
NIEDERMYER JERROD
NIELSON TANNER
NIHART JULIE
NON-TRADITIONALS
NOONAN PATTI
NORBERG BRIAN
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
NOSTALGIA
NOWLIN EDD
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
NUDITY
NURSING
NUtRITlbN
NUTTLE SHELL!
O'BRIEN DAN
O'BRIEN TOM
O'DONNELL KATHLEEN
OAKWOOD .
OBSESSIVE-COMPULSI
OCCUPATIONS .
OESTNER KATIE
OIEN FRED
OLSON BERNIE
OLSON MITCHELL
OLSON PERRY
OLSON STEPHANIE
OLYMPICS
OMERNIK JAMES
OOZEBALL
OPERA
ORDINANCES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
11/2A/1999
2/02/2000
10/07/1998
9/22/1999
10/07/1998
12/02/1998
2/17/1999
11/04/1998
4/21/1999
10/07/1998
2/09/2000
4/05/2000
12/15/1999
1/26/2000
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/21/1998,
11/18/1998
1/20/1999
2/17/1999
4/28/1999
2/09/2000
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
4/07/1999
10/21/1998
2/24/1999
4/21/1999
1/26/2000
11/10/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
10/14/1998
9/22/1999
9/16/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
1/20/1999
4/19/2000
5/03/2000
10/21/1998
2/03/1999
12/09/1998
4/21/1999
12/09/1998
3/24/1999
10/27/1999
12/09/1998
10/06/1999
5/03/2000
9/09/1998
3/03/1999
10/07/1998
4/21/1999
3/01/2000
9/23/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
2/17/1999
11/17/1999
4/28/1999
5/03/2000
A105
All!
A105
A 082
A132
AOll
AO 13
AOll
A014
A042
A052
A154
AO 74
A051
A082
A042
A052
A055
A031
A041
A043
A123
A041
AO 41
AO 31
A031
AO31
A042
A121
AI25
AOll
A152
All 3
a621
AOll
AO 31
A023
A025
A021
AO 42
A052
AO 81
A052
A045
A042
A042
AIOl
A074
A105
All 4
AOll
A081
A125
A082
A031
AOll
AO 14
A113
A025
A082
AOll
A084
A041
A085
AO 42
A045
A052
A051
10/28/1998 AOII
*SUPER-STAR
SARAH'GROVES TO PERFORM
XSOLO
*A MAN WITH A MESSAGE (GRIFFITH)
scSWiNG IS KING--LOS ANGELES BAND ZOOT
^FORMER HOSTAGE CLARIFIES MUSLIM STEREOTYPES (MARSH)
SDSU REPLACES DIPLOMA LOST IN SPENCER TORNADO
^BREAKING THE RULES--COACH BENCHES TWO STARTERS
XCHECK, AND MATE
MILITARY Helps PAY FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES (OLSON)
kSTUDENT named SD,soldier of the year (REISCH)
SEE ALSO INDIANS
SEE INDIANS
SEE US NATL PARK SERV
^COLUMNIST DISCOVERS THAT NATURE IS ENTERTAINMENT
JfONE OF THE BEST
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS COMPETE (GRIFFITH)
KPARTY LIKE IT'S NO LONGER 1999? (ROBISON)
STUDENTS USHER IN NEW YEAR QUIETLY WITH FRIENDS
kSTUDENT wins chance to be DEAN FOR A DAY (NELSON)
DEAN NICHOLS TRADES PLACES WITH STUDENT
kREMOVE CLINTON FROM OFFICE
KRECORDS MARRED BY MEDIA ,
JeSTUDENT APATHY PREVAILS DURING CELEBRATION
*COLUMNIST QUESTIONS UNIVERSITY CRIME
*FIRE ALARM MIMICS MODERN ANTI-CIVILITY TREND
*"THE BODY" WINS POLITICAL BELT (NIEDERMYER)
XSNOW ERASES ROAD RULES (NIEDERMYER)
kCULTURAL IDIOCY KILLS AMERICAN SOCIETY (NIEDERMYER)
XONE PERSON CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
*SNUGGLE TIME i ( ,
SDSU SETTER JULIE NIHART GOES DOWN IN HISTORY
KWABBIT OF THE WEEK
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS KEEP ON LEARNING (REZAC)
X2 SDSU STUDENTS GIVE DJING A WHIRL (CONNERS)
SENIORS SHARE MEMORIES (CODY)
SEE NDSU
"GOOD OLD DAYS" ARE JUST A MYTH (ED)
KSDSU ACCOMMODATES DISABLED STUDENTS (DOBBS)
BEWARE OF Y2K NON-COMPLIANCE
SEE ALSO DANCE NUDE
KWHY DO MEN CRAVE NAKED FEMALE BODIES?
MEN SEE NUDITY AS STIMULATING (L)
PHARMACY^ NURSING GRADS SCORE ON CERTIFICATION
COLLEGE OF NURSING RECEIVES HONORABLE GRANT
XSTUDENTS UTILIZE NEW FOOD LABORATORIES (NELSON)
DIVERSE EATING STYLES AFFECT STUDENT LIFESTYLES
XTEACHERS HELP WITH NUTRITION IN BOLIVIA (NELSON)
CONFERENCE ON"COOKING AND COOLING"
KBUSY SCHEDULES MAKE EATING HEALTHY DIFFICULT
MONITORING DIET COULD REDUCE CANCER RISK (NELSEN)
^STEREOTYPES EVIDENT AMONG SD STUDENTS (WOODARD)
AUTHOR'S LECTURE CONSISTS OF TIES TO SOUTH DAKOTA
FbOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
NFL DREAM STILL ALIVE FOR O'BRIEN AND GORDEN
KDROOD DREAMS
CONFERENCE OFFERS OUTLET FOR SDSU'S ASPIRING WRITERS
OAKWOOD SEEKS SUBMISSIONS FOR SPRING PUBLICATION
SEE OCD
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
kFINDING JOB NOT SO HARD WITH CAP (UMIKER)
^EXPERIENCES^ AGE INFLUENCE LIFE CHOICES (WOODARD)
DATE RAPE VICTIM SHARES HER STORY (DOBBS)
COACH ACCUSES ATHLETIC DIRECTOR OF WRONG (NIEDERMYER
KSTUDENT TRAINERS KEEP ATHLETES IN TOP CONDITION
*GETTIN' JIGGY
*FREAKY DANCERS!
*MEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
kJUST KICKIN' BACK
KOLSON SAYS GOODBYE
KEDITOR GIVES ADVICE FROM EXPERIENCE (OLSON)
kSTUDENT becomes junior OLYMPIC hopeful (STRASBURG)
SCIENTIST TO SPEAK ON ECOREGIONS (EIDEM)
*IN YOUR FACE
*IN THE OOZE
SEE ALSO MUSIC' OPERA
SEE ALSO NOISE ORDINANCE, HOUSE PARTIES, ETC.
*ANTI-NUDITY MEASURE ON-BALLOT (NIEDERMYER)
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SUBJECT
ORDINANCES
ORGANIC FARMING
ORGANIZATIONS
OSBORNE ERINN
OUTDOOR LIFE
OVERLAND ADAM
PAGE CLARENCE
PAGEANTS
PAIN
PAJOR ANDY
PARADES
PARADIS DAN
PARK SERVICE
PARKING
PARTIES
PATER MELISSA
PATTERSON RUTH
PATTERSON TOM
PATTON AMANDA
PEARSON LEVI
PEELERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
ll/OA/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
A034 NUDITY ORDINANCE STRIPS PUBLIC OF FREE CHOICE (YOUNG
A015 PEELERS SUES CITY OVER NEW ORDINANCE (NIEDERMYER)
A052 *NEW CITY ORDINANCE REGULATES PEELERS (WOODARD)
SEE FARMS 8 FARMING
SEE ALSO STUDENT ORGANIZATI
A012 *SOME-BUNNY LIKES ME
A091 *MY SO-CALLED LIFE OUTDOORS
A033 PRESIDENCY PROVES PUZZLING
A041 VIKINGS FANS NEED TO TAKE IT EASY (OVERLAND)
A031 *OVERLAND PROGNOSTICATES Y2K'S FUTURE
A031 *FUTURE WILL MEAN GENETIC ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGHS
A031 *BIKE IN TREE FIXES PARKING WOES (OVERLAND)
A031 3C0VERLAND POKES FUN AT AMERICAN, HISTORY
A031 JfOVERLAND INDULGES IN BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY
A03I XOVERLAND OFFERS SOLUTIONS TOWARD SOLVING ROAD RAGE
A051 LUSK LECTURE BRINGS POLITICAL JOURNALIST TO SDSU
A045 PAGE--INSIGHT, COOPERATION NECESSARY (BROOKS)
A051 SDSU STUDENT COMPETES IN MISS SD USA
A021 *SDSU STUDENT WINS MISS SD USA PAGEANT
A025 PAGEANT APPRECIATES SDSU HELP (L)
A042 *MISS SOUTH DAKOTA CURRENT STUDENT XDALY)
AIOIkA CROWNING EVENT (SANKEY)
A023 *ARE YOU BLESSED OR CURSED? (GRIFFIN)
AO52 *IN YOUR FACE
A021 KGRANTS HELP TO MAKE HOBO FLOATS BETTER (OLSON)
A015 CITY SCOLDS HOBO DAY COMMITTEE FOR FLAGS' ABSENCE
AOll *ALICK 8 PARADIS VIE FOR SA PRESIDENT (HARRELSON)
AOll ^CANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (HARRELSON)
A023 VOTE FOR PARADIS/KRENZ (L)
A025 READER SUPPORTS PARADIS (L)
A013 *PARADIS, KRENZ SETTLE IN .
A03I *NEW YEAR BRINGS MANY CHANGES TO CAMPUS (PARADIS)
A036*INVOLVE YOURSELF IN SDSU ACTIVITIES (PARADIS)
A035 sfPARADIS ENCOURAGES ALL STUDENTS TO GET INVOLVED
A033 KSDSU STUDENTS TO PAY BY MAIL NEXT FALL (PARADIS),
A031 ^OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND ON CAMPUS (PARADIS)
A031 *60 VOTE (PARADIS)
SEE US NATL PARK SERV
SEE AUTO PARKING
SEE ALSO HOUSE PARTIES
AlOl KFRIENDS' ENCOUNTERS ENTERTAIN COLUMNIST
A064 *UP AND AWAY --
AOll NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS KEEP ON LEARNING (REZAC)
A054 XNATIONAL PRESS CONTRIBUTES TO DOWNWARD SPIRAL OF NE
AOll *MEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
A094 FIRST-YEAR COACH LEADS GOLFERS (VANDERWERFF),
A033 LET FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY RULE (L)
A023 CITY ISSUES RAISE READER CONCERN (L);
A024 CONSIDER CENSORSHIP REPULSIVE (L)
A034 NUDITY ORDINANCE STRIPS PUBLIC OF FREE CHOICE (YOUNG
A015 PEELERS SUES CITY OVER NEW ORDINANCE (NIEDERMYER)
A052 *NEW CITY ORDINANCE REGULATES PEELERS (WOODARD)
SEE STATE PENITENTIARY ,
XPENPALS GIVE GLIMPSE.INTO ANOTHER WORLD (DOBBS)
SEE MUSIC PERCUSSION
SEE,ARTS
A042 STUDENTS AFFECTED BY CITY COMMISSION
A122 *RECITAL HALL RINGS WITH TALENT (GRIFFITH)
A041 PETERSON CHOSEN AS CONSULTANT-EVALUATOR
AlOl KPETERSON AT PETERSON WITH PETERSON
Ai02 KTHE BEST OF THE YEAR
AlOl XPETERSON AT PETERSON WITH PETERSON
A091 XCOLLEGE STUDENTS HARBOR STRANGE, EXOTIC ANIMALS
A093 xSTUDENTS CONCEAL PET MISDEMEANORS (WOODARD)
A093 xWITriOUT ROVER OR FLUFFY
A021 PHARMACY, NURSING GRADS SCORE ON CERTIFICATION
AOll XLOCAL DEAN HELPS SOLVE SALMANELLA PUZZLE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHILANTHROPISTS
SEE TELEPHONES
SEE COPYING
A133 XUPC SHOWCASES SDSU JOURNALISM STUDENTS PHOTOGRAPHY
A062 XSHAWN FAGAN PLACES 2ND IN PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
A111 ARCTIC PROVIDES INSPIRATION FOR SLIDE SHOW
A042 XSDSU ALUM PUBLISHES BOOK OF SD FARMERS ,
SEE ALSO HPER
A042 XCLASS PROJECT RESULTS IN HUGE SUCCESS (STAVIG)
A046 REUNITE THE BODY AND MIND (EIDEN)
A042 WELLNESS CENTER HELPS MAINTAIN STUDENT HEALTH
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10/28/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
1/13/1999
1/27/1999
2/10/1999
2/24/1999
3/24/1999
4/07/1999
4/21/1999
3/22/2000
4/05/2000
10/07/1998
10/21/1998
4/07/1999
9/29/1999
3/01/2000
11/03/1999
4/28/1999
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
9/I5/I999
9/29/1999
10/20/1^99
11/03/1999
2/02/2000
3/01/2000
10/28/1998
11/17/1999
4/07/1999
4/21/1999
3/01/2000
9/22/1999
10/14/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
PENITENTIARY
PENPALS
PERCUSSION ENSEMBL
PERFORMING ARTS
PESALL BOB
PETERSON BECKY
PETERSON CAROL
PETERSON CURT .
PETERSON JAMIE
PETERSON KEN
PETS
2/02/2000 A042
4/07/1999
10/27/1999
3/03/1999
4/12/2000
5/03/2000
4/12/2000
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
10/14/1998
10/06/1999
PHARMACY
PHILANTHROPISTS
PHONES EMERGENCY
PHOTOCOPYING
PHOTOGRAPHY 10/28/1998
1/20/1999
10/13/1999
3/01/2000
2/10/1999
9/22/1999
10/20/1999
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL FITNESS
SUBJECT
PHYSICAL PLANT
PICNICS
PiERSEL DAVID
PIETILA JOHN
PIEZ PLACIDO
PIGS
PIKE NIKKI
PIZZA KING
PLACEMENT
PLANNING
PLANT SCIENCE
PLANTS
PLAYS .
POETRY
POETS
POLAND
POLARIZATION
POLE VAULT
POLICE CAMPUS
POLITICAL CORRECTN
POLITICS S GOVT
POLITICS 8 GOVT-BR
j
POLITICS 8 GOVT-SD
POLITICS 8 GOVT-US
POLLARD
POLLARD MICHELLE
POOL (GAME)
POVERTY
POWWOW
;
PRAIRIE REPERTORY
PREJUDICE
PRESCHOOL
PRESIDENTS
PRESS
PRICE ERIC
PRIDE OF DAKOTAS
PRIDEY RICK
PRIVACY ACT
PROCRASTINATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A045
A012
AOll
AO 33
AlOl
AO 51
Ad 44
AO II
A 061
2/23/2000
3/29/2000
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
10/20/1999
9/09/1998
2/10/1999
11/18/1998
4/21/1999
9/23/1998
9/16/1998
9/30/1998
AO 52
AO 71
A035
12/09/1998 A052
A012
AOll
A042
AO 31
AlOl
AO 75
A051
A051
A064
A063
AO 53
A063
AOll
A035
A042
A042
A054
A033
A023
A033
A046
AOll
AOll
A031
A045
A033
A121
AO 61
A084
A081
A094
A053
AO 44
AOll
AO 41
A051
AOll
A045
AO 61
A161
A102
9/15/1999
9/29/1999
2/02/2000
2/10/1999
4/14/1999
9/16/1998
11/04/1998
1/20/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
. 2/17/1999
3/24/1999
10/27/1999
11/24/1999
4/05/2000
4/05/2000
4/19/2000
10/07/1998
12/08/1999
9/16/1998
4/19/2000
3/31/1999
4/07/1999
10/28/1998
3/29/2000
12/02/1998
5/03/2000
12/15/1999
10/28/1998
12/02/1998
3/29/2000
9/15/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
2/23/2000
2/23/2000
9/09/1998
9/15/1999
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
3/31/1999
4/14/1999
AOll
AO 31
A081
AOll
A123
A033
AOll
A042
10/14/1998 A054
3/22/2000 A031
1/26/2000 A021
$2 MILLION IN IMPROVEMENTS HEAT CAMPUS (BROOKS)
PHYSICAL PLANT ANALYZES TRAFFIC PATTERNS (DOBBS)
xPRESIDENTIAL PICNIC
DINNER PROVES DISAPPOINTING (L)
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR TO RETIRE (ENYART)
SDSU NAMES THREE NEW ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS
*BEAM ME UP SCOTTIE
SEE SWINE
XSNOW BUNNIES
*FIRST PIZZA EATERY IN BROOKINGS CONTINUES TO SATISF
SEE OCCUPATIONS, CAP CENTER
SEE ALSO CAMPUS PLANNING
LECTURE SERIES REMEMBERS HANSEN
kHERBAL remedy may help environment (PERRYMAN)
PLANT GENE MAY HELP REDUCE SOME GROWTH
SEE DRAMA
jfWRlTER SPEAKS TO STUDENTS ABOUT POETRY (NELSON)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF POETS
ANGELOU TO SPEAK ABOUT DIVERSITY (MARSH)
XAUTHOR SHINES UPON AUDIENCE^-ANGELOU SHARES (MARSH)
*PENPALS GIVE GLIMPSE INTO ANOTHER WORLD (DOBBS)
KCOLUMNIST ASKS, "WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON, BOYS?"
^PREPARING TO FLY
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC POLICE
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT LOG
UNIVERISTY POLICE DEPARTMENT LOG
CAMPUS POLICE LOG
CAMPUS POLICE LOG
CAMPUS POLICE LOG
CAMPUS POLICE LOG
CAMPUS POLICE LOG
HOBO DAYS CRIME MILD COMPARED TO PAST YEARS
KUPD FIASCOS COST MONEY (CURRIE-OLSON)
xCALLS PLAGUE POLICE^(NELSEN)
POLICE LOG
POLICE LOG APRIL 10-16
*POLITICAL CORRECTNESS SOMETIMES GOES TOO FAR
KHAVE A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS (CURRIE-OLSON)
YOUNG PEOPLE MUST FORM POLITICAL FORCE (L)
MODEL UN FACES REAL ISSUES (LINGBECK)
CITY OFFICIALS SPEAK TO SAON COMMUNITY ISSUES
ASSOCIATION SUPPORTS MANAGER GOVERNMENT (HARRELSON)
RAILROAD ISSUE REFLECTS AMERICAN HISTORY
PROJECT STUDIES MEDIA, STUDENTS LEARN POLITICS
FOUNDING FATHERS HAD GOD IN MIND EARLY ON (L)
A BIG BROTHER OR A BIG BULLY? (SANKEY)
POLLARD SWIMS TO SCHOOL RECORD IN 400-YARD MEDLEY
XPOLLARD LEADS JACKS SWIM TEAM (LINDHOLM)
XSMOOTH SAILING
KEYES WIDE OPEN
SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS TRIP TO COLORADO (NELSON)
ANNUAL WACIPI PRESENTS DANCING FROM SIOUX CULTURE
WACIPI INUNDATES SDSU (REISCH)
KSDSU CELEBRATES NINTH ANNUAL WACIPI
*ANNUAL WACIPI CONNECTS PAST, PRESENT:(REZAC)
*FANCY DANCE
WACIPI JOINS CULTURES, 2 HONORED AT EVENT (SANKEY)
XWACIPI 2000
SEE ALSO THEATER, DRAMA
*"ANNIE"--PRAIRIE REP OPENS SEASON WITH MUSICAL
XPLAYING FOR THE AUDIENCE--PRAIRIE REP THEATRE
SEE ALSO RACISM, DISCRIMINATION
SEE EDUCATION PRESCHOOL
NEW PRESIDENT MUST ADJUST TO LIFE AT STATE
STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND INAUGURAL EVENTS (ED)
INAUGURATION CELEBRATION FOR PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
*SDSU WELCOMES 18TH PRESIDENT--PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT
READER FINDS COLUMNS "EXTREME'! (L)
PRESIDENCY PROVES PUZZLING
KTIME FOR ACTION--PEGGY GORDON ELLIOTT (NIEDERMYER)
^PRESIDENT TAKES ON NEW ROLE (REISCH)
SEE JOURNALISM
KDRAG QUEEN
SEE band marching
SEEK THE REAL TRUTH THIS EASTER SEASON (PRIDEY)
SEE FERPS
SEE ALSO TIME MANAGEMENT
PLAN AHEAD (ED)
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SUBJECT
PROFICIENCY TESTS
PROVOST KEN
PUBLIC LIBRARY
PUBLIC SPEAKING
PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUCKETT KIRBY
QUADRATHLON
QUAMEN KELLY
QUAMEN KIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/23/2000 A0A5
10/28/1998
QUESTIONING
QUIZ BOWL
RA
RACE RELATIONS
RACISM
RADIO STATION
RAILROADS
RAJARAM RAJESH
RALLIES
RAM PUB
RAMES MARYSZ
RANDALL MALENE
RANEK JOSH
RANGE MANAGEMENT
RAPE
RATH ROXIE
RATHNAM ANBANANTHA
RECITALS
RECORDINGS
REESE NEAL
REFUSE & REF DISP
REGENTS
REGISTRATION
2/10/1999
12/09/1998
IO/lA/1998
9/09/1998
10/1A/1998
9/29/1999
A/12/2000
A061
A013
A055
A122
A165
A122
A072
A023
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
10/1A/I998
A/lA/1999
12/15/1999
10/28/1998
3/29/2000
ll/OA/1998
A/07/1999
12/08/1999
1/26/2000
10/06/1999
9/09/1998
10/07/1998
11/18/1998
12/09/1998
2/2A/1999
9/29/1999
10/13/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
5/03/2000
3/2A/1999
lO/lA/1998
5/03/2000
10/07/1998
12/09/1998
10/07/1998
ll/OA/1998
12/02/1998
1/13/1999
3/03/1999
lO/lA/1998
ll/OA/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/16/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
2/03/1999
A/1A/1999
11/10/1999
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/23/1998
10/07/1998
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
A093
A023
AO 52
A031
A023
A031
AOll
AOIA
A0A2
A016
A015
A102
A082
A121
Alll
AI05
A105
Alll
A08A
A093
AlOl
AO 71
A061
A071
A0A5
A061.
AOll
A123
A095
AOAl
A032
AOAl
A031
A031
A131
AlAA
A121
AlAl
Alll
A072
A071
A071
A03A
A021
AOll
A033
A015
AOll
A033
A035
AOll
A021
A121
A121
A12A
AOIA
A033
AO 5 5
AOll
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
WACIPI JOINS CULTURES, 2 HONORED AT EVENT (SANKEY)
SEE LIBRARY PUBLIC
TOASTMASTERS CLUB CAN HELP IMPROVE PERSONAL QUALITIE
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
kkirby mania
SDSU PLACES FIRST IN OWN QUADATHLON (FERRYMAN)
XQUAMEN SIBLINGS SHARE FRIENDSHIP ON AIR
*KSDJ IS BACK ON THE AIR (PRASEK & CONNERS)
XQUAMEN SIBLINGS SHARE FRIENDSHIP ON AIR
kKSDJ fills college airwaves (GRIFFITH)
^QUESTION EVERYTHING (CURRIE-OLSON)
SEE QUADRATHLON
SEE RESIDENT ASSISTANT
"LAST NIGHT IN BALLYHOO" ADDRESSES RACIAL ISSUES
*RACE UP HILL IN MOLASSES (TORRENdE)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
ALUMNUS SEEKS BETTER LIFE FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
MASCOTS REFLECT RACIST CULTURE (ED)
NO NEED TO DISCRIMINATE (CURRIE-OLSON)
SEE BROADCASTING, INDIVIDUAL RADIO STATIONS
RAILROAD ISSUE REFLECTS AMERICAN HISTORY
*CRICKET, ANYONE?
SEE DEMONSTRATIONS
RAM PUB'S. ROBBERY REENACTMENT A SUCCESS
*RAM PUB CELEBRATES 27 YEARS OF BUSINESS (NELSON)
DEAN POSITION OPEN (REZAC)
MARYSZ RAMES FILLS DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS POSITION
KTHROWING CAUTION TO THE WIND
*FOOTBALL TEAM DOMINATES WISCONSIN-STOUT (TUPPER)
kRANEK leads way in NCC RUSHING--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
RANEK ENDS SEASON WITH RECORDS (TUPPER)
FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED FOR EXCELLENCE POST SEASON
FOOTBALL PLAYERS HONORED
RANEK LEADS JACKS' GROUND ASSAULT (MILLER)
RANEK BREAKS MORE RECORDS
KSDSU SHOCKS »A UND--^RANEK BREAKS RECORD
XONE MORE YARD ...
JACKS WIN THRILLER OVER USD (VANDERWERFF)
KJACKS POST BEST RECORD SINCE '79 (VANDERWERFF)
KFIRST ANNUAL HUFFY AWARDS (HOFFMAN)
1999 RANGE TEAM GOES INTO HISTORY (REISCH)
*LET ME TELL YOU
DATE RAPE VICTIM SHARES HER STORY (DOBBS)
RATH LEADS THE TEAM TO SUCCESS--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
RATH NAMED FIRST EVER FIRST-TEAM VOLLEYBALL ALL-AMER
XWRITER MULLS OVER EDUCATION
XCOLUMNIST DEFINES RELIGION
IF YOU HAD ONLY ONE HOUR TO LIVE--
COLUMNIST ASKS, "ARE YOU GOD?"
kanba examines spirituality
SEE MUSIC RECITALS
AMIOTTE COMPARES SQUISH TO CARBONATED SODA
*PHISH IS PHABULOUS (AMIOTTE)
"RED HOT + RHAPSODY"--AIDS ORG RELEASES ALBUM
XPINCH HIT RECORDS RELEASE A ALBUMS (CONNERS)
XREVIEWER.CELEBRATES ANI DIFRANCO'S NEW ALBUM
knewly released bootleg albums reveal imagination
JCINSTRUMENTATION PROVIDES INSIGHT (AMIOTTE)
*HERBAL REMEDY MAY HELP ENVIRONMENT (PERRYMAN)
STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE BETTER CARE OF CAMPUS (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV
REGENTS MAY CHANGE CORE STANDARDS
BOR TO EXPAND TECHNOLOGY
MSA PETITIONS TO SUPPORT BOR DECISION
BOR APPROVES' SALARY INCREASES
*REGENTS' STUDY COMPARES REGIONAL EDUCATION COSTS
*REGENTS SHOULD DETERMINE TUITION (FOUBERG)
STUDENTS SHOULD SPEAK TO REGENTS (L)
BOARD OF REGENTS MAY DECIDE TO LOWER OUT-OF-STATE
SDSU CHANGES--SOME FOR THE BETTER, SOME WORSE (ED)
*WRITER EXPERIENCES TEST OF STRENGTH & ENDURANCE
JfSINGLE FILE, PLEASE!
PHONE REGISTRATION WORKS OUT WELL, DESPITE FEW BUGS
FINAL FEES PROCESS MODIFIED (REZAC)
READER THANKS STUDENTS FOR PATIENCE (L)
REGISTRATION DAY EXHIBITS IMPROVEMENTS (STRASBURG)
TELEPHONE REGISTRATION TO IMPROVE FOR FALL SEMESTER
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SUBJECT
REGISTRATION,
REIF NAOME
RELATIONSHIPS
RELIGION
RENNERFELDT ANDY
RENTING
REPTILES
RESEARCH
RESEL RYAN
RESIDENCE HALLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/15/1999
10/27/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
12/02/1998
10/07/1998
10/27/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
12/08/1999
1/26/2000
2/09/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
.f- .
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
11/09/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
1/20/1999
3/03/1999
9/21/1999
9/28/1999
9/19/2000
10/27/1999
9/09/1998
10/06/1999
10/06/1999
2/17/1999
3/03/1999
3/29/1999
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
10/21/1998
1/13/1999
2/03/1999
A/28/1999
9/22/1999
10/06/1999
11/03/1999
2/23/2000
12/08/1999
2/09/2000
AOIA
A015
A021
A033
Ab52
A081
A023
A023
A025
A023
A023
AO 91
A023
A023
A023
A033
A0A3
A032
A033
A033
AO 34
A031
A036
A032
A021
All 3
AO 11
A041
A042
A091
AO91
AlOl
A061
A121
A031
AOll
A121
A041
AOll
A063
AOll
A031
A044
A131
A023
AOll
A023
Y2K BLEMISHES REGISTRATION (REZAK)
TASK FORCE TO HELP ALLEVIATE FEE HASSLES CREZAC)
PAYMENT THROUGH MAIL BEST OPTION FOR SDSU (ED)
*SDSU STUDENTS TO PAY BY MAIL NEXT FALL (PARADIS)
96GO JACKS
*HERE COMES THE BRIDE (BURDICK)
*DEATH REMINDS US TO APPRECIATE OUR EFFORTS (WOODARD
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
CAN MEN & WOMEN HAVE PLATONIC RELATIONSHIPS?
HE SAID SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID (ROGERS, HEWITT)
kPROFESSORS & students share THEIR STORIES OF,LOVE
HE SAID -- SHE SAID --
HE SAID -- SHE SAID --
SEE ALSO CHRISTIANITY,
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
MUSLIMS
XLIFE RESEMBLES RAILROAD TRACKS
XJARS OF ROCKS COMMUNICATE VALUABLE LIFE LESSONS
kgod's people need one another
*COLUMNIST DEFINES RELIGION
FOUNDING FATHERS HAD GOD IN MIND EARLY ON (L)
*'TIS THE SEASON TO CELEBRATE GOD
*COLUMNIST DISCUSSES WORST MONTHS OF HIS LIFE
XANBA EXAMINES SPIRITUALITY
^SOMETIMES RAIN AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
^SOMETIMES RAIN AND DRIZZLE ARE BETTER (CHELL)
UNDERSTAND THERE ARE MANY BELIEFS (ED)
KOUTTA MY WAY!
SEE LEASE & RENT
*WHAT A CROC
NEW ASSOCIATE DEAN OF RESEARCH
RESEARCH PROGRAM PROVIDES MANY BENEFITS (SHEARER)
RESEL WINS ONLY MATCH FOR SDSU (TUPPER)
KWRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
*4 WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (TUPPER)
DEPT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE RECEIVES 6 NEW HALL DIRECTO
A HOME AWAY FROM HOME (WOODARD)
MISSING SNAKE INCITES FAIRNESS QUESTIONS (ED)
KVISITATION POLICY CHANGED (REZAC)
STUDENTS DESERVE RIGHT TO CHOOSE VISITATION PLAN (ED
^COLUMNIST REMINISCES OF TIME IN RESIDENCE HALLS
RES LIFE INTRODUCES NEW POLICY (REZAC)
KWELL
XHOUSING CRUNCH HITS BROOKINGS, SDSU
YOUR STUDENT FEE DOLLARS AT WORK
OVERFLOWING ROOMS EXPLODE WITH TECHNOLOGY (MARSH)
RESIDENCE HALLS TREAT AREA CHILDREN TO FUN
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
KRAS IMPROVE SKILLS, DISCOVER IDEAS AT CONFERENCE
kTHANK YOU RAS AND RHDS (CURRIE-OLSON)
SEE LEGISLATURE-SD, REGENTS
XAGING EQUALS GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RESTAURANTS
xCOOK'S KITCHEN KEEPS ON "COOKING" (NELSON)
KGEORGES TEMPTS TASTE BUDS, SATISFIES GENERATIONS
XMAC'S DINER SERVES IN THE 'SOS (NELSON)
*RAM PUB CELEBRATES 27 YEARS OF BUSINESS (NELSON)
CASPER'S CATERS TO ITS AUDIENCE (NELSON)
36FIRST PIZZA EATERY IN BROOKlNGS CONTINUES TO SATISF
KGUADALAJARA WELCOMES CUSTOMERS LIKE FRIENDS
*BLIMPIE BECOMES POPULAR OPTION (NELSEN)
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING
*JAM SESSION
SEE ALSO RIFLE CLUB
RIFLE CLUB RECEIVES SA FUNDING (HARRELSON)
MEMBERS OF RIFLE CLUB TAKE A SHOT AT WINNING
SEE ALSO RIFLE & PISTOL CLU
EDUCATION PROBLEMS FACED VIA SATELLITE (TALSMA)
*FEELING THE RHYTHM
RAM PUB'S ROBBERY REENACTMENT A SUCCESS
NEW COACH TAKES OVER RODEO TEAM (NIEDERMYER)
JfRODEO TEAMS SWEEP RABBIT ROUNDUP
SDSU WOMEN FINISH FIRST IN RODEO RANKING (CONRAD)
NEW RODEO COACH JUMPS INTO SADDLE IN 1999
*HOLD ON TIGHT
kRODEO team BRAVES ELEMENTS (TUPPER)
*1999 JACKRABBIT ROUNDUP RODEO
WOMEN'S RODEO TEAM EARNS 2ND TEAM TITLE,(TUPPER)
kJACKRABBIT stampede begins FRIDAY (POLLARD)
resident ASSISTANT
RESOLUTION 21
RESPONSIBILITY
RESTAURANTS
9/30/1998 A123
2/17/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
2/16/2000
A042
A042
A042
A042
A061
A061
AO61
A042
RETAIL TRADES .
RICHEY KELLY
RIFLE 8 PISTOL ;CLU
9/i29/1999 A084
RIFLE CLUB
RILEY RICHARD
RISTY COURTNEY
ROBBERY
RODEO
11/04/1998
2/10/1999
2/24/199,9
4/19/2000
11/04/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
10/21/1998
1/27/1999
4/28/1999
10/06/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
3/29/2000
A015
A042
A132
AO 92
A014
AO21
AlOl
A145
A094
AO 94
A074
A091
A084
A062
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SUBJECT
RODEO
ROGERS LARRY
ROGERS MATT,
ROLLER SKATING
ROMEREIM-HOLMES L
RONALD UW
ROOMMATES
ROSE LAVERA
ROTC
RUGBY
RUNNING
RUSSELL LANCE
RYALI JYOTHI
SA-ADMINISTRATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/29/2000
A/05/2000
A/05/2000
10/07/1998
10/28/1998
2/10/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/2A/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
10/07/1998
2/02/2000
2/16/2000
2/09/2000
9/16/1998
9/30/1998
3/03/1999
9/15/1999
9/29/1999
11/17/1999
12/08/1999
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
10/07/1998
10/21/1998
3/2A/1999
3/2A/1999
3/31/1999
A/07/1999
A/07/1999
A/lA/1999
12/02/1998
10/06/1999
10/06/1999
9/09/1998
ll/OA/1998
9/09/1998
9/30/1998
10/1A/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
ll/OA/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/2A/1999
3/03/1999
3/2A/1999
3/2A/1999
3/31/1999
A/07/1999
A/1A/1999
9/15/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
11/10/1999
12/15/1999
2/02/2000
2/16/2000
3/22/2000
5/03/2000
A062
A013
A071
A051
AO 31
A031
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A103
A 023
A023
A 023
A051
A0A5
A023
A053
A121
A032
A06A
A115
A051.
A051
AOll
A12A
Alll
A116
A103
Alll
A131
A113
A115
A09A
AHA
AHA
AlOA
AOll
A0A2
A121
A023
A0A2
AOIA
A015
A015
A015
A0A6
A015
A031
AOll
AOll
AOIA
A013
AOll
AOIA
AOIA
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
AOll
A031
A061
A055
A051
A015
A015
A013
A055
A05A
^WOMEN'S RODEO TEAM CAN COUNT ON SDSU BARREL RACER
56JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE ,
SDSU WOMEN'S TEAM DOMINATES STAMPEDE
FACULTY MEMBERS USE NEW TOOLS
RAILROAD ISSUE REFLECTS AMERICAN HISTORY
^COLUMNIST ASKS, "WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON, BOYS?"
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID
SHE SAID --
SHE SAID --
SHE SAID --
- SHE SAID --
HE SAID -- -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID -- -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID
HE SAID — SHE SAID
HE SAID -- SHE SAID
HE SAID -- SHE SAID
KSDJ ON THE AIR--EMILIE HEWITT
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS,
HE SAID -- SHE SAID (ROGERS,
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS,
SEE SKATING
FACULTY MEMBERS USE NEW TOOLS
NEWSPAPER MAN WORKS TO HELP FARMERS (NELSON)
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
XSD'S HISTORY TOLD BY PIONEER WOMEN (NELSON)
KROTC DOMINATES SPORTS FESTIVAL, (TUPPER)
XARMY ROTO HOLDS TRAINING EVENT (OLSON)
KROTC TAKE TEAMS TO NOTRE DAME (REISCH)
*UP AGAINST THE WALL
*AIR FORCE ROTC STUDENTS SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
VETERANS VIGIL LIGHTS UP BROOKINGS SKY (DALY)
KROTC FIGHTS FOR WATER SURVIVAL
RUGBY TEAM PREPARES FOR OWN HOBO DAY COMPETITION
RUGBY TEAM DOMINATES LIKE "SAVAGES, FREIGHT TRAINS"
CROWS KILL JACKS (CONRAD)
WOMEN'S RUGBY TAKES SECOND (CONRAD & FERRYMAN)
*RUGBV TEAM DOMINATES SOUTHWEST STATE 92-0
RUGBY TEAM DOMINATES HOBO DAY TOURNAMENT
XWOMEN'S RUGBY TEAM PLAYS AT HOME (MEYER)
MEN'S RUGBY TEAM PREPARES FOR GAMES (CODY)
RUGBY TEAM CRIPPLES ITS OPPONENTS, 70-0 (TUPPER)
RUGBY TEAM WINS SECOND STRAIGHT GAME (TUPPER)
MEN'S RUGBY IS NOT FOR WIMPS (TUPPER)
RUGGERS SPLIT WEEKEND GAMES (TUPPER)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM, CROSS COUNTRY
KPROFESSOR, 62, RUNS IN MARATHON (REZAC)
XRUNNERS SET THEIR SIGHTS FOR THE CAMPANILE (EIDEM)
KOF DEADLINES AND FINISH LINES (HARRELSON)
*CAAP FAILS TO MEASURE ABILITY
^INTERNATIONAL NITE EDUCATES STUDENTS
DEAN,EXPLAINS NEW FEE ADDED TO INITIAL PAYMENTS
FOUBERG QUESTIONS SA'S ROLE IN FEDERATION
SA PULLS AWAY FROM STUDENT FEDERATION
VOTING SHOULD BE PRIORITY FOR STUDENTS, SA SAYS
KHOBO DAY PASSES SUCCESSFULLY
CITY SCOLDS HOBO DAY COMMITTEE FOR FLAGS' ABSENCE
^PRESIDENT CONGRATULATES CLUBS, TEAMS ON WEEKEND
MULTIPLEX TO FUEL GROWTH FOR CITY (HARRELSON)
SA ADDRESSES PARKING PROBLEM (HARRELSON) >
FISHBACK SPEAKS TO SA ABOUT CITY GOVT
SA OPPOSES PROPOSED TUITION BILL (REZAC)
-PARKING COMMITTEE SEEKS SA ASSISTANCE (HARRELSON)
SA FUNDS ON-CAMPUS CLUBS (HARRELSON)
KLAVETTER SCHOOLS SA ON PROPOSED CITY GOVERNMENT
SA DISCUSSES TUITION HIKE (HARRELSON)
KPARADIS, KRENZ SETTLE IN
CITY OFFICIALS SPEAK TO SA ON COMMUNITY ISSUES
ASSOCIATION SUPPORTS MANAGER GOVERNMENT (HARRELSON)
*SA PASSES 1999-2000 PARKING RESOLUTIONS
*NEW YEAR BRINGS MANY CHANGES TO CAMPUS (PARADIS)
THE SA CORNER
SA CORNER
xSA CORNER
SA DENIES MORMON CLUB (SANKEY)
SA POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS (NELSON)
SA GETS SNEAK PEEK INTO. SDSU'S TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
$15,000 MARKED FOR SPEAKER'S FUND (HARRELSON)
SAOKS 'DEAD WEEK'--NO TESTS, QUIZZES (BROOKS)
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(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
(ROGERS,
(ROGERS,
(ROGERS,
(ROGERS,
HEWITT)
HEWITT)
HEWITT)
HEWITT)
(ROGERS, HEWITT)
{MATT ROGERS
HEWITT)
HEWITT)
HEWITT)
'W'j'V.y,--!:-! 'i' '''
SUBJECT
SA-BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-SENATE
SA-YEARBOOK
SAFETY
SALA REBECCA
SALARIES
SALES
SALES TAX
SALMONELLA.
SANDAL WHITNEY
SANDESS LINDA
SANKEY SARA
SCHAAL DAN
SCHAFFER NICOLE
SCHMIDT STEVE
SCHDENFELDER TERES
SCHOLARSHIPS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/23/1998
ll/OA/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
A/21/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/17/1999
11/2A/1999
11/2A/1999
12/08/1999
2/09/2000
3/01/2000
2/17/1999
2/2A/1999
2/2A/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
2/02/2000
2/23/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/22/2000
9/23/1998
10/07/1998
2/2A/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
11/03/1999
3/01/2000
A/19/2000
11/18/1998
1/27/1999
A/07/1999
5/03/2000
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/27/1999
11/17/1999
3/31/1999
9/23/1998
10/07/1998
10/06/1999
A/28/1999
1/13/1999
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
3/29/2000
A/12/2000
5/03/2000
9/29/1999
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
12/02/1998
2/2A/1999
10/06/1999
10/07/1998
A/21/1999
10/28/1998
11/0A/1998
3/2A/1999
9/15/1999
10/06/1999
11/10/1999
A011 SA SENATORS VOICE OPINIONS ON PENNY TAX, CLUB FUNDIN
A015 RIFLE CLUB RECEIVES SA FUNDING (HARRELSON)
A01A BUDGET APPROVALS TOP SA AGENDA (HARRELSON)
A015 SA WORKS ON FINAL BUDGET APPROVALS (HARRELSON)
A015 SA FUNDS CAMPUS GROUPS AT MEETING
A011 SA OKS BUDGETING PHILOSOPHY (HARRELSON)
A01A ENROLLMENT DROPPING, MONEY TIGHTENING (SANKEY)
A0A6 SA QUESTIONS PRECEDENTS (SANKEY)
A065 SA CORNER
A085 SA CORNER
A055 SA CORNER
A051 SA STRUGGLED AGAINST PRECEDENTS AS RESULT FROM PAST
A015 BUDGETS QUICKLY PASSED (SANKEY)
A051 XSA CORNER
A096 SA HELPS CLUBS WITH MEMBERS SKILLS (SANKEY)
A051 XSA CORNER
A0A2 SA--MONEY IS DISTRIBUTED TO CAMPUS CLUBS
AO16 SENATE EXCEEDS BUDGET (REZAC)
AOll SENATE APPROVES FUNDING REQUEST (WOODARD)
A023 KEDUCATE YOURSELF ON VOTING ISSUES (FOUBERG)
AOll XALICK S PARADIS VIE FOR SA PRESIDENT (HARRELSON)
A141 XSTUDENT ASSOCIATION CANDIDATES
AOll ^CANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (HARRELSON)
A023 CANDIDATE URGES VOTERS TO "VOTE MAXWELL" (L)
A023 VOTE FOR PARADIS/KRENZ (L)
A025 READER SUPPORTS PARADIS (L)
A015 SA POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS (NELSON)
AOll CANDIDATES COMPETE IN UPCOMING ELECTION
A021 USE YOUR VOICE (ED)
AOll JfMEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
A031 *G0 VOTE (PARADIS)
A061 «SA CANDIDATES
AOll kSPARK, WILLIAMS TO LEAD STUDENTS (MARSH)
A051 392 OF VOTE GETS SA PRESIDENTIAL SEAT (BROOKS)
AOll SA SENATORS VOICE OPINIONS ON PENNY TAX, CLUB FUNDIN
A015 FALL FORUM TALKS BRING CITY, SA TOGETHER
AlAl XSTUDENT ASSOCIATION CANDIDATES
A053 RESIGNATION AN ISSUE WITH SA (SANKEY)
A046 NEW SA.MEMBERS COME ABOARD (SANKEY)
A064 SA S BROOKINGS.CITY COUNCIL DISCUSS FUTURE AGENDA
A061 KSA CANDIDATES
AOll SA NEWS (WOODARD)
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
SEE ALSO SECURITY
AOll *SAFETY PROMPTS SOLBERG'S CLOSURE
A036 HEATON WARNS ABOUT WINTER SAFETY (L)
A053 STUDENT SAFETY IMPROVES -- CPR CERTIFICATION
A102 *THE BEST OF THE YEAR
A033 KSA PETITIONS TO SUPPORT BOR DECISION
A015 BOR APPROVES SALARY INCREASES
A025 COHE PRESIDENT RESPONDS TO FOUBERG COLUMN (L)
A012 ^SALARIES DELVE BEYOND THE SURFACE (DOBBS)
A081 LITTLE I KICKS OFF WITH SALES CONTEST (REISCH)
SEE ALSO TAXATION
AOll SA SENATORS VOICE OPINIONS ON PENNY TAX, CLUB FUNDIN
A015 FALL FORUM TALKS BRING CITY, SA TOGETHER
AOll kLOCAL dean HELPS SOLVE SALMANELLA PUZZLE
A05A XHOLD ON .
A051 THREE PROFESSORS WERE RECOGNIZED
A105 LOVE--A FEELING OR A CHOICE (SANKEY)
AlOl ENTERTAINMENT TODAY--MINUS THE CREATIVITY? (SANKEY)
A091 DRINK MORE KOOL-AID (SANKEY)
AlOl CLOSE YOUR MIND (SANKEY)
A121 A BIG BROTHER OR A BIG BULLY? (SANKEY)
AOll kLET'S go fly a KITE!
A069 K"PIPPI LONGSTOCKING"
AlAl K"THE CRUCIBLE" HITS SDSU STAGE JUST IN TIME
All3 KLAYING IT DOWN
A062 XBAND BESTOWS CONCERT, CD (ROZIER)
A102 96STUDENTS BRING PLAY HOME (CHOLIK)
A025 KGETTIN' JIGGY
A082 XFREAKY DANCERS!
A072 GORDEN REWARDED FOR TOP EFFORTS (CONRAD)
A071 FOR THE RECORD
A072 XTITANIC MISSES ICEBERG; HITS BROOKINGS (NIEDERMYER)
A053 SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS TRIP TO COLORADO (NELSON)
AOll *FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS
A019 NEW SCHOLARSHIPS PROPOSED TO ALLEVIATE STAFF SHORTAG
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SUBJECT
SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOOL BOARD
SCHOOL NURSES
SCHOOLEY STACY
SCHOOLS-BR
SCHUCH JIM
SCHULTZ-MANNES TAM
SCHWAB KARA
SCOTT ANDREA
SCOTT NICK
SD STATE UNIV
SDSU
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SDSU FOUNDATION
SECORE JOEY
SECURITY
2/02/2000 A042
A/05/2000 A021
11/10/1999
3/22/2000
A/28/1999
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
10/28/1998
ll/OA/1998
11/18/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
1/20/1999
3/2A/1999
3/31/1999
9/15/1999
9/15/1999
9/29/1999
10/20/1999
10/20/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/16/2000
3/22/2000
9/23/1998
A/07/1999
11/18/1998
9/15/1999
A/05/2000
A/12/2000
9/16/1998
2/23/200G
5/03/2000
A091
AOll
A052
A051
A102
A062
AOIA
AO23
A02A
AOll
A033
A033
A035
A0A5
A023
A023
A023
AOIA
A023
AOll
A031
A0A2
A0A2
A031
A023
ADA2
A051
AOll
AOll
A0A2
A0A2
AOll
A181
AO 81
A076
10/28/1998 AlOl
10/28/1998 A103
12/15/1999 AOll
A/19/2000 A091
2/10/1999 AOll
A/19/2000 A031
9/23/1998 A0A3
SEEFELDT NICOLE
SELIG BUD
SEMPSIS ALLISON
SENATE
SERIAL MURDER
SEWREY COLLOQUIUM
SEX
SEX DISCRIMINATION
SEXUAL DISEASES
SHAKESPEARE WILLIA
SHED
I SHELBURNE CHAMIE
SHELTERS
SHOPPING
SHOWCASE CINEMA
SHULTI CHAD
SICA HOLLOW
SIEBOLD MARK
SIEPKER KEVIN
SIEVERS JOHN
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILO
SILENCE
SIMMS DANNY
SINGING
SIOUX FALLS
SKINNER'S PUB
SLEDDING
SMITH JESSICA
SMITH JODI
11/17/1999
10/06/1999
A/28/1999
10/07/1998
5/03/2000
lO/lA/1998
A/12/2000
10/06/1999
10/06/1999
11/18/1998
A023
Alll
A08A
A15A
A121
A092
AOll
A061
A031
A052
10/28/1998
A/lA/1999
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
10/27/19.99
9/16/1998
9/30/1998
10/28/1998
11/18/1998
2/17/1999
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
11/03/1999
lO/lA/1998
lO/lA/1998
All 2
A072
A051
A07A
A122
Alll
AlOl
A091
AlOA
AlOl
A07A
AO91
A0A2
A081
A083
SMITH ROBERT
SMOKING
FREE MONEY, SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
DEFEND HUMANITIES IN EDUCATION (ED)
SEE NURSES ' ,
*JUMP SHOT
SDSU FACULTY CONCERNED ABOUT SCHOOL BOARD DECISION
STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
STUDENT WINS HONORABLE SCHOLARSHIP (NELSON)
KSTUDENTS BRING PLAY HOME (CHOLIK)
SENIOR RECITAL REPRESENTS A YEARS OF DEDICATION
*STOMP
SEE SDSU
READER FINDS SDSU FRUSTRATING (L)
LETTER MAKES POOR COMPARISONS TO SDSU (L)
CAMPUS RELATIVELY SAFE, SAYS BOR REPORT
METAPHORS EXAGGERATED TOO MUCH (L)
READER ADDRESSES- LETTER'S CONCERNS (L)
PERSONAL ATTACK WARRANTS REPLY (L)
XWIEMAN REFLECTS ON YEARS AT SDSU
*FOUBERG PREACHES PRIDE IN UNIVERSITY
XFOUBERG OFFERS ADVICE
kKOCER rediscovers love for SDSU IN MINNESOTA
SDSU RANKS AMONG TOP UNIVERSITIES IN MIDWEST (DOBBS)
CHERISH YOUR TIME HERE AT SDSU (L)
SDSU OFFERS EFFICIENT EDUCATION (REZAK)
ACTIONS-DON'T ALWAYS SPEAK-^SOMETIMES THEY SHOUT!
FACE OF CAMPUS MAY CHANGE (SANKEY)
XSDSU BEGINS LONG RANGE PLANS--CAMPUS SPACES
KOPPORTUNITIES ABOUND ON CAMPUS (PARADIS)
kSDSU OFFERS MORE THAN OTHER SD UNIVERSITIES
MASTER PLANNERS TAKE NEXT STEP, INCORPORATE DREAMS
SDSU FOUNDATION APPOINTS NEW LEADERS
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS KEEP ON LEARNING (REZAC)
CAMPUS RELATIVELY SAFE, SAYS BOR REPORT
XNEW PHONES INCREASE SECURITY (EIDEM)
KCALLS PLAGUE POLICE (NELSEN)
EMERGENCY CALL BOXES STILL HELPFUL (MARSH)
KSDJ DJ UNCOVERED--SEEFELDT (LUND)
KTIME FOR BUD TO HIT THE ROAD (HOFFMAN)
KSEMPSIS BREAKS RECORD (HOFFMAN)
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE, US SENATE
SEE MURDER
SEE FACULTY COLLOQUIUM
*NURSE OFFERS SAFE SEX ADVICE TO STUDENTS
KSEX--TO DO IT OR NOT TO DO IT (WOODARD)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SOUTH DAKOTA NO STRANGER TO STD DANGER
XMUCH ADO ABOUT SHAKESPEARE (CHOLIK)
STUDENTS JOURNEY TO PIERRE FOR SHED (HARRELSON)
STUDENT UPSET BY JANKLOW'S VIEWS ON EDUCATION
XGOD'S PEOPLE NEED ONE ANOTHER
SEE ALSO WOMEN'S SHELTER
HE SAID -- SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
LOCAL THEATRE DRAWS CROWDS (ENYART)
^DYNAMIC DUO
9CC0LUMNIST DISCOVERS THAT NATURE IS ENTERTAINMENT
KA DUO PERFORMANCE
XCHEER LOUD
KENGINEERING STUDENTS ADVANCE TO INTERNATIONAL CONTE
SAE MEMBERS WIN NATIONAL AWARDS (LINGBECK)
*STOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME
DEAN POSITION AVAILABLE IN ANIMAL S RANGE SCIENCE
SEE MUSIC SINGING
*KORY% THE FIREFLIES LIGHT UP SKINNERS PUB
KBZZZ--FIREFLIES TO LAND AT SKINNER'S PUB (ROZIER)
KPULL
XSUNNY SLEDDING
MRECITAL HALL RINGS WITH TALENT (GRIFFITH)
kSMITH finishes 2ND AS TOP SDSU RUNNER (MEYER)
SMITH PLACES ELEVENTH AS TOP JACKS' RUNNER (MEYER)
KCROSS COUNTRY RUNS WELL AT HOME (MEYER)
3 RUNNERS ADVANCE TO NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET
kMCKEOWN, SMITH BRING HOME THE GOLD (MEYER)
SMITH LEADS JACKRABBIT TRACK TEAM LAST WEEKEND
JACKS POST 3 TITLE WINNERS AT NCC MEET
KFOOD INDUSTRY FUTURE ADDRESSED (LINGBECK)
*A REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE--I'M NOT AFRAID
*DEEP DARK SMOKER SECRETS (WOODARD)
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SNAKES
SNEVE VIRGINIA
SNOW REMOVAL
SOCCER
SOCIAL SECURITY
SOCIETY
SOFTBALL
SOLBERG HALL
SOLL DIETER
SORORITIES
SOUND RECORDINGS
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH KOREA
SPACE
SPARGUR YVONNE
SPARK JEFF
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEECH
SPERLICH ELSA
SPIERS JIM
SPORTS
SPORTS TEAMS
SPRING
SPRING BREAK
SPRING FLING
SPRING STING
STANKOVICH MARIAH
STATISTICS
STEEGE KARL
STEELE TIM
STEINBERG PAUL
STEREOTYPES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A031
AOll
A042
Alll
A121
AlOl
A121
A121
A084
A012
A081
A033
A023
A124
A125
A083
A123
Alll
A094
Alll
A104
Alll
A121
AlOl
A091
A084
A075
A071
A083
A071
A071
A076
AOll
AO 35
A143
A173
A181
A141
A151
A074
A161
AO 9 3
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
11/2A/1999
10/14/1998
3/03/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
9/29/1999
10/13/1999
2/02/2000
2/16/2000
9/16/1998
10/06/1999
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
1/20/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/14/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/29/2000
4/05/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
4/19/2000
5/03/2000
11/18/1998
9/30/1998
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
3/24/1999
11/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/22/2000
4/19/2000
4/14/1999
2/09/2000
10/20/1999
10/28/1998
9/16/1998
1/20/1999
A031
A091
AOll
AO 11
A051
A064
AOll
A045
A105
A124
A121
AO 9 3
4/19/2000
2/17/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
4/14/1999
3/22/2000
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
4/28/1999
5/03/2000
11/10/1999
10/07/1998
9/09/1998
10/14/1998
2/16/2000
10/21/1998
A023
A031
A036
A042
A051
A104
A052
AO 13
A052
A121
AO 54
A044
A132
A131
A091
AlOl
MISSING SNAKE INCITES FAIRNESS QUESTIONS (ED),
STUDENT'S MISSING SNAKE SEARCH CONTINUES (OLSON)
^STORYTELLING PART OF SIOUX TRADITION (NELSON, DOBBS
SEE ICE S SNOW REMVL
KSOCCER CLUB
5CREADY FOR SPRING
*SOCCER TEAM FALLS TO HURON (TUPPER)
KDRIBBLE IT
xKlCKER
kkickin' the ball around
KSDSU ADDS NEW VARSITY SPORT (DOBBS)
SDSU ANNOUNCES HEAD SOCCER COACH
VOTERS MUST WORK TO SAVE SOCIAL SECURITY (L)
KCOLUMNIST DEFINES SOCIETY (CURRIE-OLSON)
A LEARNING EXPERIENCE--WOMEN'S SOFTBALL TEAM
*PRESEASON PLAY
KSAFE
SOFTBALL TEAM BEGINS SPRING SEASON IN KANSAS, TEXAS
SOFTBALL TEAM STRIKES OUT (PASSICK)
SOFTBALL TEAM DEFEATS NORTHERN COLORADO (PASSICK)
SOFTBALL TEAM UNDEFEATED AT INVITATIONAL (CONRAD)
JACKS SOFTBALL TEAM STRUGGLES FOR RUNS (PASSICK)
XWEISBROD MANAGES SOFTBALL AND BASKETBALL (MEYER)
SOFTBALL TEAM SUFFERS LOSSES IN MINNESOTA
SOFTBALL TEAM SCORES WEEKEND WINS (PASSICK)
KFASTPITCH TEAM SET FOR GAMES IN TEXAS (HOFFMAN)
SOFTBALL TEAM GOES.WINLESS AT DAKOTA DOME CLASSIC
KFASTPITCH TEAM GETS RAINED OUT
KLONE SENIOR LEADS FASTPITCH TEAM (POLLARD)
JACKS RETURN HOME AFTER WEEKEND COMPETITION
JACKS OPEN UP LEAGUE PLAY (HOFFMAN)
SOFTBALL TEAM DROPS 3 OUT OF 4
KSEMPSIS BREAKS RECORD (HOFFMAN)
*SAFETY PROMPTS SOLBERG'S CLOSURE
PLANT GENE MAY HELP REDUCE SOME GROWTH
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES
AMIOTTE OFFERS ADV1CE--WH1LE LISTENING TO PILES OF C
kROCK 'N' ROLL IS NOT DEAD (AMIOTTE)
RITTER BOUNCES BACK (AMIOTTE)
XCOLUMNIST REVEALS HER CURRENT LIFE SOUNDT (CONNERS)
XAMIOTTE SHARES IDEAS ON SOUL COUGHING'S ALBUM
XMAVERICK RECORDING ARTIST JUDE PAINTS WITH MUSIC
KPJ HARVEY--GODDESS OF ROMANTICISM
DIRECTOR PRODUCES CD NOT COMPARABLE TO TOP 40
SEE SD
SEE KOREA SOUTH
KSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME S CHAN
KDISCO FEVER!
KMEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
kSPARK, WILLIAMS TO LEAD STUDENTS (MARSH)
39% OF VOTE GETS SA PRESIDENTIAL SEAT (BROOKS)
KJACK of all TRADES--SA PRESIDENT KEEPS BUSY
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL
TOASTMASTERS INDUCTS NEW MEMBERS (HARRELSON)
CLUB TEACHES SKILLS
¥^IIPFR-^TAR
XTOOTIN' THEIR,OWN HORNS
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
*ROTC DOMINATES SPORTS FESTIVAL (TUPPER)
*THE BEST OF SPORTS IN '98 (CONRAD)
SEE ALSO NICKNAMES, MASCOT
SEE ALSO WEATHER
KSPRING FEVER STRIKES (CURRIE-OLSON)
*CAMPUS CATHOLICS TO TRAVEL
XSPRING FEVER HOLDS US HOSTAGE (KOCER)
STUDENTS BUILD FOR A BETTER SOCIETY (TALSMA)
KSTUDENTS USE MANY SKILLS IN DC (TALSMA)
96STUDENTS RAISE THE HOUSE IN MEXICO (SCHALLER)
SPRING FLING AIMS TOWARD MOUNTAIN TOP (TALSMA)
XROCK CLIMBING .
RAIN DAMPERS ON SPRING FLING (TALSMA)
XSTUDENTS FIND RELIEF AT END OF THE YEAR (CHOLIK)
HONORABLE CHEMISTS SPEAK ON CAMPUS (DALY)
KNUMBERS PLAY CRITICAL ROLE IN SPORTS, SCHOOL
XSOLSTICE BOWS OUT OF MUSIC BUSINESS AT 4TH ANNUAL B
XART DEPT. FACULTY EXHIBITION ON DISPLAY
COMPOSER, CLARINETIST DUO PERFORM ELECTRONIC MUSIC
XSTEREOTYPES EVIDENT AMONG SD STUDENTS (WOODARD)
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STEREOTYPES
STIEGELMEIER JOHN
STOEBNER ANDY
STOREY EDGAR
STORYTELLING
STOVALL, JENNIFER
STRAUB RON
STRESS
STROMSNESS- ANDY
STROMSNESS ERIC
STUBBLES RUSSELL
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT AFFAIRS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
ll/OA/1998
3/03/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
10/14/1998
2/02/2000
4/12/2000
9/23/1998
11/24/1999
2/09/2000
1/13/1999
2/16/2000
3/29/2000
9/23/1998
10/14/1998
10/20/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
12/08/1999
1/26/2000
A023
A072
AO 36
A03I
A031
AOll
A061
AO II
A051
A042
A074
A052
A042
AlOl
A132
A051
AO 35
AOll
A023
A016
A015
STUDENT AID
STUDENT FEDERATION 9/30/1998
10/14/1998
A015
AO 15
STEREOTYPES OFTEN MISLEADING (L)
*DEAN ADDRESSES DIVERSITY--DR FRANKLIN ADVISES
^OFFENSIVE JOKES, NOT SO FUNNY (WOODARD)
^PERCEPTIONS CAN BE DECEIVING (TORRENCE)
REDNECKS & RODEOS S PUMPKINS, OH MY (AHLBORN)
*ALL SMILES
XSELLING THE PROGRAM (HOFFMAN)
^ENGINEERING STUDENTS ADVANCE TO INTERNATIONAL CONTE
SDSU FOUNDATION APPOINTS NEW LEADERS
XSTORYTELLING PART OF SIOUX TRADITION (NELSON, DOBBS
STOVALL SETS PACE FOR TRACKSTERS
FULL-TIME STUDENT BALANCES A FULL-TIME (NIEDERMYER)
*MIDTERMS MAIN STRESSOR FOR STUDENTS (GRIFFITH)
*KSDJ ON THE AIR (SANKEY) '
*KSDJ BOASTS 2 UNIQUE EXPERIENCED DISC JOCKEYS
PROFESSOR AND ALUMNUS VOLUNTEER IN KAZAKHSTAN
XPARADIS ENCOURAGES ALL STUDENTS TO GET INVOLVED
TOMLINSON TO LEAVE SDSU FOR WISCONSIN (SCHAEFER)
*TOMLINSON KEPT ALL HIS PROMISES TO STUDENTS
DEAN POSITION OPEN (REZAC)
MARYSZ RAMES FILLS DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS POSITION
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
FOUBERG QUESTIONS SA'S ROLE IN FEDERATION
SA PULLS AWAY FROM STUDENT FEDERATION
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES
DEAN EXPLAINS NEW FEE ADDED TO INITIAL PAYMENTS
FINAL FEES PROCESS MODIFIED (REZAC)
MAKE FEES WORK FOR STUDENTS (ED)
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ON CAMPUS FADING OUT
KINVOLVE YOURSELF IN SDSU ACTIVITIES (PARADIS) ,
SA HELPS CLUBS WITH MEMBERS SKILLS (SANKEY)
SA--MONEY IS DISTRIBUTED TO CAMPUS CLUBS
SA DENIES MORMON CLUB (SANKEY)
SEE SA-SENATE
SEE ALSO STUDENT CENTER
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
icHOW TO SURVIVE LIFE--JAMES MALINCHAK GIVES (NELSON)
XSTUDENT APATHY PREVAILS DURING CELEBRATION
K"FITTING IN^^ PLAYS CRUCIAL ROLE IN LIFE
PAY ATTENTION TO BR00KIN6S ISSUES (ED)
XKOCER DEFENDS STUDENTS
XSTUDENT WINS CHANCE TO BE DEAN FOR A DAY (NELSON)
DEAN NICHOLS TRADES PLACES WITH STUDENT
KFOUBERG OFFERS ADVICE
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS KEEP ON LEARNING (REZAC)
^OPPORTUNITY RESULTS IN MANY DECISIONS (KOCER)
XKOCER WELCOMES END OF SCHOOL
PRESIDENT ELLIOTT COMMENDS SDSU STUDENTS (SANKEY)
XSTUDENTS ABLE TO QUESTION GOV BILL JANKLOW (MARSH)
STUDENTS--EXPLORE AMERICA'S UNIVERSITIES (REZAC)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TASTE U.S. LIFESTYLE (CHOLIK)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
KSWCC PRESIDENT EARNS DEGREE--2ND NATIVE AMERICAN TO
STUDENTS INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT (FAGAN)
ACCIDENT UPDATE (FAGAN)
SDSU GAINS MOST STATE HIGH SCHOOL AP CREDITS
SEE SA
EXPERT.GIVES ADVICE FOR SUCCESSFUL STUDY HABITS
JfCOLUMNIST" FACES MANY MATH CLASS FRUSTRATIONS
STUDENTS SHARE STUDY HABITS (WOODARD)
xKOCER REFUSES TO WRITE ABOUT EXAMS
KWHERE IS YOUR BEST STUDYING DONE? (EIDEM)
STUDENTS--MANY OPPORTUNITIES TO GET FREE SNACKS
KWABBIT OF THE WEEK--STURM KILLS FOR JACKS
SEE FASHION
SEE ALSO: WEATHER
kkocer welcomes end of school
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
SEE PRAIRIE REPERTORY
GLUTAMINE STUDIED AT SDSU (TUPPER)
XTEACHERS HELP WITH NUTRITION IN BOLIVIA (NELSON)
NEW COLLEGE TO BE OFFERED ON CAMPUS (ROBINSON)
KSWIMMING IN FRESH WATER
SWIM TEAMS FINISH STRONG AT MAVERICK PENTATHLON
XPOLLARD LEADS JACKS SWIM TEAM (LINDHOLM)
SWIMMERS IMPROVE TIMES (LINDHOLM)
KSMOOTH SAILING
SWIM TEAM RECORDS BROKEN DESPITE TEAM LOSS
STUDENT FEES
STUDENT ORGANIZATI
STUDENT SENATE
STUDENT UNION
STUDENTS
STUDENTS COLLEGE
STUDENTS EXCHANGE
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS GRADUATE
STUDENTS HG SCH
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
STUDY SKILLS
STURM SHAUNA
STYLE SHOW
SUMMER
SUMMER JOB
SUMMER REPERTORY
SUPPLEMENTS
SWANSON MARILYN
SWEDLUND HARRIET
SWIMMING
9/09/1998
9/23/1998
2/10/1999
12/09/1998
9/29/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
12/15/1999
9/09/1998
9/23/1998
10/28/1998
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
3/24/1999
4/07/1999
4/14/1999
4/28/1999
11/03/1999
5/03/2000
11/24/1999
4/19/2000
12/15/1999
3/22/2000
5/03/2000
11/18/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
11/04/1998
11/24/1999
12/15/1999
10/28/1998
A014
A014
A021
A052
A036
A046
A042
A015
A071
A043
A036
A021
A034
A052
A055
A023
AOll
A033
A023
A061
AO 13
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
AO 16
A021
A081
A081
A084
A035
A042
A042
AO 95
4/28/1999 A023
10/07/1998
10/07/1998
9/29/1999
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12-/09/1998
A103
AO 52
A042
AlOl
A115
A084
A115
A081
AO 91
' ^
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SWIMMING
SWITZER JERRY
SYMPHONY CIVIC
SYRSTAD ANDY
TAE KWON DO
TALAMANTEZ INEZ
TALLMON JIM
TARGET SHOOTING
TAXATION-SD
TAYLOR KATHLEEN
TEACHERS
TEACHING
TECHNICAL EDUCATIO
TECHNOLOGY
TELEPHONES
TELEVISION
TENNIS
TENNYSON LARRY
TEPLEY ALISSA
TESTS EDUCATIONAL
TEXTBOOKS
THANKSGIVING
THEATER
THEFTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/20/1999 A081 SWIM TEAMS SWIM STRONG AT BUENA VISTA UNIVERSITY
2/03/1999 A091 *GLIDES THROUGH THE WATER
2/03/1999 A113 LACK OF DIVERS,SINKS THE JACKS (PASSICK)
2/10/1999 Alll XSWIMMERS VALUE TEAMWORK (PASSICK)
2/17/1999 A105 SWIMMERS PREPARE FOR NCC (PASSICK)
2/29/1999 A091 SWIMMERS BREAK 6 SCHOOL RECORDS AT NCC (PASSICK)
3/29/1999 A105 MEREDITH SWIMS AT NATIONALS (PASSICK)
10/20/1999 A089 SWIMMERS BRING HIGH HOPES INTO NEW SEASON
10/27/1999 A091 *SWIM TEAMS SPLIT WITH UND (WERKMEISTER)
11/03/1999 A073 DOME SWIMMING PROVES DIFFICULT (WERKMEISTER)
11/10/1999 A081 JACKS SWIM PAST BUENA VISTA TEAM (WERKMEISTER)
11/17/1999 A075 WOMEN SWIMMERS DROP 2 MEETS TO NEBRASKA SCHOOLS
11/29/1999 A071 kMEN DOMINATE BUENA VISTA IN WEEKEND SWIMMING
12/08/1999 A051 SWIMMERS POST FASTER TIMES (WERKMEISTER)
12/15/1999 A061 POLLARD SWIMS TO SCHOOL RECORD IN 90D-YARD MEDLEY
12/15/1999 A069 SWIMMERS TO LEAVE SD COLD FOR WARMTH OF FLORIDA SUN
2/02/2000 AG61 kFATHER-SON DUO LEADS JACKS (WERKMEISTER)
2/02/2000 A073 SWIM TEAM HOSTS DUALS
2/16/2000 A071 KSWIM TEAM HEADS NORTH (WERKMEISTER)
2/23/2000 A082 *SWIM TEAM ENDS SEASON WITH STRONG PERFORMANCE
10/13/1999 A015 HATE CRIMES--A DISCUSSION (MARSH)
10/20/1999 A092 JERRY SWITZER CAPTIVATED AUDIENCES (TALSMA)
SEE CIVIC SYMPHONY
9/19/1999 A092 KMEN SEEK GLORY, STRUT THEIR STUFF FOR CHAR (REISCH)
3/31/1999 A092 kTAE KWON DO MEMBERS LEAVE THEIR MARK (FAGAN)
2/10/1999 A092 *AMERICAN INDIAN HISTORY AND CULTURE CONFERENCE
2/29/1999 A132 MANY SEEK TO DEFINE NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
11/29/1999 A031 TEACHING MORALS BADLY HAS CONSEQUENCES (TALLMON)
2/17/1999 A092 kSTUDENT BECOMES JUNIOR OLYMPIC HOPEFUL (STRASBURG)
SEE ALSO PROPERTY TAX, INCOME TAX, SALES TAX, ETC.
AUTHOR KATHLEEN TAYLOR TO SPEAK
SEE ALSO FACULTY, NAMES OF TEACHERS
1/26/2000 A023 kWHERE DOES OUR MONEY GO? (CURRIE-OLSON)
9/30/1998 A135 JtLIFE "DOWN UNDER" BOASTS DIFFERENCES
SEE EDUCATION TECH
10/28/1998 A092 NEW RESEARCH PROJECT MAY HELP FARMERS (OLSON)
12/09/1998 AOll BOR TO EXPAND TECHNOLOGY
12/09/1998 A025 MORE THAN 50 JANKLOW FACULTY GRANTS AWARDED
1/20/1999 A021 ONLINE COURSES MARK POOR MOVE (ED)
9/22/1999 AOn NEW TECHNOLOGY FORUMS OFFER FACULTY, STUDENTS CHANCE
9/29/1999 A031 PRIORITIES HARD TO DEFINE SOMETIMES--BUT NOT THIS
10/06/1999 AOll FUNDS NEEDED FOR TECHNOLOGY (DOBBS)
10/06/1999 A0<t9.OVERFLOWING ROOMS EXPLODE WITH TECHNOLOGY (MARSH)
2/02/2000 A051 HOGAN NAMED CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (GRIFFITH)
2/16/2000 A013 SA GETS SNEAK PEEK INTO SDSU'S TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
A/05/2000 A015 SDSU GETS MONEY TO UPGRADE (MARSH)
5/03/2000 A021 TECHNOLOGY "ADVANCEMENTS" (ED)
9/15/1999 A0A2 *NEW PHONES INCREASE SECURITY (EIDEM)
A/05/2000 A042 KCALLS PLAGUE POLICE (NELSEN)
A/12/2000 AOll EMERGENCY CALL BOXES STILL HELPFUL (MARSH)
9/30/1998 A071 3fIS "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE" ENTERTAINING? (CONNERS)
9/29/1999 A095 xWABBIT WOES (HARRELSON)
10/06/1999 A061 TENNIS COURTS CRUMPLE ON CAMPUS (DALY & SCHAEFER)
A/05/2000 A081 xJACKS GET SWEEP
A/12/2000 A07A TENNIS TEAMS PLAY THREE HOME DUALS
A/19/2000 A06A 3fJACK OF ALL TRADES--SA PRESIDENT KEEPS BUSY
5/03/2000 A095 xSMACK
1/26/2000 A0A2 96TENNYSON, RETIRED FACULTY, DIES AT 63 (LINGBECK)
2/09/2000 A062 VOLLEYBALL TEAM SIGNS 3 STANDOUTS (MCINNES)
9/09/1998 A023 *CAAP FAILS TO MEASURE ABILITY
10/1A/1998 A02I PHARMACY, NURSING GRADS SCORE ON CERTIFICATION
ll/OA/1998 AOAA NEW CHANGES ADDED TO PROFICIENCY EXAMS
12/09/1998 AOll DEAN EXPLAINS CHANGES
3/03/1999 A0A5 PROFICIENCY EXAM NEEDED FOR SOPHOMORES (NELSON)
3/31/1999 A021 UNIVERSITY SHOULD RESCHEDULE EXAMS (ED)
A/28/1999 AOll STUDENTS GET READY FOR FINALS (REZAC)
11/10/1999 A0A2 PROFICIENCY EXAM TO APPROACH 3RD-YEAR STUDENTS
12/15/1999 A015 FINALS WEEK NOT A MAJOR STRESS (MARSH)
2/16/2000 A0A2 *MIDTERMS MAIN STRESSOR FOR STUDENTS (GRIFFITH)
5/03/2000 A05A SA OKS 'DEAD WEEK'--NO TESTS, QUIZZES (BROOKS)
SEE ALSO BOOKS
9/30/1998 A123 BUYING BOOKS PROVES DISAPPOINTING (L)
9/15/1999 A061 SAVE MONEY--BUY TEXTS ON THE WEB (DALY)
11/17/1999 A023 THANKSGIVING IS -- (BRANDNER)
SEE ALSO DRAMA
10/28/1998 A031 MISSING TREE STAND MAKES READER "SICK" (L)
1/13/1999 A023 MISSING SANTA SPOILS HOLIDAYS (L)
A/07/1999 A02A CITIZEN RECOVERS MISSING SANTA (L)
11/18/1998 A131
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THEFTS
THOMAS DAVE
THOMAS HELEN
THOMAS WILLIAM
THOMPSON JOLENE
THREE IRONS VALERI
THUNE JOHN
THURMAN WADE
THURY LANCE
TICKETS
TICKS
TIME
TOASTMASTERS
TOBACCO
TOBIN SHAWN
TOLERANCE
TOMLINSON BOB
TORNADOES
TORRENCE MICHAEL
TRACK TEAM
TRADITIONS
TRAFFIC ,
TRAILS
TRANSCRIPTS
TRANSFER STUDENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A023
A081
AOll
AOll
A045
A062
A062
AOll
AOll
A052
A085
A042
A031
A131
AO 23
A025
AOll
A054
.A045
A081
A122
A023
A032
AlOl
AO14
A052
AOll
A023
A131
AOll
A042
A031
A031
A031
A031
A031
A031
A023
AO 23
AO 23
A023
A023
A023
A023
A023
A073
A091
A091
AlOl
AlOl
AlOl
AlOl
A093
AlOl
A125
A091
AlOl
Alll
A103
A052
A075
A074
A074
A091
A081
A074
A062
AO 71
A065
A091
A045
A012
3/01/2000
10/06/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
3/01/20OO
3/29/2000
10/27/1999
3/24/1999
2/16/2000.
4/28/1999
2/23/2000
11/03/1999
9/15/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
4/19/2000
4/14/1999
10/13/1999
2/09/2000
10/14/1998
11/18/1998
2/10/1999
11/17/1999
4/12/2000
9/09/1998
4/21/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
10/27/1999
9/30/1998
4/12/2000
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
4/05/2000
4/19/2000
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
3/24/1999
3/31/1999
3/31/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
12/15/1999
1/26/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
4/05/2000
4/12/2000
4/12/2000
4/19/2000
12/02/1998
12/15/1999
3/29/2000
4/28/1999 AOll
*THE DAY I LOST MORE THAN MY PURSE (WOODARD)
^CONGRATULATIONS...
SENIOR CORRESPONDENT HELEN THOMAS TO VISIT CAMPUS
*HELEN THOMAS TELLS OF HER RINGSIDE SEAT CWOODARD)
CARE OF ELDERLY CONCERN FOR ALL (NELSON, GRIFFITH)
^WOMEN'S RODEO TEAM CAN COUNT ON SDSU BARREL RACER
STUDENTS CAN 'CONSIDER THE CENTURY* (MARSH)
XTHUNE SPEAKS
kjackrabbit fan?
STUDENTS PLACE 3RD IN "WORLD SERIES OF ADVERTISING"
*LAST CHANCE FOR LANCE (POLLARD) (
SEE TRAFFIC POLICE
DEER TICKS BECOMING MORE PREVALENT IN SD
XCOLUMNIST CONSTRUCTS TYME WITH BUILDING BLOX
KIT'S ABOUT TIME (HARRELSON)
KSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME--PART
DON'T RUSH, EVEN WHEN YOU'RE IN A HURRY (L)
TOASTMASTERS INDUCTS NEW MEMBERS (HARRELSON)
TOASTMASTERS EXPLODE ON CAMPUS (LINGBECK)
CLUB TEACHES SKILLS
kCHEWINGGUM IT'S NOT (WOODARD)
KTOBIN ENJOYS BROADCASTING COUNTRY DISCS
SEE ALSO VIEWPOINTS
COMMUNITY NEEDS TO KNOW ADMINISTRATION'S STANCE (L)
WHAT DOES "OPEN-MINDED" REALLY MEAN? (L)
CLOSE YOUR MIND (SANKEY)
DEAN EXPLAINS NEW FEE ADDED TO INITIAL PAYMENTS
KENJOYING THE MUSIC
TOMLINSON TO LEAVE SDSU FOR WISCONSIN (SCHAEFER)
KTOMLINSON KEPT ALL HIS PROMISES TO STUDENTS
KTHE MEASURE OF A MAN (HARRELSON)
EDITOR SAYS COVERING SPENCER TORNADO A CHALLENGE
NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE FOR SUMMER STORMS
KCOLUMNIST CONSTRUCTS TYME WITH BUILDING BLOX
KBEAUTY IS IN EVERYTHING, EVEN YOU (TORRENCE)
KPERCEPTIONS CAN BE DECEIVING (TORRENCE)
KSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME
kSUCK the marrow out of life (TORRENCE)
KSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME 8 CHAN
kSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE, TIME--PART
KSTOICALLY CONTEMPLATING SILENCE, SPACE--THE END
KBOTTLED WATER--HERE, THERE 8 EVERYWHERE (TORRENCE)
KFEBRUARY, A MONTH OF MANY COLORS (TORRENCE)
KLOVE VERSUS ATTRACTION (TORRENCE)
KRACE UP HILL IN MOLASSES (TORRENCE)
KMULTICULTURALISM--DIVERSITY VS HIGHER ED (TORRENCE)
^QUESTIONS NOT YET ANSWERED IN FULL (TORRENCE)
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
TRACK TEAM PREPARES FOR INDOOR SEASON (MEYER)
KSDSU TRACK TEAM CROSSES FINISH LINE 1ST IN 18 EVENT
kTRACK team RUNNING 8 THROWING RECORDS BROKEN
kBOSANKO, FISHER, FRIES LEAD TRACK TEAM TO SECOND
kWOMEN'S track team BRINGS HOME TOP FINISHES
NMCKEOWN, SMITH BRING HOME THE GOLD (MEYER)
KFINISH LINE IN SIGHT FOR THE JACKS (MEYER)
KFISCHER-SHATTERS SHOT PUT RECORD, TRACK TEAM TO NAT
KINDOOR SEASON ENDS WITH TOP PERFORMANCES (MEYER)
BURROW WINS THE MILE (TUPPER)
RECORD SETTING DAY BRINGS HOME 1ST PLACE FINISHES
WOLKOW BALANCES FAMILY, SCHOOL AND TRACK (TUPPER)
KFISCHER, TUTTLE CAPTURE FIRST PLACE--SIOUX RELAYS
kTRACK team places HIGH AT DRAKE RELAYS (CONRAD)
KINDSCHI QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (VANDERWERFF)
SDSU TRACKSTER EARNS SECOND AT IOWA STATE
STOVALL SETS PACE FOR TRACKSTERS
SMITH LEADS JACKRABBIT TRACK TEAM LAST WEEKEND
JACKS POST 3 TITLE WINNERS AT NCC MEET
TRACKSTERS FINISH INDOOR SEASON AT NATIONAL MEET
KTRACKSTERS OPEN WITH HOME DUAL (HOFFMAN)
KBREAkING THE RECORDS--W0LKOW (POLLARD)
BURROW, WOOLLEY WIN TITLES AT HUSKER OPEN
THREE JACKS WIN TITLES AT SIOUX CITY RELAYS
TRADITIONS CHANGE AS LIFE CHANGES (UMIKER)
HOLIDAYS BRING MANY TRADITIONS (TALSMA)
PHYSICAL PLANT ANALYZES TRAFFIC PATTERNS (DOBBS)
SEE RECREATION TRAILS
STUDENTS TO ACCESS FINAL GRADES OVER TELEPHONE
SEE STUDENTS TRANSFER
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TRASH
TRAVEL
TREES
TREND 86
TRUTH
TSUKAMOTO DANIEL
TUCKER LEWIS
TUITION
TUPER KAREN
TUPPER SETH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
TUTTLE JASON
TUTTLE JENNIFER
UCEC
UITS
UNDERWOOD SCOTT
UNEMPLOYMENT
UNICYCLING
UNITED WAV
UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITY NEIGHBO
UNIVERSITY OF AKRO
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
9/09/1998 AGIA
lO/lA/1998 AG13
SEE REFUSE S REF DISP
10/21/1998 AlOl *FAMILY VACATION TREATS COLUMNIST TO WILD WILD WEST
A/07/1999 A031 *OVERLAND INDULGES IN BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY
A/07/1999 A012 *TREE CLIMBING
A/07/1999 A0A2 *JUST HANGING OUT . ,
12/02/1998 A131 TRENDSETTERS GET A TREAT—LOCAL BAND TREND 86
10/21/1998 AOAl COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS SHARES COMMON GOAL
1/20/1999 A062 SENIOR RECITAL REPRESENTS A YEARS OF DEDICATION
3/01/2000 AlOl XA ONE-BROTHER SHOW (CHOLIK)
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
1/20/1999 AOll *REGENTS' STUDY COMPARES REGIONAL EDUCATION COSTS
2/03/1999 A033 KREGENTS SHOULD DETERMINE TUITION (FOUBERG)
2/10/1999 A013 SA OPPOSES PROPOSED TUITION BILL (RE2AC)
3/2A/1999 AOll SA DISCUSSES TUITION HIKE (HARRELSON)
11/10/1999 AOll BOARD OF REGENTS MAY DECIDE TO LOWER OUT-OF-STATE
3/29/2000 A013 TUITION--SDSU SEES ANOTHER INCREASE (DOBBS)
A/05/2000 A023 XWHERE DOES ALL THE MONEY GO? (CURRIE-OLSON)
5/03/2000 AOll STUDENTS CAN SAVE MONEY ON DEBT-FREE PLAN
1/27/1999 AOAl kGOTCHA
9/22/1999 A071 *PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING--STUPID (TUPPER)
10/13/1999 A071 *HUNTERS TAKE HEED (TUPPER)
11/03/1999 A081 *DEAD BIRDS, BARE BUTTS S PROFANITY (TUPPER)
12/08/1999 A061 *RULES ARE RULES (UNTIL OUR HEROES BREAK THEM)
12/15/1999 A051 *BORED? COME BACK THE JACKS (TUPPER)
A/19/2000 A061 xONE TWINS FAN'S SAD RAMBLINGS (TUPPER)
A/21/1999 Alll XFISCHER, TUTTLE CAPTURE FIRST PLACE--SIOUX RELAYS
A/05/2000 A07A XTRACKSTERS OPEN WITH HOME DUAL (HOFFMAN)
2/09/2000 A062 VOLLEYBALL TEAM SIGNS 3 STANDOUTS (MCINNES)
I SEE CULT-ENTERTAIN COM
SEE UNIVERSITY/INDUSTR
COACH ACCUSES ATHLETIC DIRECTOR OF WRONG (NIEDERMYER
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
A/28/1999 A05A UNICYCLING S JUGGLING FIND THEIR WAY TO CAMPUS
9/22/1999 A0A2 UNITED WAY SET TO RAISE $300,000 FOR NON-PROFIT
9/29/1999 A061 XSTARTING A GOAL
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
SEE UNAC
ELLIOTT SUES FORMER SCHOOL (NIEDERMYER)
SEE USD
9/30/1998 A061 SUCCESS AT JACK'S PLACE--UPC'S 1ST OPEN MIC NIGHT
10/07/1998 AOll XUPC MANNEQUIN MISSING LEFT ARM (NIEDERMYER)
11/18/1998 A122 UPC ARTS PRESENTS BROOKS-KORN EXHIBIT
12/09/1998 A015 SA FUNDS CAMPUS GROUPS AT MEETING
3/2A/1999 AOll SUGAR RAY, ORGY TO PLAY SDSU--UPC BRINGS BANDS
3/2A/1999 A021 MAJOR CONCERT CURES FRUSTRATION (ED)
A/07/1999 A023 KRENZ COMMENDS UPC ON CONCERT (L)
9/22/1999 A105 UPC PREPARED TO ENTERTAIN STUDENTS (KNIEP)
2/16/2000 A051 UPC KEEPS CAMPUS ENTERTAINED, INFORMED (LINGBECK)
3/22/2000 A055 $15,000 MARKED FOR SPEAKER'S FUND (HARRELSON)
SEE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
10/07/1998 A031 IN-STATE RIVALRY REPRESENTS CRUEL, GOOD (ED)
3/29/2000 A013 VOLANTE LOSES EDITORS TO ETHICAL VIOLATIONS (TUPPER)
10/07/1998 A051 FACULTY MEMBERS USE NEW TOOLS
2/10/1999 A051 XVALENTINE'S DAY (TALSMA)
2/09/2000 A09A FROM YOUR VALENTINE--THE LEGEND BEHIND THE SENTIMENT
12/08/1999 AO16 DEAN POSITION OPEN (REZAC)
2/2A/1999 AOll xECLIPSE
A/28/1999 A023 xPOWER IN BLOOD--LITTLETON MIRRORS VIOLENT VALUES
12/09/1998 A051 ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA ELECTS NATIONAL MEMBER
A/12/2000 AOll XENGINEERING STUDENTS ADVANCE TO INTERNATIONAL CONTE
11/2A/1999 A105 xSOLO
ll/OA/1998 A013 XHURTS SO GOOD
11/18/1998 AOAl *"THE BODY" WINS POLITICAL BELT (NIEDERMYER)
3/03/1999 A07A MUSEUM RENOVATIONS CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
3/01/2000 A081 XJACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
11/18/1998 A063 VETERANS REMEMBERED IN 2A-H0UR VIGIL (OLSON)
11/17/1999 A051 VETERANS VIGIL LIGHTS UP BROOKINGS SKY (DALY)
9/09/1998 A051 ANIMAL SCIENCE GROUNDBREAKING ON SEPT 18
9/16/1998 A052 VET SCIENCE ANIMAL LAB TO START GROUNDBREAKING
12/09/1998 A051 HEAD OF VET SCIENCE DEPARTMENT NAMED
ll/OA/1998 AlAl XTHEATRE DEPT GRASPS COMPLEXITY OF "CRUCIBLE"
12/09/1998 A122 XMUSICAL MYSTERY EDWIN DROOD SURPRISINGLY DIFFERENT
10/20/1999 Alll XTEAMWORK
2/16/2000 A091 xGAMES TAKE STUDENTS' TIME, MONEY CAPTIVE
SEE LOTTERY, GAMBLING
1/13/1999 AOAl VIKINGS FANS NEED TO TAKE IT EASY (OVERLAND)
A/12/2000 A061 XBEING A VIKINGS FAN ISN'T CHEAP (HOFFMAN)
A/12/2000 AOll XENGINEERING STUDENTS ADVANCE TO INTERNATIONAL CONTE
UPC
USD
UTECHT RON
VALENTINE'S DAY
VALERIO VANCE
VALNES TONY
VALUES
VANDEVER JAN
VANDUYN KELLY
VANSICKLE KORY
VANZEE RACHEL
VENTURA JESSE
VERSCHOOR LYNN
VESKRNA AARON
VETERANS DAY
VETERINARY SCIENCE
VETTER MOLLY
VIDEO GAMES
VIDEO LOTTERY
VIKINGS
VINING CODY
AO -
SUBJECT
VINSON JUDITH
VIOLENCE
VISITATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A023
AG23
A021
A023
A023
AOll
A121
A031
4/12/2000
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
4/28/1999
10/20/1999
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
9/22/1999
VISUAL ARTS
VLTEGER KENT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATI
VOLLEYBALL
9/23/1998 A084
9/09/1998
9/09/1998
9/16/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/23/1998
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
9/30/1998
10/07/1998
10/07/1998
10/14/1998
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
11/04/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
2/03/1999
9/15/1999
9/22/1999
9/29/1999
10/06/1999
10/13/1999
10/20/1999
10/27/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
2/09/2000
4/19/2000
11/18/1998
2/09/2000
4/12/2000
4/19/2000
4/07/1999
10/21/1998
10/21/1998
10/28/1998
10/28/1998
2/02/2000
2/23/2000
A081
A082
A114
A024
AG92
A121
A125
A092
Alll
Alls
A092
A123
A105
A112
A112
A075
A081
A095
AOll
A073
A091
A073
A095
AlOl
A071
A072
AlOl
A084
A075
A075
A103
A073
A083
A061
A062
A062
A061
A042
A021
A051
A012
AOll
A015
A012
A035
A023
A021
VINSON ANSWERS QUESTIONS .
*WHY DO WE HAVE TO DO SOMETHING? (GLASS)
GUN CONTROL CAN PREVENT KILLINGS (ED)
aePOWER IN BL00D--L1TTLET0N MIRRORS VIOLENT VALUES
XLOVE--THE CURE FOR AGGRESSION (CURRIE-OLSON)
^VISITATION POLICY CHANGED (REZAC)
STUDENTS DESERVE RIGHT TO CHOOSE VISITATION PLAN (ED
YOUR STUDENT FEE DOLLARS AT WORK
SEE ALSO ART
XHOMEWORK HORRORS
VOLLEYBALL^TEAM°PROVES TO BE UNSTOPPABLE (CONRAD)
KVOLLEYBALL TEAM SWEEPS BURGER KING CLASSIC (CONRAD)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM STRUGGLES (CONRAD)
knetters for the setters
KVOLLEYBALL TEAM DOMINATES NCC RIVALS (CONRAD)
SDSU SETTER JULIE NIHART GOES DOWN IN; HISTORY
kwabbit of the week ^
VOLLEYBALL TEAM STAYS ON TOP (CONRAD)
EBNET IS KEY PART OF THE JACKS' 12-3 WINS
kWABBIT of THE WEEK
kVOLLEYBALL team SWEEPS NCC RIVALS 6-0
RATH LEADS THE TEAM TO SUCCESS--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
kVOLLEYBALL team PREPARES FOR NCC RIVALS
VOLLEYBALL TEAM DEFEATS NCC (CONRAD)
VOLLEYBALL JACKS FACTS
FILL THE HOUSE, BREAK THE RECORD (CONRAD)
kVOLLEYBALL^TEAM^BREAKS record, dominates COURT
*VOLLEYBALL MOVES TO REGIONAL PLAY (CONRAD)
AUGUSTANA KILLS SDSU IN 1ST ROUND OF REGIONAL PLAYOF
RATH NAMED FIRST EVER FIRST-TEAM VOLLEYBALL ALL-AMER
STORM SIJFFERS SETBACK-MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM FALLS
VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS ENJOY EARLY SUCCESS (WERKMEISTER)
kVOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS 3 HOME MATCHES (WERKMEISTER)
VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS BEAT 2 NCC FOES ^ „
VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS AGAIN, MOVES TO 15-2
*VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS BEAT RANKED TEAMS (WERKMEISTER)
*VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS HOST UND, NDSU (WERKMEISTER)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS 2, BUT FALLS TO MORNINGSIDE
*VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS FINAL 2 HOME MATCHES
VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS FALL TO #5 NDSU (TUPPER)
JfVOLLEYBALL PLAYERS EARN END-OF-SEASON HONORS
VOLLEYBALL TEAM SIGNS 3 STANDOUTS (MCINNES)
ksprinG season wraps up for volleyball team
BROOKINGS VOLUNTEER SERVICE SEEKING VOLUNTEERS
student VOLUNTEERS MENTOR, TUTOR, IN SCHOOLS
SPEAKING OUT IS CRUCIAL (ED)
VOLUNTEERS INTERACT WITH COMMUNITY (GRIFFITH)
LOCAL VOTERs'̂ WlLL FACE BIG ISSUES (NIEDERMYER)
VOTING SHOULD BE PRIORITY FOR STUDENTS, SA SAYS
ELECTION PROCESS EVOKES MIXED REACTIONS (REZAC)
READER-URGES STUDENTS TO VOTE (L)
KLOSE THE APATHY, GET OUT AND VOTE (CURRIE-OLSON)
USE YOUR VOICE (ED)
SEE POWWOW
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO CHILDREN (WADE)
CHRISTMAS, A TIME TO CREATE OWN TRADITIONS (WADE)
GOD IS BIGGER THAN STRESS (WADE)
*DEE-FENSE!
JACKRABBIT EDITOR HIRED
WAGNER HOSPITALIZED AFTER AUTO ACCIDENT
SA FUNDS CAMPUS GROUPS AT MEETING
*LOCAL BUSINESSES FEELING IMPACT OF RETURNING STUDEN
SEVERAL HONORED AT 50TH ANNUAL BUFFALO BANQUET
JtSTEREOTYPES EVIDENT AMONG SD STUDENTS (WOODARD)
SENIORS SHARE MEMORIES (CODY)
ALUMNUS SEEKS BETTER LIFE FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
*IN YOUR FACE
KA CROWNING EVENT (SANKEY)
^5g??L^E'aA?iS^-5°ES'ErrH^g^ 8 EVERYWHERE (TORRENCE)
kWATSON SINKS 16-FOOf BUZZER BEATER, INSURES WIN
kWATSON sinks one, JACKRABBITS win (CODY)
SENIORS SHARE MEMORIES (CODY)
VOLUNTEERS
VOSSBERG SHANE
VOTING
WACIPI
UADE KATIE
WADSWORTH TARA
WAGES JENNIFER
WAGNER ROBERT
WAITT
WAL-MART
WALD ERIC
WALDER CASSIE
WALKER CASEY
WAR BONNETT ARTHUR
WARD ERIC
WARD RACHEL
WARRINGTON JASON
WATER
WATSON TURK
10/13/1999
12/08/1999
4/05/2000
12/15/1999
9/23/1998
1/27/1999
12/09/1998
9/09/1998
11/18/1998
10/21/1998
2/24/1999
10/14/1998
4/28/1999
3/01/2000
1/13/1999
2/02/2000
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
A031
A023
A025
A064
A024
AOll
A015
A052
A054
AlOl
All 3
AO 52
A052
AlOl
A051
A023
A093
A105
A113
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WEATHER-BR
WEATHER-SD
wEcota hall
WEDENEYER LANG
UEIR BENJAMIN
WEISBROD CARA
WELLNESS
WELLNESS CENTER
UERMEDAL DOUG
WEST GEORGE
WEST MATTHEW
WHALLEY MARTIN
WHIRLWIND SOLDIER
WHITE MILDRED
WHITEHEAD LOUIS
WICKMAN CHAD
WICKS ELLI
WICKS ZENO
V
WIEMAN JANA
WIEMAN SONYA
WILDLIFE
WILLIAMS ELIZABETH
WILLIAMS TAMME
WINQUIST CRAIG
WINTER
WIRT ADAM
WISNESS LEVI
WOLKOW NOLAN
WOMEN
WOMEN'S HISTORY
WOdDARD CHARLES
WOODARD HOWARD
WOODARD LAURA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/18/1998 A033 BUILDINGS SHOULD REMAIN OPEN (L)
11/18/1998 A0A5 JfWINTER RETURNS TO SDSU, PROVIDES INTERESTING TIME
1/13/1999 A035 *HOLIDAY BREAK MEANS LITTLE RELIEF (KOCER)
1/27/1999 A0I2 *ICY AFTERNOON
3/03/1999 AG4A xSNOW MUCH FUN
10/13/1999 AGAZ XSOUTH DAKOTA WIND
3/22/2GGG AIGI ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST (HARRELSON)
A/12/2GGG AG24 *SPLASH!
4/12/2GGG AG42 NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE FOR SUMMER STORMS
9/G9/I998 AG55 FACULTY NOW RESIDES IN WECOTA HALL (STRASBURG)
2/1G/I999 AG44 *BEAM ME UP SCOTTIE
2/16/20GG AG8I SDSU ANNOUNCES HEAD SOCCER COACH
9/22/1999 AGII *FORMER HOSTAGE CLARIFIES MUSLIM STEREOTYPES (MARSH)
4/14/1999 AlII XWEISBROD MANAGES SOFTBALL AND BASKETBALL (MEYER)
3/01/2GGG AG42 FAIR TEACHES HOW TO LIVE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
lG/20/1999 AG42 WELLNESS CENTER HELPS MAINTAIN STUDENT HEALTH
9/09/1998 A061 DEPT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE RECEIVES 6 NEW HALL DIRECTO
1/13/1999 A051 THREE PROFESSORS WERE RECOGNIZED
4/05/2000 A045 ARTS 8 SCIENCE DEAN, DEPT HEADS RETIRE IN JUNE
2/02/2000 A082 kA MAN WITH A MESSAGE (GRIFFITH)
10/21/1998 A071 REBUILDING ENGLAND BRIDGE BECOMES LIFELONG CHALLENGE
10/27/1999 A062 STUDENTS CAN 'CONSIDER THE CENTURY' (MARSH)
10/06/1999 AOll kFESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS
4/14/1999 A042 ^PRESIDENT TAKES ON NEW ROLE (REISCH)
2/23/2000 A045 WACIPI JOINS CULTURES, 2 HONORED AT EVENT (SANKEY)
12/02/1998 A073 WICKMAN IS LONE WINNER AGAINST HAWKEYE WRESTLING
12/09/1998 A093 *WRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
2/17/1999 A093 *WICKMAN'S LEADERSHIP LEADS THE JACKS (TUPPER)
3/03/1999 A091 *WRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
4/19/2000 A016 WICKS RECEIVES FULBRIGHT (SWEETER)
3/3I/I999 A023 READER URGES STUDENTS TO VOTE FOR PROFESSOR (L)
4/07/1999 A023 READER SUPPORTS WICKS (L)
4/07/1999 A042 STUDENTS AFFECTED BY CITY COMMISSION
4/21/1999 A014 WICKS--STUDENTS ARE CITY'S BIGGEST RESOURCE
2/09/2000 A045 SDSU PROFESSOR TAKES SABBATICAL (LINGBECK)
9/29/1999 A046 NEW SA MEMBERS COME ABOARD (SANKEY)
12/09/1998 A045 JtWIEMAN REFLECTS ON YEARS AT SDSU
10/07/1998 A051 PROFESSOR RECEIVES WILDLIFE SOCIETY AWARD
11/18/1998 A054 SEVERAL HONORED AT 50TH ANNUAL BUFFALO BANQUET
2/02/2000 A045 NEWSPAPER MAN WORKS TO HELP FARMERS (NELSON)
3/01/2000 AOll KMEET THIS YEAR'S CANDIDATES (MARSH)
3/22/2000 AOll kSPARK, WILLIAMS TO LEAD STUDENTS (MARSH)
3/22/2000 A051 Z9'/. OF VOTE GETS SA PRESIDENTIAL SEAT (BROOKS)
10/27/1999 A122 *PROPOSAL HIGHLIGHTS CAVORTS (CHOLIK & HARRELSON)
SEE ALSO WEATHER
11/18/1998 AOll XSNOW BUNNIES .
II/18/I998 A045 xWINTER RETURNS TO SDSU, PROVIDES INTERESTING TIME
1/13/1999 A035 *HOLIDAY BREAK MEANS LITTLE RELIEF (KOCER)
1/20/1999 A031 xSNOW ERASES ROAD RULES (NIEDERMYER)
1/27/1999 A036 HEATON WARNS ABOUT WINTER SAFETY (L)
2/02/2000 A012 xSNOWBALL FIGHT!
3/31/1999 AOll FRESHMAN CAPTURES LITTLE I GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP
3/29/2000 A062 xJACKRABBIT STAMPEDE BEGINS FRIDAY (POLLARD)
3/31/1999 AlOl WOLKOW BALANCES FAMILY, SCHOOL AND TRACK (TUPPER)
4/12/2000 A062 kBREAKING THE RECORDS--WOLKOW (POLLARD)
4/19/2000 A065 THREE JACKS WIN TITLES AT SIOUX CITY RELAYS
2/24/1999 A163 ELDERS PANEL DISCUSSES ROLES OF NATIVE AM WOMEN
11/03/1999 A023 HE SAID — SHE SAID -- (ROGERS, HEWITT)
2/09/2000 A053 XSD'S HISTORY TOLD BY PIONEER WOMEN (NELSON)
3/22/2000 A091 WOMEN OF HISTORY CELEBRATED IN FILM
4/21/1999 A084 CONFERENCE ILLUSTRATES HARM CAUSED BY MASCOT NAMES
11/04/1998 A051 CHINESE AGRICULTURE DEMONSTRATES CREATIVITY
1/27/1999 A031 WHAT ELSE CAN FACULTY DO FOR ME? (WOODARD)
9/15/1999 A031 *WHAT DEFINES MASCULINITY? (WOODARD)
9/22/1999 A036 ^OFFENSIVE JOKES, NOT SO FUNNY (WOODARD)
9/29/1999 A031 kYOUR CHOICES ARE AS IMPORTANT AS WHERE YOU GROW UP
10/06/1999 A031 JfEXPERIENCES, AGE INFLUENCE LIFE CHOICES (WOODARD)
10/13/1999 A023 kGOSSIP HARMFUL, NEVER INNOCENT (WOODARD)
10/27/1999 A023 kDEATH REMINDS, US TO APPRECIATE OUR EFFORTS (WOODARD
11/03/1999 A023 ^APPRECIATE THE FRIENDSHIPS YOU HAVE HAD (WOODARD)
11/17/1999 A025 CAN MEN 8 WOMEN HAVE PLATONIC RELATIONSHIPS?
11/24/1999 A023 K'TIS THE SEASON, NOT THE YEAR (WOODARD).
12/15/1999 A023 xCHILDREN ARE EXAMPLES OF INNOCENCE, EXCITEMENT
2/02/2000 A023 *SLOW DOWN AND ENJOY LIFE (WOODARD)
2/09/2000 A023 ^APPRECIATE YOUR GRANDPARENTS (WOODARD)
2/23/2000 A023 kBROOKINGS NOT TRULY DIVERSE (WOODARD)
3/01/2000 A023 kTHE DAY I LOST MORE THAN MY PURSE (WOODARD)
5/03/2000 A023 EDITORS SAY GOODBYE (WOODARD 8 FAGAN)
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WOOLLEY ERIN
WORK
WOSTER TERRY
WOY ALAN
WRESTLING
WRESTLING-PROF
WRIGHT BILL
WRITERS
WRITING
WYCKOFF LYDIA
YAQUB NADIA
YEARBOOK
YELLOW HAWK RUTH
YODER RYAN
YOGA
YOUNG TIM
Y2K
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/12/2000 A071
3/22/2000
2/16/2000
10/28/1998
11/04/1998
11/18/1998
12/02/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
12/09/1998
1/13/1999
1/20/1999
1/20/1999
1/27/1999
1/27/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
2/03/1999
2/10/1999
2/10/1999
2/17/1999
2/17/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
2/24/1999
3/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
11/03/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
11/17/1999
11/24/1999
12/08/1999
1/26/2000
2/02/2000
2/09/2000
2/09/2000
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/16/2000
2/23/2000
2/23/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/01/2000
3/22/2000
3/22/2000
1/13/1999
9/22/1999
9/23/1998
AO 9 4
AO 91
A072
A091
AlOl
A073
A093
Alll
A114
A071
A083
AlOl
A081
AO 91
A013
A091
A104
A091
AO 91
AO 91
A093
AO 91
All 3
A121
A091
AlOl
AlOl
A071
A071
A091
A064
AO 61
A065
A062
A073
A065
A081
A061
A084
A084
A085
A082
A081
A081
A084
A061
AO 71
A052
A071
A132
11/18/1998
2/03/1999
3/03/1999
3/24/1999
4/21/1999
4/28/1999
9/15/1999
9/29/1999
9/29/1999
9/29/1999
10/13/1999
2/02/2000
3/22/2000
4/05/2000
9/29/1999
10/27/1999
9/30/1998
9/16/1998
A131
AO 7 4
A072
A081
A082
A015
A012
AOll
A015
A021
AOll
AOll
AO 94
AOll
A051
A125
A032
AOll
10/07/1998 A054
12/09/1998 A093
9/22/1999 A046
1/27/1999 A014
11/10/1999 A031
12/08/1999 A021
BURROW, WOOLLEY WIN TITLES AT HUSKER OPEN
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
CONFERENCE AUTHORS SHARE WISDOM & EXPERIENCE
COMPOSER, CLARINETIST DUO PERFORM ELECTRONIC MUSIC
JfALUMNI DOMINATE JACKS,
*NEW RULES AFFECT WRESTLING TEAM
^WRESTLERS SUFFER LOSS (TUPPER)
WICKMAN IS LONE WINNER AGAINST HAWKEYE WRESTLING
^WRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
BJ JONES--WABBIT OF THE WEEK
JONES UNDEFEATED AT DUALS (TUPPER)
*WRESTLERS WIN 2 AT HOME DUO
TWO FRESHMAN WRESTLERS HELP LEAD JACKS TO A WIN
*KONECHNE WRESTLES HIS WAY TO THE TOP (TUPPER)
WRESTLERS TAKE THIRD AT DIVISION II DUALS
XJONES MAKES HIS PRESENCE KNOWN (CODY)
KRABBIT WRESTLIN'
^WRESTLERS SUFFER FIRST HOME LOSS (TUPPER)
ROOMMATES VIE FOR WRESTLING SPOT (TUPPER)
J6WRESTLERS FALL SHORT TO #2 UNO (TUPPER)
FORMER SDSU WRESTLING COACH DIES IN ACCIDENT
RESEL WINS ONLY MATCH FOR SDSU (TUPPER)
KWICKMAN'S LEADERSHIP LEADS THE JACKS (TUPPER)
WRESTLERS DEFEAT AUGIE TO FINISH DUALS (TUPPER)
NCC TOURNAMENT HELD AT HOME FOR THE WRESTLERS
XUND DROPS WRESTLING PROGRAM, SDSU GAINS A TOP
*WRESTLERS SEND 5 TO NATIONALS (TUPPER)
*WRESTLERS BATTLE IT OUT AT NCC CHAMPIONSHIPS
m4 WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (TUPPER)
KALUMNI PROVE WORTHY CHALLENGE AT 7TH-ANNUAL MEET
xTWO WRESTLERS WIN INDIVIDUAL TITLES (POLLARD)
KTWIST HIM INTO A PRETZEL!
KONECHNE LEADS WRESTLERS WITH 2ND TOURNAMENT WIN
TOP-RATED JONES TAKES 1ST AT TOURNAMENT (TUPPER)
SDSU'S KONECHNE SURPRISES DIVISION I WRESTLERS IN VE
SDSU WRESTLERS DOMINATE NATIONAL DUALS
WRESTLERS SWEEP MINNESOTA SCHOOLS
XKONECHNE AIMS HIGH (POLLARD)
WRESTLERS CLOSING IN ON NATIONAL TITLE
KELUSIVE TITLE WITHIN REACH--BRAUN CLOSES IN (POLLAR
XWRESTLERS PREPARE FOR FINAL HOME DUAL (HOFFMAN)
JACKS SWEPT IN WEEKEND DUALS
KLAST CHANCE FOR LANCE (POLLARD)
WRESTLERS PREPARE FOR QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT (HOFFMAN
*JACKS QUALIFY SIX--SDSU WRESTLERS (HOFFMAN)
KMITCHELL NATIVE PUMPED FOR FROST ARENA TITLE RUN
kSDSU heavyweight works up the ranks (POLLARD)
wrestling TOURNEY HUGE SUCCESS (HOFEMAN)
^CHAMPIONSHIP WEEKEND
KPRO WRESTLING VERSUS MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (NELSON)
*PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING--STUPID (TUPPER)
XKSDJ BOASTS 2 UNIQUE EXPERIENCED DISC JOCKEYS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF WRITERS
AUTHOR KATHLEEN TAYLOR TO SPEAK
AUTHOR'S LECTURE CONSISTS OF TIES TO SOUTH DAKOTA
WRITERS' CONFERENCE AWAKENS AFRICAN CULTURE
CONFERENCE OFFERS OUTLET FOR SDSU'S ASPIRING WRITERS
KANGELOU TO EMPOWER SDSU (WOODARD)
ANGELOU CANCELS SPEECH
ANGELOU TO SPEAK ABOUT DIVERSITY (MARSH)
KAUTHOR SHINES UPON AUDIENCE--ANGELOU SHARES (MARSH)
HALBERSTAM TO SPEAK ON EVENTS OF CENTURY (MARSH)
THANKS FOR BRINGING ANGELOU TO SDSU! (ED)
XPULITZER PRIZE-WINNING JOURNALIST DAVID HALBERSTAM
WRITER TO VISIT CAMPUS (MARSH)
CONFERENCE AUTHORS SHARE WISDOM 8 EXPERIENCE
^PUBLISHED WRITER TO SPEAK ON POWER OF LANGUAGE
STUDENT WINS HONORABLE SCHOLARSHIP (NELSON)
OAKWOOD SEEKS SUBMISSIONS FOR SPRING PUBLICATION
KAMERICAN INDIAN ARTISTS SEARCH FOR IDENTITIES
ARABIC CLASS OFFERED FOR 1ST TIME AT SDSU
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
KFUTURE OF THE NATION'S KIDS BECOMES A QUESTION
KWRESTLERS WIN FOUR AT DAKOTA DUALS (TUPPER)
REUNITE THE BODY AND MIND (EIDEN)
KFUNNY MAN
BEWARE OF Y2K NON-COMPLIANCE
Y2K? Y2CARE? (ED)
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SUBJECT
Y2K
ZALEUSKI KARLA
ZASTROW JAY
ZELLAR MARTIN
ZEMAN DAVID
ZWEIFEL SHEILA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/15/1999 A082 *PARTY LIKE IT'S NO LONGER 1999? (ROBISON)
4/07/1999 AOll NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS KEEP ON LEARNING (REZAC)
4/12/2000 Alll kKSDJ ON THE AIR--INTRODUCING JAY ZASTROW
9/30/1998 A052 *ZELLAR STIRS FANS, EMPLOYEES WITH "DADDIES" TUNES
12/09/1998 A051 HEAD OF VET SCIENCE DEPARTMENT NAMED
10/27/1999 A122 ^PROPOSAL HIGHLIGHTS CAVORTS (CHOLIK 8 HARRELSON)
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